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‘A Matter of Serious Concern’



In one of his most damning reports since becoming Chief Inspector of Prisons, Nick Hardwick has been speaking of his ‘serious concerns’ about conditions for prisoners at HMP Wandsworth



C



onditions for prisoners at Britain’s largest jail have been branded ‘demeaning’,’unsafe’ and ‘below what could be classed as decent’ by inspectors. In a damning report, Nick Hardwick, the Chief Inspector of Prisons, warned that at Wandsworth jail bullying is not properly tackled and relations with staff are strained and even abusive. He protested that managers seemed unwilling to face up to problems at the 1,650 male jail in South-West London and that prisoners’ safety is now ‘a matter of serious concern’. Geoff Dobson, Deputy Director of the Prison Reform Trust, said: “This shocking report, one of the worst I can remember, shows how quickly and how far a large local prison can go downhill”. Disabled prisoners were placed on landings where



they could not reach showers; there was no strategy for foreign national prisoners - many of whom were kept beyond their release date. Some prisoners were only unlocked from their double cells with inadequately screened toilets for just 2 hours per day. Association was often cancelled, exercise was limited to 30 minutes a day, the core day was not adhered to and workshops went under-used, said the Report. Although the infrastructure and regime seem to have improved at Wandsworth (at one time in the 1990s the staff prided themselves on the fact that it was the only prison in the system that provided no association, in-cell electricity or televisions for prisoners) it seems that little else has changed since a 1999 HMCIP report described a ‘pervasive culture of fear’ at the jail, and that staff were ‘callous and uncaring and guilty of intimidation, racism and sexism’. Continued on page 11



Jeremy Moore represented Barry George in his successful appeal proceedings and subsequent re-trial where he was acquitted.



SERIOUS AND COMPLEX CRIME PRISON LAW



Contact - Jeremy Moore



Contact - Selina Sanders



TEL : 08458 73 73 33



Serious & complex Crown Court cases • Court of Appeal cases • Confiscation & Proceeds of Cr •



Death penalty to be debated “Had capital punishment continued to exist, we would have seen the Birmingham 6, the Guildford 4, The Cardiff 3, the M25 3, the Cardiff Newsagent 3, Barry George, Stephen Downing, Sean Hodgson and many others having suffered that fate. But as time passed, and after many years in prison, they were judged to be innocent. Being granted a reprieve after your death is hardly justice”, says Charles Hanson page 25
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PAROLE BOARD ORAL HEARINGS IPP Tariff Expiry oral hearings / Pre – Tariff reviews Parole Lifer Reviews Re-categorisation / Cat A / refusals Adjudications / Governor Adjudications Licence recall HDC / ROTL / refusal Video Link facilities Judicial review now available Transfers
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If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



Cause of the riots? Let’s ask the rioters Take the moral ............................................................................................................ high ground Peter Simpson - HMP Brixton ....................................................... David M Jolin - HMP Albany The Ministry of Justice has a legal obligation to comply with the principles of good information handling, and other key parts of the Data Protection Act (DPA). For example, the DPA allows the processing of ‘subjective’ data (i.e. Staff opinion) but they can’t portray it as fact, all reports are meant to be ‘objective’ or fact based. Just stop and think how many of you have fallen victims to reports that portray ‘opinion’ as fact – a very high percentage I would think. My worst experience of this was while I had the misfortune to be held in HMP Rye Hill, but the state sector has also compounded the ‘subjective’ damage in my files. You can fight back but be warned, you will not get legal aid and it’s a long haul. But remember the Ministry of Justice has an obligation ‘in law’ to do the right thing. Also, consider if you’re an IPP/lifer the ‘potential’ damage that could have been done to you. I’m fortunate to be a fixed term prisoner, but in two years I’ve cleaned up ‘many’ issues. It’s a drag but you must exhaust the internal complaints system. Also, involve the box ticking IMB. Yes, you will get the standard fob off’s on the internal front, but keep plugging away, move it on to Ombudsman level and you ‘may’ be lucky and they rule in your favour. Failing that, submit copies to the Treasury Solicitor giving your intention to claim ‘if’ the file errors are not put right. I’ve had mixed results at this point with a clear 50/50 split. I’ve had issues resolved without filing a small claim in the county courts, but without exception, on filing claim the Treasury Solicitors have settled out of court. The key is work on the principle of your ‘legal right’ for the MOJ’s compliance of the act (DPA). If you let greed creep in you will lose, I only ever go for reasonable costs and get the result, and I’ve cleared up some key file issues such as 1) Rye Hill allegations of drug dealing and bullying ‘not investigated’ by a P.C.O. This resulted in £97 in costs and letters on my security file confirming the error 2) I.O.W – programmes file sealed due to its subjective nature, and potential damage to profession with £100 in costs, but also a caveat that a subjective parole document is also put right. And that’s just 2 successful results. Take the moral high ground, it’s not a greed related thing you’re fighting for but a basic right.



Having been arrested on suspicion of being involved in the August riots it is clear to me that the latest whitewash inquiry has begun in the media. Politicians, journalists, historians, police and even the royals have been using air-time and column inches to sell their version of events to the public. The range of opinions as to the causes are vast and vary from easily defeated theories such as David Starkey’s racism, to others that have remained unchallenged as is often the case with those whom the establishment favours. However, when we challenge the establishment we can see the inconsistencies. Some examples of this include the attempted squashing and editing of documents when the MPs expenses scandal started, the News International phonehacking scandal and the suggestion it was all down to one ‘rogue’ royal correspondent, the deaths of Jean Charles De menezes, Ian Tomlinson, and now Mark Duggan. In all these cases, as will happen with the cause of the riots, we have seen a release of misinformation followed by a truer version of events when the truth can no longer be contained. We need to stop this nonsense and ask the actual rioters why they took to the streets instead of simply suggesting it was ‘greed’, ‘gangs’, and general ‘mindlessness’. So, before we get another whitewash inquiry, a questionnaire is aiming to survey as many rioters as possible and those in prison can take part by writing to: Riot Survey, 62 Fieldgate St, Whitechapel, London, E1 1ES. Please remember to include your address. No official whitewash page 13 / August Riots pages 20-24



Branston not closing down



....................................................... Major Martin - HMP Highpoint Along with other lifers, I would like to know if Branston (prisoners’ property storage depot) has shut down or is shutting down? We ask this as HMP Highpoint have refused to send any of our property to Branston. We have to hand all our property out on visits or bin it. Except radios, which we are allowed to donate to the chaplain. If you do manage to recall your property from Branston to get something which is allowed in this prison then the prison absolutely refuses to send anything back to Branston. And we are not allowed to store any property in the prison. Just because some of us do not get visits why should we have to bin belongings, including clothing, that have nothing wrong with them? This is madness! Ken Smith - Administration Manager, HMPS Branston NDC NDC Branston has not shutdown. There are currently no plans to shutdown. We are still accepting and storing prisoners’ excess property. This appears to be an issue with HMP Highpoint and their local policy for dealing with prisoners’ property.



Correspondence Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. Accounts & Admin: Inside Time, P.O.Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ. 0844 335 6483 / 01489 795945 0844 335 6484 [email protected] www.insidetime.org If you wish to reproduce or publish any of the content from in Inside Time, you should first contact us for written permission. Full terms & conditions can be found on the website.
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Nationwide Service Offices in London, Manchester & Birmingham



Specialists in Serious Crime with a track record of success Criminal Law Serious crime including murder, robbery, conspiracy, drugs cases (supply, production, conspiracy), complex and financial crime, all other Crown Court Offences. We do the work to get the results. We fight for our clients. No excuses. Just proper, professional service. New enquiries



87 Chorley Road, Manchester M27 4AA 0161 794 0088 or Freephone 0808 155 4870 www.marymonson.co.uk Specjaliści Prawa Karnego Reprezentujemy klientów na terenie Anglii i Walii Oddział Polski Adwokat www.polskiadwokat.co.uk y y ɭ We speak: Po-Polsku, ýesky, Slovensky, ɉo-Ɋɭɫɫɤɢ, Guajarati, Urdu, Hindi, Español, Français



Slopping out revisited



....................................................... John Weightman Vice-President, IMB Readers will recall that drawing on Inspectorate Reports, IMB Annual Reports and prisoner voices, I wrote a report on ‘slopping out’ last August. This was presented to Ministers and was the subject of Parliamentary debate in the House of Lords. The report also received international news coverage and was the subject of a leading article in the Independent and considerable radio debate. I am writing a follow up to this report and would very much welcome a note of the experience of prisoners over the past year. Please write to me at the address below, marking your envelope ‘Confidential Access.’ Please let me know if you would like a copy of my report. John Weightman MBE FRSA, Vice President, National Council For Independent Monitoring Boards, 2nd Floor, Ashley House, 2 Monck Street, London, SW1P.
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If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



Star Letter of the Month Congratulations to Natalie Thompson - HMP Newhall who wins the £25 cash prize for this month’s Star Letter



Horrendous treatment



..................................................... Natalie Thompson - HMP Newhall I have been at HMP Newhall for 2 months now and have tried every avenue possible to get help, including talking to staff, the IMB, and now my last resort is to go to a solicitor. I am a disabled prisoner and the treatment I have received is horrendous. There is also another lady in here who is being treated the same and she has also contacted a solicitor. After arriving here with all my sick notes and a hospital letter about the operation that I was supposed to have, and also all the medication I am supposed to take for the pain, I was eventually seen by a doctor at 10 at night and given painkillers. The next day he took them off me without talking to me about it or discussing why. I eventually got put back on my painkillers 3 days later but only because I was in so much pain and begging to see the doctor. At this point I was told by the nurse that I was ‘in prison and would get no special treatment’. She said I would be treated the same as everyone else and there would be no ‘room service’. If I was unable to get to the hatch for my medication I would just not get it and it was ‘tough’ if I was in pain. I am 45 years old and have osteoarthritis in knees, ankles, hips and back after a car accident



20 years ago. My right knee now has to be replaced and I was on the waiting list for this operation when I came here. The prison have now cancelled, this operation as they say they want it to be done locally. If they had not cancelled it would have been done by now. Instead I have seen no one and my medication has had to be increased because the pain is so bad. Due to not being let out of my cell I constantly miss picking up my medication, and I have been given warnings for pressing the cell bell to get out as I have been told cell bells are for ‘emergencies only’. So I sit in my cell in pain hoping they will let me out or wondering if I should chance being told off for pressing the bell. I have also been given medication that I have not been prescribed and also the wrong doses. This has happened more than once. The worst incident was when I was instructed to attend education, in a building I’d guess was about half a mile away. I told them it was too far away but they made me go. When I was about halfway there I was in such absolute agony that I was actually crying with the pain. The staff could see what I was going through but they did nothing. I got to a point where I could not go on and sat down. A fellow inmate came by and noticed how much agony I was in so she went to get a nurse. The nurse said I had to go back to my room but she didn’t want to get a wheelchair for me as she said it would ‘take too long’. So I was supported back by the inmate and the nurse.



After 2 weeks I was given crutches and the governor moved me onto a wing that was closer to everything. I was there a week before I managed to get a shower and it was a long struggle getting upstairs to get one. I am now allowed to use the disabled shower but not let out of my cell very often in order to get one. I also had a fall in the shower and although the Health & Safety person said it was unsuitable for use, it still has not been put right – there is no slip-mat, no handles to pull yourself up, and no emergency bell in case I get into difficulties. I am classed as unfit for work so spend all the time locked in my cell and I can’t even go on exercise because it is too far for me to walk and they won’t let me have a wheelchair. My friend is unable to bring her wheelchair in because she is on remand and not allowed to see the occupational therapist for assessment until she is convicted. She has been here 2 months and is not due in court until September 2011. I have only just got the librarian to bring me some books after 2 months. I was not assessed by the disability person until I had already been here a month, although everyone knew I was struggling. It is a real struggle here for both of us and only other inmates help us. Some staff are very rude about the fact that we can’t move quickly, although some think the way we are treated is disgraceful. We get no response to our complaints. Can somebody please help us? Editorial Note: We have passed this letter to NOMS and hope to have some sort of reply by our next issue.
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Burglars getting more rights than victims?



Secret PSI?



Kosher meals



member of staff from an OMU department within a Cat B local prison in the South West area



Jenny Richards - wife of a prisoner maintaining innocence



Mr Dawson - HMP Whitemoor



I write with reference to the letter ‘Cosh or stab... a recipe for disaster’ from William Beattie HMP Peterborough. This letter was published in the August issue of Inside Time.



I recently contacted NOMS in order to try and find out about the withdrawn PSI 2011-036 and thought your readers might be interested in the reply.



............................................................................................................



Surely, surely, surely, this letter is a plant to stimulate other suggestions that acquisitive offenders should have more rights to protection than their victims at the time of the offence? I am wondering when Mr Beattie and others will start to make sensible suggestions that burglars should, heaven forbid, start to address their offending behaviour and not even think of intruding into; trespassing onto or burgling properties. These properties, of course, being those that they have no right to be in. Not for one minute that I think it is right that it is fair game to stab or cosh anyone - offender or victim ... I am wondering, however, what the burglar is expecting when s/he enters a property with the intent to deprive lawful owners of their property? One would imagine that the intent is to steal, rob, vandalise, rape, burn or maim anything that comes in their way? I think that Mr Beattie will find that his establishment is full of such individuals who went out one day with such intent. In the example that Mr Beattie alludes to, is it really surprising that the particular burglar, that Kenneth Clarke spoke of, ran into a householder with similar intentions - the only difference is that the burglar came off worst. Whilst Mr Beattie thinks that a safer method for a victim to deal with a burglar is to call out loudly ‘the police are on their way’, I am wondering if Mr Beattie has ever been crippled with fear and not been able to think logically whilst he sees his belongings taken and his family placed in fear by an intruder in his home? I am also wondering if Mr Beattie has given any thought to the chance of offenders remaining in place for the police and taking full responsibility for the offence - or do they disappear only to potentially re-offend and make more victims? Actions have consequences.



.......................................................



My email to NOMS stated: I have been trying to locate PSI 2011-036 ‘Offender Management - Psychologist’s Report Format’. I was surprised to find it did not exist in the relevant section of the www.justice.gov.uk website, and when I looked for it on the Inside Time website I saw they had added the comment ‘Inside Time understand that NOMS have now withdrawn this PSI from public access’. Why are NOMS and the Prison Service keeping their standard procedures secret? How can prisoners and members of the public know whether the rules are being followed if they don’t know what the rules are? How many other PSIs are being hidden from the public? I understand one prisoner did have a copy of this PSI before it was ‘blocked’ but when he tried to send it to someone outside the prison it was confiscated before it could be sent. I would be most interested to hear your comments and explanation. If you could also send me a copy of the PSI, I would be most grateful.



Writes



Please send in your short stories for our ‘Inside Stories’ supplement in December.



Jo Bailey- Lead Psychologist, Public Sector Prisons, NOMS The PSI was published on the MoJ website in error and hence was then removed. The report ‘format’ that the PSI refers to replaces that included in current offender management documentation for the psychologist report to the Parole Board (the SPR-E). The PSI is currently being reviewed as it remains under stakeholder consultation. Until that is finished the PSI cannot be regarded as finalised and hence is not available. I am sure you understand that to publish a document that may then receive additional change is not helpful and can increase confusion, uncertainty and misreporting. Time to re-assess risk assessments page 31 Violence and psychology page 32



....................................................... As a Jewish inmate at HMP Whitemoor why is it that I don’t get any kosher choice on the menu? I am given whatever the kitchen sends over and this results in me sometimes getting the same meal for 3 and 4 days running. Muslims get plenty of choice but I get none. Every time I complain about this I am fobbed off. Can you tell me what HMP has to supply to me by way of meals as a Jew?



Writes Owen Sidaway - NOMS Offender Employment, Skills and Services Group Establishments are required to provide a range of meals that meet the needs of the prison population. Standards of provision which establishments must meet are set out in a Prison Service Instruction (2010/44) a copy of which is normally available within the prison library. As regard meal provision at HMP Whitemoor my enquiries confirm that when required, boxes of individual prepared meals are purchased from our nominated and approved supplier of kosher meals, Hermolis, and one meal per day is issued each evening to those who have pre-selected a kosher meal option. A record is kept of which meal each prisoner is issued, to ensure that the same meal is not repeated. Where a prisoner returns a meal due to individual taste or preference it can limit the amount of choice available. I am informed that it is highly unlikely that you would be given the same meal option 3 or 4 days running unless it was by request or choice limitations due to like and dislikes. HMP Whitemoor, in common with other prisons, monitor food quality on a daily basis and survey the consumer population regularly through population surveys, wing food committees and consultative groups. These forums are operated to enable comments on food and meal provision to be made, recorded and, where appropriate, action taken. Editorial Note: This is helpful information but if Mr Dawson is correct in what he says, and there is no reason to think he isn’t, this response doesn’t explain why Whitemoor is not following the Prison Service Instruction as outlined.



Don’t Rot On Recall! We’re outside fighting for your rights inside Prison Law Specialists in Wales Dealing With:



Adjudications Parole Reviews Licence Recall Categorisation Transfers Lifer Panels Criminal Defence and Appeals



Start the ball rolling now - call Sarah Grace on:



02920 729 888



Elgin House 106 St Mary Street CARDIFF CF10 1DX
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rule which says; ‘Never discuss politics, religion or who out of Brian and Davina is the best Big Brother presenter.’



Drop me out! ....................................................... Piers Ravenhill - HMP Edmunds Hill A very irate friend, who happens to be a white Muslim, asked me to write to you the other day on his behalf. He was very upset that certain sections of the media had immediately screamed ‘Al-Qaeda!’ after the mass murders in Norway. I turned my friend down, but the gist of our conversation has prompted me to write off my own back. I didn’t turn him down because I happen to be an atheist (I’m not an evolutionist fundamentalist who cannot accept any other belief than my own!). I didn’t turn him down because it was eight thirty in the morning – far too early to debate tunnel vision maniacs who will clearly stop at nothing to push forward their own warped agendas (i.e. Tabloid journalists). And I didn’t turn him down because I have a very strict personal
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I turned him down for these reasons: 1) I don’t care who did it – it’s a terrible atrocity and that’s all that really matters. 2) I presumed my friend is in no way connected to Al-Qaeda, so therefore why should he get the blame in the first instance? 3) I didn’t want to further upset him by revealing what I knew but (apparently) he didn’t. That some of the media really do believe that the truth should not get in the way of a good story. And last but not least 4) I can barely be arsed to write letters for myself most of the time – let alone for others! You have to learn to laugh at the gutter press – or you would never stop crying! Anyone who elects to hack into the phone messages of people like Millie Dowler or the victims of the 7/7 bombings is bad enough, but we all know it’s only the tip of the iceberg. And these are the same journalists who would swear to anybody that the eight and a half years I’ve now spent in jail have been an exercise in living in the lap of luxury, having my every whim and desire pandered to at my HMP holiday resort and that ultimately I will, when released in a few weeks time, immediately rob and decapitate the nearest defenceless octogenarian before treating myself to a snack of toast topped with the stolen eyes of several small children. What I’m actually going to do is get myself a job as quickly as possible, but it won’t be as a tabloid journalist – I feel bad enough about having been a criminal previously … I have no intention of reoffending, either by dealing drugs again or by using a pen and a listening device to ruin peoples’ lives.



Have you been injured?



Don’t suffer in silence – make a claim for compensation



Prison



Injury Lawyers



Backlash for complaining



....................................................... Wayne Larsen - HMP Cardiff I recently had a letter published about a racist member of staff here at HMP Cardiff in Mailbags (June issue) and I would just like to highlight some of the problems it has caused me since. The officer eventually admitted making the derogatory and racist remarks, but instead of an apology I have been bullied, intimidated and harassed by other officers on the wing because of my complaint. I have been moved off the wing and the staff have asked that I not be allowed back on that wing. I have asked that the police be called so I can make a proper criminal complaint against this officer, but no one has yet got back to me about my request. I have also requested that a prison law specialist’s number be placed on my permitted numbers list, but once again this has not been done. Many other prisoners have witnessed my treatment over this matter and I know that some will now be too frightened to ever make a complaint against the staff here. This is not acceptable and if officers commit criminal offences against prisoners then they should face the same laws as everyone else has to. Surely it cannot be left to the prison to decide whether an officer should face criminal charges, it must be up to the police and the CPS to decide.
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I am going to take a civil action against the prison for racial discrimination against me throughout my complaint, as I have given the prison clear evidence that I have not been treated the same as other prisoners since I complained. This sort of thing must not be allowed to continue and I hope you print this letter so that others might come forward.



Writes Chris Barnett-Page, Interim Head of Equalities Group, NOMS The National Offender Management Service is committed to fairness for all and insists on respectful and decent behaviour from staff, offenders and others with whom it works. In accordance with this policy, the Governor of HMP Cardiff has fully investigated Mr Larsen’s complaint and taken the action that he considers appropriate. It is the policy of the National Offender Management Service that managers who handle discrimination incident reporting forms and conduct associated investigations should ensure that appropriate measures are in place to protect victims and reporters of incidents in accordance with the local violence reduction strategy. If, nevertheless, evidence of the victimisation of a complainant is discovered, prompt and appropriate action is taken.



Historic sex offence cases a travesty of justice



............................................................................................................ Mark Dell - HMP Wakefield After reading the Mailbag contribution by Jenny Richards, ‘My 52nd letter and still no reply’ (August issue) I thought I would share my own experience of this issue. I have written numerous letters to Kenneth Clarke, Secretary of State for Justice, regarding several issues and, like Jenny Richards, I have also repeatedly brought up the issue of Sections 32 and 33 of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994, which clearly removes the requirement of proof of guilt in historic accusations of rape and other sexual offences. I have never received a reply from Kenneth Clarke, or even any form of acknowledgement from his office. This, in my mind, shows that the likes of Jenny and myself are trying to raise an issue that Kenneth Clarke does not want to have brought to the attention of anyone. As the law stands at the moment, anyone who is accused of an historic sexual allegation will find that the prosecution do not have to supply any proof that the offence even happened. However, the accused must provide proof of their innocence. So my question to Kenneth Clarke is: when are you going to take your head out of the sand and remove Sections 32 and 33 from the 1994 Act so that the justice system can move a bit closer towards allowing the accused a fair trial? At the moment the justice system is geared up to screw innocent people so that the CPS and government can show good prosecution figures. It’s time this was sorted.



100% Compensation No win No fee Professional Lawyers Specialists in Personal Injury



Call Prison Injury Lawyers, the compensation experts now for free confidential advice on 0 1 6 1 9 2 5 4 1 5 5 or write to



Ashley House, Ashley Road, Altrincham, WA15 8EW [email protected]



www.jefferies-solicitors.com



Prison Injury Lawyers is a trading name of Jefferies LLP which is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority



We are local to: HMYOI AYLESBURY & HMPs BULLINGDON, GRENDON, WOODHILL, READING and SPRINGHILL but Pickup & Scott Solicitors also cover many other prisons.



We cover all aspects of Prison Law



• Life Sentences • IPPs • CAT A + Re-CAT • Parole Hearings • Recalls/Licences • Adjudications • VPs • Immigration/Women & Baby issues



Please contact: Contact: Anna De La Mare, Harleena Johal-Basi, Maria Villarico or or Maria Villarico at: Anna De La Mare, Christopher Holten PICKUP & SCOTT SOLICITORS P I C K U P & S C O T T S O L I C I TO R S 6 Bourbon Street~~Aylesbury Aylesbury ~~Bucks ~ HP20 2RR2RR 6 Bourbon Street Bucks ~ HP20 01296 397 01296 397 794 794
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Duvet rip-off



.......................................................



of al-Megrahi? Isolated prisoners will help raise awareness Return .......................................................



A Morley - HMP Gartree



Jessica Berens, Communications Manager, APF



I would like to bring to your attention the situation that is occurring in prisons across the country due to the new health and safety standards. We prisoners have to give up our bedding if it doesn’t come up to standard. And to add insult to injury they called an amnesty and we have until June 2012 to give up our bedding in place of either prison sheets or blankets and freeze, or buy again from DHL not Argos. DHL, not happy with monopolising one market (the canteen), now demand more of the little money that we have. Most prisoners cannot afford to fork out for more bedding; some people have just bought new bedding and now this! It took me three months to buy new bedding at £60.00. DHL are asking for £70.00 for one bedding set, we don’t know what quality they are but the quilt is only 7.5. Tog – my current quilt is 13.5 Tog and feather. Why should I give up my bedding for a sub-standard set just because it’s been sprayed with a chemical and has a different tag on it? We were also told we won’t be compensated for our bedding. How is this moral? Let’s just say for sake of argument that Joe Public were informed that their ‘cars’ weren’t meeting the new safety standards and the government said they could buy a new car that meets standard and nearly the same price despite being a lower quality, and they could only buy this from the Government’s supplier which was illegally monopolising the market. I am sure there would be some kind of civil league action brought against the government. We may be in prison but we’re still consumers with rights. What I would like to know is where do we stand and what rights do we have? Could we, as prisoners, bring some kind of law suit against the prison for compensation? Prisoners should stand together and petition the prison service and the government.



...........................................................................................................



James Petrie - HMP Glenochil



Action for Prisoners’ Families (APF) would like to thank the many prisoners who have volunteered to support the ‘Maintaining Family Contact’ campaign which will raise awareness about the fact that so many prisoners are located in prisons where visiting is difficult for family and friends because of remote locations, distance from home, lack of money to pay for travel, or physical incapacity. Members of the Women’s Institute (WI) will now visit 20 or so prisoners and record their journeys and visits to the prisons. Unfortunately not everyone who wrote letters to APF will receive a visit – as resources are limited. However, the details and information that we have received make an excellent evidence base with which to provide proof to policy makers (and others) about the difficulties that face prisoners and their families around visits. Prisoners who would like to receive visits from local volunteers may want to contact an Official Prison Visitor. Ask your chaplain about this scheme which operates in most prisons. Alternatively, you could write to Jen Cohen, the Befriending Coordinator, at New Bridge, 27A Medway Street, London SW1P 2BD. New Bridge volunteers visit prisoners all over the country.



Missing post



For shame!



Name and address supplied



Martin Lonsdale - HMP Swaleside



I have moved prison and was expecting a reply to a letter that I had written to Inside Time. I have spoken to them and they have sent a copy of their letter which was sent to me at my last prison. I would like to know if post should be forwarded by a prison to the prisoner if they have moved or is it just dumped or returned to sender?



I, like many others recently, have been shocked and saddened by the behaviour of a certain small sector of our ‘broken’ society. They have devastated vast tracts of our inner cities, terrorised pensioners and appropriated money and goods to which they have no legal right, all seemingly with little or no interference from the police and while the rest of society looked on helplessly.



Writes



We must all ask ourselves who is to blame, what instilled this laissez fare attitude towards society? Where did the seeds of this culture of rampant greed and entitlement first take root? I think we must point the finger at their parents for, in the first instance, sending them to Eton and then allowing them to become politicians – for shame! Female prisoners comment on the August riots page 23



.......................................................



The policy is that mail should automatically be forwarded onto a prisoner’s new jail. Unfortunately, for whatever reason, sometimes there is a delay in this being done. Mail should not just be returned to sender.



.......................................................



CRYSTAL PARTNERS SOLICITORS



CRIMINAL DEFENCE SOLICITORS



PRISON LAW, CRIMINAL APPEALS & IMMIGRATION LAW SPECIALISTS EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY & APPROACHABLE FIRM OF SOLICITORS YOU CAN TRUST TO FIGHT FOR YOUR RIGHTS



We provide legal protection for Prisoners' Rights We can provide you with legal advice, assistance and effective representation in the following matters:



Specialist Criminal Defence and Prison Law Firm dealing with: • Appeals of Conviction/Sentence • Judicial Review • Parole Board Representation • Re-Categorisation • Adjudications • Licence Recall • Lifer Panels • HDC/ROTL



0207 353 7000 Criminal Defence Solicitors



Freepost RSJS-SHTS-HHGB 227-228 Strand, London WC2R 1BE (Opposite the Court of Appeal)



THE INDEPENDENT CRIMINAL LAW SPECIALISTS NATIONWIDE SERVICE AVAILABLE



Disciplinary adjudications, MDT'S Unauthorised possessions etc Licence Revocation and Recall to Custody (prompt intervention & effective review with the Parole Board) Parole Applications/Appeals/Judicial Reviews Oral Hearings with the Parole Board (entire process) Recall and Adjudications: Advice and Representation Re-categorisation and Cat A Reviews Tariff Reviews and Minimum term Representations Criminal, Magistrate & Crown Court cases/VHCC'S, CCRC Cases (assistance with review applications) Transfers Prisons/HDC/ROTL Immigration matters, UK and EU Immigration Deportations/ Extraditions/ International Refugee Law Immigration Tribunal Appeals



C r y s ta l P a r t n e r s S o l i c i t o r s 8 a Tu r n p i k e L a n e , L o n d o n N 8 0 P T



0 2 0 8



8 8 8



6 5 2 1



Cosmas Mob: 07944 624 607 Godwin Mob: 07828 159 638



N AT I O N W I D E S E R V I C E FOR AN IMMEDIATE RESPONSE AND PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE



Lord George Foulkes recently suggested that if, or when, Colonel Gaddafi is deposed, the convicted terrorist bomber Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed al Megrahi should be brought back from Libya to resume his sentence in Scotland. I’m sure that the last thing the Scottish judicial system and both the Scottish and UK governments would want, as it would re-open all the doubts and debate about the original trial and conviction. If the journey didn’t kill Megrahi, I doubt he would last long in a Scottish prison cell. But if he did survive could he be prevented from re-opening his second appeal, which was mysteriously dropped and for which no official explanation has ever been given? Was his defence counsel Maggie Scott, QC, consulted before he made his decision? The authorities assured us that Megrahi’s release on compassionate grounds was not dependent on his dropping the appeal. But there has always been a strong suspicion that the two were somehow related, especially after the Justice Minister Kenny MacAskill’s visit to meet him in Greenock Prison. One theory is that the government and some people in the Scottish justice system feared the second appeal would have been upheld, on one or more of the six grounds for serious doubt about the Camp Zeist conviction identified by the Scottish Criminal Cases Review Commission. There is also the possibility that he might seek to take his case to the UK Supreme Court, now that court has assumed the final right to adjudicate on Scottish criminal cases. Unlike in England, this would not require the prior permission of our highest appeal court. All in all, returning Megrahi to Scotland would do nothing but open up a nasty can of worms. Better for all concerned if stones are left unturned, and Megrahi remains in Libya for whatever time he has left. Putting Scotland’s House in Order page 18



APPLEBY HOPE & M AT T H E W S SOLICITORS



We specialise in:-



• Recall • Parole Applications • Licence Conditions • Criminal Defence • Adjudications • Judicial Reviews • Lifer Panels ALP/DLP • Cat ‘A’ Reviews • Categorisation & Transfers • HDC • Tariff Reviews • Lifer Issues Contact Kate Clark or Carroll Slaney



Appleby Hope & Matthews



35 High Street Normanby Middlesbrough Teesside TS6 0LE



01642



440444



[email protected]



Service throughout the North of England
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Branded with the brush of denial



No confidence in MoJ



40% deduction from wages a double jeopardy



.......................................................



Vincent Holyoake - HMP Ford



Gautam Majumdar - HMP Springhill



An innocent bloke - HMP Frankland



Here we go again, yet another example of the MoJ’s inability to do joined up thinking. Now they want to deduct 40% of an offender’s net income when they do paid work outside of prison! Excuse my apparent stupidity but I thought the idea of paid work was part of the process of resettlement and an opportunity for offenders to leave prison with a) a job, and b) a bit of money for a deposit on a flat, and/or to buy a vehicle and work tools. The idea being that it stops us from going straight out on the rob and so, hopefully, reduces the rate of reoffending.



When Kenneth Clarke proposed that all prisoners should do real work in prison, earn a proper wage, and contribute a portion of their earning to a victims’ fund, he made an eminently sensible proposal.



I am writing in regard to a letter I saw in your July issue, ‘Orwellian thinking’ by PR Denton – HMP Wandsworth, and felt the need to say that after reading it I was very moved. I myself am maintaining my innocence and until I read this I was ready to give up all hope. I know firsthand what it feels like to be branded with the staff’s brush of denial. In my eyes the staff seem to look at you and not bat an eyelid when you try to correct them of this mistake. To be in denial would mean that something happened and then for me to say it didn’t. But I can’t be in denial for something that never actually took place – a catch 22. I’ve been knocked back also by the first judge and I am waiting to hear back from the three judges. One of the things that does strike me as odd with the staff is that they seem not to want to try to help you if you are maintaining your innocence but want to punish you for it! I have never broken any rules and done what I’ve been told to do. However, because I’ve been told that I am unable to partake in courses that they say I must do, because of me maintaining my innocence, that I’ll have my enhanced status taken from me. When I stated about the new PSI2011-011 I was told ‘that’s being changed because it’s wrong’. Is it? Would you be able to confirm if it is please? Editorial Note: Whether any PSI is possibly being scrapped or changed in the future does not affect its validity in the present. PSI 2011 – 011, Page 11, section 4.6, clearly states “In determining IEP levels the fact that someone is in denial of their offence should not be a bar to attaining enhanced status.”



.......................................................



Here at Ford they hoped, prior to this announcement, to have about 200 of the 500 or so offenders working outside the prison in preparation for release. Since the announcement, the general consensus among offenders seems to reflect a very negative attitude towards paid work, with many saying they will not bother applying for it. The deduction will make it impractical, if not impossible, to afford to attend work.



...........................................................................................................



I think he envisaged the following scenario. For a start, he referred to all prisoners. The vast majority (in fact some 95%) of the country’s 86,000 prisoners are in closed conditions, who either work in prison jobs earning £10 a week or don’t work at all, spending most of their time banged up. Some are in education, again earning a pittance. The Justice Secretary envisaged workshops and small factories being set up within prisons, employing prisoners, where they would earn realistic wages and contribute a portion of this to a victims fund. Let us do some Maths on this. If prisoners, on average, earned £200 a week (prisoners working inside are not subject to tax and NI), and contributed 40% or £80 a week, this would work out to around £4,000 per year for each prisoner. This would mean an annual contribution in excess of £300 million to the victims fund after the costs of administering the scheme. A sizeable and material sum. But setting up the workshops and getting private sponsors on board would take time, and the Government is in a hurry. Now let us see how this visionary scheme is being corrupted, and implemented in a hurry so that someone can make a statement that the scheme has been implemented, and falsely claim prisoners have started to make big contributions to the victims’ fund.



Did the MoJ give any consideration to the location of Cat D prisons when they had this great idea? How many are located within easy reach of employment opportunities? Did they not consider that the majority of offenders are held miles from where they live or want to relocate? The answer of course is NO.



The scheme is being introduced in September in the Open Estate for prisoners on full time work away from the prison. The Open Estate with around 4,000 prisoners comprises less than 5% of the prison population. Out of these 4,000 D Cat prisoners less than 400 are in actual full time work away from prison on day release. Most of these prisoners, under risk assessment guidelines, are nearing the end of their sentences. Most too, earn the minimum wage and very often only mange to get part time work. They have to buy and maintain their car to get to work. This saves the prison money because they don’t eat their meals in the prison when away at work but have to buy meals from their wages.



When we come to prison the authorities are always bleating on about how we should have considered the effect of our actions on others, and then they spend the rest of the time making decisions without doing just that. And they wonder why the public, and us, have no confidence in them.



Since they are on minimum wage they would be earning, on a full time basis, around £20,000 per year. Since most are unable to get full time work, let us assume average earning for them would be around £10,000 per annum. After tax and NI (which they will be subject to unlike closed estate prisoners), their take home would be around £8,000. Most of this going towards car expenses and food, and for the especially frugal worker prisoner to save a small sum, usually for their families or for a small nest egg on release which will act as a deterrent to re-offending on release.



Sometimes you just need an expert



MICHAEL PURDON Solicitor



Advising prisoners since 1994 Dedicated specialist teams dealing with: Parole Paper parole panels..... Lifer panels.....IPP panels



Progression



Cat A..... Sentence planning.....Recategorisation..... Risk assessment/Reduction.....HDC.....ROTL



Discipline



Adjudications and criminal charges



Appeals and Challenges



Judicial Review..... Appeals of conviction and sentence..... CCRC applications Michael Purdon Solicitors Ward's Building 31-39, High Bridge Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE1 1EW



0191 232 1006 Nationwide Coverage



This group is being asked to pay 40% of their after tax wages from September. Let us assume this is £3,000 per prisoner. Based on 400 prisoners this would amount to a total contribution of some £1.2 million a year, before the costs of administering the scheme, which would probably be in the range of a million pounds. So the victims fund would get around £200,000 instead of the £300 million envisaged by the Justice Secretary. New victim levy on prisoners’ earnings page 29



RODMAN PEARCE SOLICITORS



FIGHTING YOUR CAUSE! Experienced representation in Criminal Defence, Prison Law and Immigration Matters



• All Criminal Courts Proceedings and Appeals • Parole Hearings • Licence Recalls • Judicial Reviews • Recategorisation • Confiscation Orders • Adjudications • Lifer Panel Representations • Human Rights Appeals • Miscarriage of Justice • Appeals Against Deportation



-Nationwide Servicecontact



Barry Akilo or Christine Ayanbadejo



01582 424234



or write to: Rodman Pearce Solicitors 54 Wellington Street Luton Bedfordshire LU1 2QH



>> Important Notice We welcome all your contributions to Inside Time. To ensure that they are dealt with as promptly as possible, please make sure that you address your submission correctly and put the appropriate heading in the bottom corner of the envelope. Unless you are writing to individuals, the following headings should be used:



> MAILBAG (letters and articles) > POETRY > LEGAL Q&A > ROBERT BANKS (legal: sentencing only) > HEALTH > JAILBREAK > PSYCHOLOGY Q&A



Julian Young & Co. Solicitors and Higher Court Advocates



118 Seymour Place, Marylebone, London, W1H 1NP



Te l : 0 2 0 7 7 2 4 8 4 1 4



WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN SERIOUS CROWN COURT TRIALS Julian Young nominated for the 2010 Legal Aid Lawyer of the Year. Prison Law & Appeals Specialists including adjudications & parole hearings Sean Hodgson, released on appeal after 27 years, was represented by Julian Young Nationwide Service (Contact Judy Ramjeet)



Languages spoken/understood Turkish, Polish, Arabic, Russian Mandarin, Cantonese and Italian
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Charity should begin (and stay) at home



...........................................................................................................



Tackling canteen price increases ..........................................................................................................



Pete Law - HMP Full Sutton



Keith Portch - HMP Maidstone



In reply to Darel Black-Rose (Star Letter – August issue), I am all for doing my bit to help others, but it makes me sick to see the amount of money our country sends to other countries.



I would like to applaud John O’Connor on his very thorough and candid article regarding canteen price increases in your August issue. As John says, where else in society would this monopolistic practise be permitted? After reading his article I felt as though DHL/Booker were adding insult to injury when the following week we received our revised canteen sheets which contained no fewer than 47 price increases! To be fair, there were 4 items at a reduced price – one of them being a tin opener, but they are probably not selling too many of them as nobody can afford tinned goods anymore!



We all know what a mess England is in, financially, at the moment, but still this government send millions of pounds of our money to these countries. Whilst at Full Sutton I have seen 3 charity events – one for Help For Heroes, which I fully support, and the other 2 were for Pakistan and Haiti. The latter 2 were natural tragedies, but at the end of the day shit happens. Why should we foot the bill for it? I don’t hear any of these countries sending money, or anything, to England when we lose homes and possessions due to floods. As for charity events, yeah, crack on, but look closer to home - we have kids starving in this country, families below the breadline, old people freezing to death in winter because they can’t afford to pay for heat. So if you feel the urge to donate to charity just remember what a great man once said, ‘Your Country Needs You’!



‘Mis-management’ of our prisons



Lie detector tests for all PMIs



Ian Kennedy - HMP Wakefield



Adrian Close - HMP Bure



Having studiously read the August issue of Inside Time I am now, more than ever, of the entrenched opinion that the prison system is a complete and utter shambles. By closing HMP Latchmere House, a very effective resettlement prison, it shows that the MoJ/NOMS pay only lip service to rehabilitation and resettlement. It is obvious that they are not interested in rehabilitation and resettlement. I think they much prefer the ‘revolving door’ to keep on revolving so that certain civil servants can be sure of continued employment.



As a PMI (Prisoner Maintaining Innocence) who took and passed a lie detector test at my own expense, conducted by an expert who is on the same team used by ITVs Jeremy Kyle Show, I am now calling on all PMIs, their friends, families and law firms to write to Secretary of State for Justice, Kenneth Clarke, and request that:



.......................................................



Also, in his article about canteen price rises in which John O’Connor confirms how prisoners are being exploited and bled dry by the authorities, he states that ‘The prison service can rightly claim to be a world leader in various aspects of penal management’! How does this gel with the closure of Latchmere House? His statement should read that the British prison system is a world leader in various aspects of ‘Mis-management’. That would be more accurate.



.......................................................



1. All suspects, defendants and PMIs be offered the opportunity of taking a lie detector test. If they pass the state pays for the test, but if they fail the accused pays. 2. The results of these tests be entered into evidence in courts and be taken into account in the sentence progression of PMIs. This is on the grounds that great strides have been made in lie detecting over the years to the extent that results are well over 90% accurate. If a 90% accuracy is not enough ‘reasonable doubt’ then I don’t know what is. PSI updates page 35



Need Inside Advice? David Phillips and Partners can help out. We offer legal advice and representation on:· • • • • • • •



CAT A Reviews Independent Adjudications IPP and extended sentences Lifer hearings and Paper Reviews Parole Reviews Recall Reviews Tariff/ Minimum Term Reviews



0151 236 3331 "I would like to thank DPP and most of all Rachel Barrow. I feel no other legal firm could do a better job! Even the Prison Governor commented on David Phillips and Partners by saying he had never known in his time any solicitor to put so much hard work into a case. Thank you once again." Wesley Lafferty Escape the technicalities and let us fight your case - call us now and ask for our Specialist Prison Law team. Established 1982 - Top ten provider of Criminal Defence services 2006 and 2009.



David Phillips and Partners Solicitors and Higher Court Advocates 1st Floor, Oriel Chambers, 14 Castle Street, Liverpool L2 8TD



Nationwide Service



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



What amazed me most was the obtuse way that pack sizes were changed so as to make us think we were getting a better deal - i.e. milk chocolate digestives 300g at £1.09, replaced by milk chocolate digestives 200g at £1.00. This seems a deliberate ploy to make people believe prices had gone down but it was the pack size that had decreased. Like other jails, we have canteen reps who put forward our comments, but they admit to being left feeling totally demoralised following canteen meetings. As a lone customer I don’t know how I can go about achieving a change to this system. Until prison canteens are open to real competition, prices will continue to increase as and when DHL/Booker desire it. But there is a way for us to make our concerns heard, though we would have to work as a cooperative in order to get someone higher up the management ladder to wake up and listen. What we should do is pick one week per month and all of us buy absolutely nothing from the canteen. I know this would prove difficult for smokers but it would send a message to DHL/ Booker because they would have to send the same amount of staff and stock as any other week even if it was just to supply a few smokers. If just one or two people do this then it will have no impact, but if 25 – 50% of the prison population were to refrain from spending for one week per month the impact would be massive! Then the companies would have to revise their options. I, personally, refrained from buying anything but phone credit on this week’s canteen sheet. But I did write across the sheet ’47 price increases!’ I found that I did not miss having my usual stuff and was quite pleased that I’d managed to save myself a few quid. I would suggest that as many people as possible try this and politely write across their canteen sheets – ‘Please Reduce Prices’. It is time to stand up and be counted. John O’Connor page 31 If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters (concise and clearly marked) to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. To avoid any possible misunderstanding, if you have a query and for whatever reason do not wish your letter to be published in Inside Time or appear on the website, or yourself to be identified, please make this clear. We advise that wherever possible, when sending original documents such as legal papers, you send photocopies as we are unable to accept liability if they are lost. We may need to forward your letter and /or documents to Prison Service HQ or another appropriate body for comment or advice, therefore only send information you are willing to have forwarded on your behalf.



CLARKE KIERNAN SOLICITORS



FIGHTING FOR THE RIGHTS OF INDIVIDUALS IN THE SOUTH EAST WE ARE A RESPECTED ‘LEGAL 500’ FIRM FRANCHISED BY THE LEGAL SERVICES COMMISSION AND OUR DEDICATED AND EXPERIENCED TEAM IS AVAILABLE TO HELP YOU IN ANY AREA OF LITIGATION



PRISON LAW DEPARTMENT - Catherine McCarthy



All aspects of criminal law, including: Appeals, CCRC, and Confiscation Orders.



All aspects of prison law, including:



Adjudications, Parole, DLP, Categorisation & Judicial Review CIVIL DEPARTMENT - Tafadzwa Chigudu Legal aid available for Housing problems, due to your remand or looking forwards towards release. Including threat of possession of your home and advice on eligibility for Local Authority housing following release. FAMILY DEPARTMENT - Maria Steele-Williams



All aspects of matrimonial & children disputes, including: Proceedings involving the Local Authority. Divorce, Domestic Violence, Cohabitation & Civil partnerships. All aspects of financial disputes.



2-4 Bradford Street Tonbridge Kent TN9 1DU Tel: 01732 360999



Talking sense With offices at:



Beaconsfield, Bracknell, Cheltenham, Chesham, Gerrards Cross, Oxford Summertown, Swindon and West Drayton



Specialising in CRIMINAL DEFENCE and all aspects of PRISON LAW including:



LICENCE RECALL ADJUDICATIONS PAROLE HEARINGS JUDICIAL REVIEW IPP QUERIES For immediate help and assistance contact



Lisa Gianquitto on 01494 681442 or write to:



51 Amersham Road, Beaconsfield, Bucks HP9 2HB www.hinesolicitors.com
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How mean is means testing?



....................................................... Mr Harding - HMP Gloucester



© prisonimage.org



HMP encouraging prisoners to break the law



....................................................... A Hassan - HMP Brixton I am one of many prisoners at HMP Brixton who are getting angry because of the incompetence that seems to pervade the prison system. The landing I reside on has only 3 phones for 90 men and we are only allowed to use them when unlocked for association between 1400 and 1600 hours. It does not take a mathematician to work out that this means many of us do not get to use the phone to keep in touch with our families. This is why there is so much pressure on prisoners to break the law, either by smuggling in a mobile phone, paying prison staff to do so, or borrowing one that has already been smuggled in. The lack of official phones cause temptation to prisoners and prison staff alike – there is good money paid for phones in the prison black market. I don’t see why the prison system do not just increase the number of prison phones so that everyone gets a chance to use them, thus decreasing the temptation to smuggle phones in. Just a thought.



immigrationdeportationhumanrights



immigrationdeportationhumanrightsimmigrationdeportationhumanrightsimmigrationdeportation



immigrationdeportationhumanrightsimmigrationdeportationhumanrightsimmigrationdeportation



PEER & CO the Immigration, Deportation, Imminent Removal, Detention and Human Rights Lawyers Immigration Appeals Asylum & Immigration Tribunals Representation Immigration Bail Applications Human Rights Applications All immigration matters and court representation



Serving all UK Prisons and Detention Centres For assistance please contact



Peer & Co



95 Villa Road Birmingham B19 1NH



0121 554 0565 Office also in London 07833 675 415 (24hour - 7day service) www.immigrationassist.org
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I am currently on recall. At the police station I was represented by a duty solicitor and made the decision for his firm to represent me at my parole hearing. I was told that legal aid would be granted after my partner’s financial situation had been taking into account. I have now received a letter from my solicitor informing me that my application for legal aid has been declined. In order to qualify, my partner was not allowed more than £99 in disposable income available to her each week. Yes, she does have more than £99, but not much more. Consideration has not been given to the fact that out of that money my partner needs to eat, clothe herself and other general expenses. I now find myself in the position of having to represent myself at a Parole Board hearing, which is very daunting indeed. There are indications in the letter from my solicitor that things would be a lot easier for me if I were not in a relationship with my partner. Well, that is all very well, but I am. Besides, being NFA is not going to enhance my chances of getting released by the Parole Board. Couple that with the fact that if I deny my relationship I would be lying and I am not prepared to do that. Myself and my partner have contributed over the years to Britain’s coffers in the way of taxes so why am I now being penalised when people who have never worked a day in their lives are entitled to legal aid? I think this is unjust and totally unfair. My solicitor has indicated that the fee for being represented at an oral hearing would be in the region of £3,500, with an immediate £600 needed for the solicitor to continue. Neither I nor my partner have that kind of money. On a final note, if there is an honest, reputable and caring out-of-work solicitor out there who might want to help please get in touch. But you would be working for nothing. Thank you.



Well done, son



....................................................... Ingrid Smith - HMP Styal I am writing to you regarding your August issue; I was flicking through and came across a picture in Rachel Billington’s ‘Month by Month’ that my son had drawn, Simeon Hannaway. I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate him on his skill, it was perfect, well done, son. If you read this I love you and keep your strength up.



Nieko Solicitors
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Website comments via www.insidetime.org Article: Family Friendly Comment by PM



in the ridiculous farce that is the Probation Service.



.......................................................



I have recently retired from the Prison Service where most of my duties of late were on Visits. I was appalled at the attitude of some officers, especially the dog handlers. Relatives were often treated as criminals and made to feel very unwelcome at times. ID was another big problem with people being turned away as their passport had expired the week before. How stupid. Most prisoners are good people who have done bad things. Families are having to survive without them and the income they may have been bringing home before imprisonment. So come on guys, let’s give these families a break and at least smile at them!



....................................................... Article: Our job is to ensure a fair trial



Article: The rise, impact and hopeful death of IPPs Comment by Brian



This is the action of a society which has become so irrationally risk-averse that it has lost all sense of proportion -- and, even worse, all sense of justice. The injustice of imposing the souldestroying punishment of indefinite imprisonment in harsh penal conditions, not for what the victim has done but purely for what someone thinks she might do at some time in the future, is out of all proportion to the risk that we all accept every day of our lives … even at the height of the second world war Churchill decided to abolish preventive detention (under which German sympathisers had been locked up) because he couldn’t stomach the injustice involved.



.......................................................



Comment by KF



The UK system is so out of date we are living in the dark ages. A defence team is not allowed to ask awkward questions to a so called victim as it may upset them - But what about the defendant’s rights to have a fair trial and the Jury be told everything; not having information hidden from them as it is in most cases? If the Jury only hear one side fully and not the other, we may as well not bother with a defence!



....................................................... Article: HMP Everthorpe Win Best Show Garden at Tatton Comment by Cathy



Article: Jewel in the Crown Comment by Darby



Having experienced Latchmere’s unique form of hospitality on more than one occasion at the age of 15 I’d happily drive the bulldozer!



Inside Time website by numbers > the first 7 months of 2011



I went to the RHS Tatton Show last week and saw the HMP Everthorpe garden. I thought the work and the meaning behind it excellent. Please pass on my thanks to all those who created it. It has given me some ideas for my garden - I live in Italy and struggle with the climate - but to outline a story within a garden is a great idea and I’m inspired to try it here.



....................................................... Article: Probation Officers Just doing their job Comment by Mary



Their reliance on tick boxes is a joke and flies in the face of any real attempt at rehabilitation. I would also love to know why the Government keep quoting their mantra that ‘Families can help reduce re-offending’ when they point blank refuse to allow them any say



Unique visitors 488,245 Number of visits to site 779,332 Number of ‘Hits’ 16,663,223 Website Comments Posted 2,047



Criminal Defence & Prison Law Specialists We offer specialist legal advice and representation in all areas including:



• Licence Revocation & Recall • Judicial Reviews • Re-categorisation • Parole Hearings • Adjudications • Appeals We can also advise you on Immigration & Mental Health Law For immediate assistance please contact: Henry or Jimoh We Take It Further Experienced Professionals delivering a first class service and fighting for your rights.



0208 808 3067 (Mob: 07900 915 764)



Rachel House, 214-218 High Road Tottenham, London N15 4NP



humanrights immigrationdeportation
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The Inspector calls ... Nick Hardwick - HM Chief Inspector of Prisons Inside Time highlights areas of good and bad practice, along with a summary of prisoner survey responses, at HMP Blundeston, HMP & YOI Moorland and HMP Hatfield. Extracts are taken from the most recent reports published by HM Inspectorate of Prisons as good but Inspectors found too many staff in wing offices avoiding contact with prisoners.



HMP Blundeston



Category C training prison Announced inspection: 31 Jan - 4 Feb 2011 Report: April 2011 / Published: June 2011



14% are not involved with purposeful activities; 24% lost property on arrival; 26% are IPP or Lifer prisoners; 28% don’t know who the IMB are; 29% have been victimised by staff; 36% say visitors were treated well; 53% have children under 18; 60% said staff opened legal mail; 70% say it’s difficult to see the dentist; 78% said staff treated them with respect.



significant worry about staff/prisoner relationships in general. Prisoner perceptions of relationships were poor and our own observations bore out some of these concerns. We saw little positive interaction between staff and prisoners at key times. Few prisoners said they had someone they could approach with a problem. Relationships in specialist units such as reception or segregation were better. Staff added their own, informal sanctions to prisoners on the basic level of the IEP scheme by unlocking them separately and so, in effect, keeping them segregated’. The incidence of use of force was high, much of it involving the younger prisoners. Inspectors were concerned that planned force was not filmed so it was not possible to confirm that it was carried out appropriately. 20% were not involved in purposeful activity; 22% lost property on arrival; 27% have been victimised by staff; 28% have been in prison more than 5 times; 37% are aged under 21; 45% said complaints weren’t dealt with fairly; 50% say staff have opened legal letters; 57% spent less than 6 hours a day out of cell; 64% had problems sending or receiving mail; 67% said food was bad or very bad.



A prison that had drifted backwards in safety, respect and resettlement The inspectors commented on the fact that the First Night Centre was used to house prisoners who couldn’t live elsewhere so new arrivals often had to go straight to the wing. The Inspectors commented; ‘Significant numbers of prisoners reported feeling unsafe and too many sought sanctuary in the segregation unit’. Accommodation varied but in the older units were described as shabby with no in-cell sanitation and a Night-San system described as ‘undignified, unhygienic and unacceptable’. The Inspectors said; ‘the sanitation arrangements in some older ones were unfit for the twenty-first century’. On the positive side the Inspectors said; ‘Blundeston remained a purposeful prison, with an appropriately clear focus on its training function. Time out of cell was generally good. There was sufficient education and vocational provision, and some was of a very high standard. The library was well used and there was good PE provision’. Staff/prisoner relationships were described



MILLERCHIP MURRAY



SOLICITORS SPECIALISTS IN CRIMINAL DEFENCE WORK AND PRISON LAW in particular



ADJUDICATIONS LIFER PAROLE ORAL HEARINGS RECALL HEARINGS



HMP & YOI Moorland



Category C training prison holding sentenced adults and young offenders Announced inspection: 29 Nov - 3 Dec 2010 Report: April 2011 / Published: June 2011



Little positive interaction between staff and prisoners at key times Although the actual inspection took place after the major disturbance at Moorland the prisoner survey took place shortly before and Inspectors think it shows an interesting perspective about what was going on at the prison before the disturbance. In the months before the disturbance there was a 20% increase in security reports but these were not analysed. Staff/prisoner relationships were poor: the Inspectors say; ‘Our concerns about the safety of some prisoners reflected a more



trapped?



Please contact: Sarah Holland, Stephanie Grieve or Lindsey Thompson at:



Millerchip Murray Solicitors The Quadrant Business Centre 3 The Quadrant Coventry CV1 2DY



02476 243615



serving the midlands



Category D open resettlement prison holding sentenced adults and young offenders Announced inspection: 29 Nov - 3 Dec 2010 Report: April 2011 / Published: June 2011



The personal officer scheme was, to all intents and purposes, non-existent



C



As in Moorland the staff/prisoner relationship caused concern for Inspectors, they said; ‘Prison staff were not much in evidence at any time and, although we saw some good interactions and positive work being done, we witnessed discourteous and dismissive behaviour from staff. There was little interaction between staff and prisoners on association. More than one in five prisoners told us they had felt threatened or intimidated by staff’. Prisoners are unlocked from 07:30 to 22:00 and Inspectors found a good range of work, education and other activities: about a third of prisoners had some kind of community work placement. The inspection took place during heavy snow but the Inspectors finish by saying; ‘Even allowing for the problems caused by the weather, this was a disappointing inspection. Hatfield was performing poorly. It needs more effective strategic direction and more intrusive management. The prison relied on the fact that it held low risk prisoners who appeared to just want to get through their sentence’. 7% say complaints are dealt with fairly; 13% are on recall; 20% say staff have victimised them; 21% are not involved with purposeful activity; 37% say getting drugs is easy; 43% say staff have opened legal letters; 51% have children under 18; 57% were treated well in Reception; 61% have been there less than 6 months; 64% say it’s difficult to see the dentist.



Chief Inspector of Prisons inspection schedule 2011 5 Sept Shrewsbury 12 Sept Isis 19 Sept Maidstone
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The National Prison Law and Criminal Defence Specialists Our specialist Prison Law and Criminal Advice Team offer national assistance with a vast wealth of experience in all matters including:



IPP Sentence Issues - Lifer Parole Board Hearings – Mandatory Lifers Discretionary Lifers - Parole - Sentence Planning - Recalls Adjudications (Governor and Independent) - Judicial Review Re-categorisation - DSPD Assessments - Transfer Challenge of MDT’s (with independent analysis) - Tariff Representations Treatment Issues - Criminal Appeals and CCRC - Police Interviews



Need help? Contact Michael Robinson:



&



ALL ASPECTS OF PRISON LAW



HMP Hatfield (Moorland Open)



Hatfield is managed jointly with Moorland but inspectors saw little benefit to Hatfield prisoners from the arrangement and though that Hatfield prisoners got the short straw.



52 John Street, Sunderland, SR1 1QN Sunderland 0191 567 6667 Newcastle 0191 284 6989



www.emmersons-solicitors.co.uk • wrongful convictions • unfair treatment • representation at hearings and appeals



This Practice is an active Member of the Association of Prison Lawyers For immediate assistance contact our team of over 20 experienced prison law advisors led by David Parker and James Fairweather FREEPOST



Call us on 0115 958 3472



MID 18045



Write to us FREE or telephone for immediate advice



Nottingham NG1 1BR



www.carringtons-solicitors.co.uk
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‘A Matter of Serious Concern’



The things people say…



the jail’s record on basic standards was ‘indefensible’. An inside source told Inside Time that things were improving in the mid-2000s but after a governor change, following the prisoner swapping scandal in 2009, everything started to go downhill again. NOMS Chief Executive Michael Spurr says he now has ‘a robust action plan’ and has strengthened the senior management team.



© prisonimage.org



Continued from front page More inspections in 2003 and 2004 found that conditions had deteriorated further and that



Joan Smith, a human rights activist and columnist, writing in the Independent said: ‘If you take violent young men and lock them up in insanitary conditions for 22 hours a day, it isn’t going to turn them into individuals who care about their fellow humans. We shouldn’t be remotely surprised that the prison regimes we have at the moment don’t produce the results we want. Institutional indifference and inhumanity encourage the warped values offenders have when they arrive in the place’.



Wandsworth in numbers



prisoners responses to Inspector’s questions



7% have been physically assaulted by staff 16% don’t know what the IEP scheme is 18% lost property 31% say the IEP scheme is unfair 32% had not had an Induction Course 32% were treated badly in Reception 33% said the food was bad or very bad 36% have been victimised by staff 36% said staff opened legal letters 39% don’t know who the IMB are 41% have problems receiving mail 43% say applications aren’t dealt with fairly 44% say staff don’t treat them with respect 45% get Association just once or twice a week 46% are not involved in any purposeful activity 46% get less than 2 hours a day out of cell 46% have felt unsafe at Wandsworth 48% don’t get enough clean suitable clothing each week 51% have problems accessing telephones 70% do not have a sentence plan 72% have never met a ‘Personal Officer’ 76% get less than 4 hours a day out of cell.



beesleyandcompanysolicitors Personal Injury and Civil Action against the Police and other authorities • • Personal Personal Injury Injury (accidents both in and out of custody) (accidents both in & out of custody) • • Police Assault Assault • False imprisonment • False imprisonment • Malicious Prosecution Malicious prosecution • • Negligence • • Compensation for Childhood Abuse Negligence • in Care Interference with property/goods • Mistreatment or Assault by Inmates • Allegations of mistreatment/injury or Prison caused byStaff inmates or staff • Inadequate Opiate Detox Contact: Mark Lees



Beesley & Company 736-740 Wilmslow Road, Didsbury, Manchester, M20 2DW 0800 975 5454 (FREEPHONE) [email protected] www.beesleysolicitors.co.uk Nationwide service available in certain cases Legal Aid available
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“If you live in a social home and you are caught rioting, your one night of madness could have disastrous consequences for the rest of your life. Hard working taxpayers who subsidise it will be rightly wondering why anyone involved in trashing and looting and caught should expect to enjoy the benefits of a social home.”



New life for old garden tools The Conservation Foundation’s Tools Shed project started tentatively at HMP Wandsworth five years ago. It was a bold idea to suggest bringing garden spades, shovels, forks and so on inside the walls of one of the country’s best known prisons. But Tools Shed is working well there and at other prisons around the country.



Housing Minister Grant Shapps backing Councils who want ‘to convict and evict’ rioters from social housing. The Councils’ power is limited and they only have powers over those that live locally - so for example people from Manchester can’t be evicted from social housing if they committed anti-social behaviour in Salford. This is a huge roadblock when you consider that of the rioters charged so far, just 23 per cent committed crimes in their own postcode, according to a profile of those who appeared at Camberwell Green Magistrates’ Court. Councils have always had the power to threaten people with eviction, but they have never had the power to make it happen... That power lies with the Courts. And unless the law changes, there’s nothing to block rioters’ benefits.



The idea is deceptively simple. Unwanted and broken garden tools are collected from garden centres, parks, gardens and local authorities and repaired in prison workshops, contributing to prisoners’ skills and providing an occupation which produces tangible results. The spruced up tools are given free to cash strapped school and community gardens and of course there’s the recycling benefit of diverting tons of wood and metal from landfill. Now there are Tools Shed workshops at Wandsworth, High Down, Dartmoor and Morton Hall Prisons and at Feltham and Thorn Cross YOIs.



FAMILY LAW SPECIALISTS • Are you being denied ACCESS with your children because you are in prison? • Are your children subject to CARE PROCEEDINGS or about to be removed by the social services • Are you being denied your PARENTAL RIGHTS? • Are you not sure what your RIGHTS are?



Whatever your situation we can help you, we have helped many people in the same position! We are specialist family lawyers who can advise you on any family matter including child access, adoption, divorce and separation.



Contact Sola or Kate at K&S @ Law Solicitors 133 Plumstead High Street London SE18 1SE



0208 331 0505



07951 272375 or 07951 594827 MEMBERS OF THE LAW SOCIETY FAMILY AND CHILDREN PANEL



Tired of banging your head against the cell walls? No-one listening to you? Know your rights and know how to stand up and make yourself heard.



Whatever your status - if you need legal advice or representation - MK Law can guide you through to the light at the end of the tunnel....



We specialise in all aspects of criminal defence and prison law, serving courts and prisons in and around London and the South East with a dedicated team committed to the following areas:



• • • • •



Adjudications Oral hearings Licence recalls Categorisation Parole Applications



Contact Helen Churchill, Paul Cameron, Manisha Knights or Mr Hesham Puri @ MK Law on 0208 692 2694 and speak to someone who WILL listen.... or write to us @ 24 Deptford Broadway London SE8 4PA



Criminal Defence Service
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Care problems for Britain’s pensioner prisoners Phone hacking A recent survey by the Prison Governors Association highlights a growth in pensioner prisoners. With the absence of any other support, fellow prisoners are being used to provide personal care. The report says that the 2,500 elderly prisoners in British prisons are seen as a growing problem by governors. Prison officers say it is not their job to wash, dress, feed and toilet prisoners. Prison governors think the NHS should provide care, the NHS point to local authorities, and local authorities do nothing. Budget cuts across the public sector are making it more difficult to find funding for the care of elderly prisoners. Adding to the problem; research in Holland has found a high proportion of those over 60 appearing before the courts had undiagnosed dementia. The report suggests the growth in the number of elderly people in prison presents a ‘leadership challenge’ which the NHS, the Prison Service and social services increasingly cannot ignore.



Thinkin of U Thinkin of U is a great name for a brand new service being launched by Wayne Hutchinson. The business provides a simple service for prisoners wishing to send a gift to their loved ones. Wayne has a good understanding of prison and is very aware of the limited access to a service prisoners have when wanting to do something special for partners, family or friends on the outside. The Thinkin of U catalogue contains over a 100 tasteful items such as:



Pink And Black In A Box £35.40 Luxury Milano Roses pink Gerbera, Exotic foliage presented blooms.



Roses & Lilies £39.00 The beautiful mix of red or pink roses and Longiflorum lilies, Dracena and Palm is a classic.



To purchase either of these items send your payment directly to Thinkin of U (add £5 if Saturday delivery is required) Include your full details, the delivery address and your message. See advert below for full details.



Immigration charity wrongly claims £4m in legal aid A government-backed charity that was Britain’s largest adviser to immigrants and asylum seekers collapsed after misspending an estimated 4.4 million pounds in legal aid in a single year. The Immigration Advisory Service (IAS) which received 15 million pounds of taxpayers’ money last year, has been accused of wrongly claiming legal aid for a third of its cases.



à{xÜË



at Whitemoor



There have been calls for HMP Whitemoor to be included into any enquiry into phone hacking after it was revealed that some of the biggest press stories about Whitemoor have not been about prisoners but about the private goings-on of governors and staff, such as the Sun headline; ‘Governor’s wife in jail romp with lag’. Steve Barclay, the local MP, suggests that stories such as that and ‘£3,000 curry treat for jail’s Muslims’ might have been obtained either by phone hacking or paying public officials for information. In questioning how the newspapers got such stories he asked the Prime Minister; ‘In due course, will it [the enquiry] also consider others who provide stories, such as paramedics, accident and emergency doctors and prison governors, and who might also be subject to corruption?’



Thousands of people were allegedly given money for their legal cases despite failing to prove that they were unable to pay their bills, or were helped to bring ineligible repeated appeals or were involved in cases not covered by legal aid. Critics have claimed that some immigration lawyers routinely bring repeated appeals in hopeless cases so that their clients can eventually argue that they have been in the country so long that it would be a breach of their human rights to deport them.
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Why not let your loved one know how much you care and appreciate them? Select from our catalogue one of the many tasteful gifts available and have it sent directly to them. To obtain your catalogue send your details together with two 1st class stamps to: ‘Thinkin of U’, Suite 236, Kemp House 152 - 160 City Road London EC1V 2NX



“If you look at the position in London, obviously we have been able to move significant savings, we’ve been able to move money around and we are able to expand ... expand numbers.” The Major of London, Boris Johnson, suggested this might be a bad time for the government to press ahead with its programme of police cuts.



The charity had 300 staff working in 14 centres across the country and was helping 20,000 immigrants when it suddenly closed in July. A report by its administrators reveals that 31 per cent of its legal aid cases in the year to last September have been ruled invalid by the Legal Services Commission.
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The things people say…



Tweeting from New Zealand after watching the riots, Stephen Fry listed ten random good causes - including the Koestler Awards. This years UK Exhibition will open on 22 September at the Royal Festival Hall in London. (They will be featured in our next issue).



CRIMINAL DEFENCE SOLICITORS Wrongly Convicted? Specialist Criminal Defence and Sentence too Long?



Prison Law Firm dealing with: • Contact our dedicated Criminal Appeal



• Appeals Conviction/Sentence Team who willofinvestigate your case • Judicial Review along with Senior Counsel • Parole Board Representation • We are located opposite the Court of • Re-Categorisation Appeal and take on Legal Aid work • Adjudications • Licence Recall • Write or call us today for our • Lifer Panels • HDC/ROTL



Appeal Pack



0207 7000 0207353 353 7000



Criminal Solicitors CriminalDefence Defence Solicitors



Freepost Freepost RSJS-SHTS-HHGB RSJS-SHTS-HHGB 227-228 227-228 Strand, Strand, London London WC2R WC2R 1BE 1BE (Opposite the Court of Appeal)



The Criminal Appeals THE INDEPENDENT Specialists CRIMINAL LAW SPECIALISTS



NATIONWIDE SERVICE AVAILABLE



Boris Johnson became Mayor of London, replacing Ken Livingstone, in May 2008. He repeatedly promised that there would be more police on the streets by May 2012 than when he took office.   However, he has already cut 900 police officers from the Met in the last year and the Mayor’s own plans mean 1,800 officers are expected to go in total over the next few years.   It is clear that the Mayor of London has presided over budgets that have cut police numbers and his legacy after 2012 will be one of further cuts.



THOMPSON & CO SOLICITORS PRISON LAW SPECIALIST



IPP and Extended Sentences Re-Categorisation Judicial Review Human Rights Issues Sentence Calculation



Parole Board Reviews Prison Discipline Adjudications License Recall Reviews



CRIMINAL DEFENCE SPECIALIST



Representation at Police Station, Magistrates Court and Crown Court Criminal Appeals & Serious and Complex Crown Court Cases



FAMILY SPECIALIST



Divorce Contact with Children Ancillary Relief



Care Proceedings Custody



IMMIGRATION SPECIALIST



Asylum Overstayer Judicial Review



Long residence Human rights Representation at Asylum and Immigration Tribunals



For an Immediate visit, advice & representation contact:



Thompson & Co Solicitors



48a, Tooting High Street, London SW17 0RG



020 8682 9183



(Emergency: 07702 896 347 / 07702 896 349)
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E-petitions launched The restoration of capital punishment, withdrawal from the European Union, and the legalization of cannabis were among the most popular motions on the Government’s new e-petitions website, which was launched in July. The site enables the public to set up online petitions about anything they choose. Those that attract 100,000 signatures will go to a cross-party parliamentary committee, which will then decide whether or not the issue should be debated in the Commons.



Mark Duggan’s partner speaks out
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News in Brief



The partner of the man whose death triggered the August riots told Channel 4 News that the protests against his death had got out of control. In her first television interview, Simone Wilson (pictured) denied that Mark Duggan (pictured) was a gangster and criticised the police for lack of communication with his family after he died. But she said the riots had nothing to do with the initial protest march in Tottenham. Simone Wilson



Mark Duggan



“



Simone Wilson: There’s a lot of angry people out there - people that don’t even know Mark are angry at the way it was dealt with. I hold the police responsible. Definitely the police. My children don’t know, Mark’s children don’t know that he’s gone. We can’t tell them yet because they’re going to be asking questions and we don’t have the answers to it. If he had the gun in his hand, why didn’t they shoot him in his hand to disarm him? Why did he get shot to his chest? They tell me they can’t answer that question, they don’t know - that’s all I’m getting, they don’t know. I know Mark. Mark was never going to use a gun. 100%. 100%. Mark is the kind of person - if he did have a gun - which I don’t know - if he did, Mark would run. Mark is a runner, he would run rather than firing, and that’s coming from the bottom of my heart, I know, I know. They‘re portraying Mark to be a gangster. He’s not known to any gangsters or any gangs; he’s not like that. It’s got out of hand; it’s gone way past - it’s not connected to this any more. It’s got nothing to do with the march, this is out of control, Innocent people are getting hurt … children have got no homes, it’s just not needed at all.



Olympic rehearsals, designed to test the venues, get underway with the 100 yards dash.



”



4th August 2011



However, even if it goes to a debate, MPs will not be obliged to table a parliamentary bill. The most popular petition (so far) with over 75,000 signatures was one proposing that “convicted London rioters should lose all benefits”. About 20,000 people have signed petitions calling for the restoration of the death penalty – but even greater numbers have signed one opposing it. Other motions include reducing fuel prices, keeping Formula One on free-to-air television, and returning to the “good old days” when prisoners were given only bread and water. Charles Hanson page 25



Mark Duggan was reported to be the founder of the Star gang based in North London. The Independent Police Complaints Commission (IPCC) said two shots were fired by a firearms officer. A non-police handgun was recovered at the scene. At present there is no evidence that it had been fired by Mark Duggan.



Who profits from ‘No official whitewash’ Community Payback? hopes accused rioter Some Probation Trusts are earning money as Met seeks 3,000 from ‘Community Payback’ work. Whilst most work is done either at no cost or just for convictions the cost of the materials used, a number of Probation Trusts have paid contracts or agreements with public bodies such as local authorities, in which the local authority contributes to the cost of supervision in exchange for an agreed number of hours of work.



Inside Time has received its first letter from a man on remand at HMP Brixton, who has been accused of taking part in the August riots (see Mailbags page 2). Peter Simpson is appealing for others to explain why they took part and hopes there will be no ‘official whitewash’ concerning the causes of the riots. He is urging those arrested to fill out a Riot Survey questionnaire, available from 62 Fieldgate St, Whitechapel, London E1 1ES. More than 2,770 people have so far been arrested and the Metropolitan Police have announced a target of 3,000 convictions.



After Deputy Prime Minister Nick Clegg admits that he was given a Community Service Order when he was a 16-year-old student in Germany the Cabinet put him in charge of the Goverments ‘vision’.



As looters were coming out of PC World with loads of laptops, one eyewitness reported seeing riot police ‘Kicking down the door of the Army and Navy store across the road and running off with equipment’.



STOKOE ARTNERSHIP STOKOEPPARTNERSHIP UNDER ARREST? SOLICITORS S O L I C I T O R S



The specialist in Criminal and Prison Law



14th August 2011



The Specialist in Criminal Law Serious Crime Adjudications Appeals/CRCC Parole/Disciplinary • SERIOUS CRIME • TERRORISM Prisoner RightsFRAUD Tariff • SERIOUS • DRUG TRAFFICKING Licence/Recall Prison related matters • CASH SEIZURESAll •other MONEY LAUNDERING



The Sunday Express tells the world that 600 of the Rioters were actually on Parole from jail. The question is:  from whom did this figure come? At the time it appeared, a total of 1437 people had been charged with rioting  and looting etc, so according to the Sunday Express approximately half of all those charged with an offence were in fact on parole from jail! (It was also widely reported that half were under age of 18) Inside Time asked the Ministry of Justice if they had issued a figure of 600. No they hadn’t. NOMS said they didn’t know either and it was “nothing to do with them”! The Express quoted a National Association of Probation Officers representative so we asked NAPO. They told Inside Time they “knew nothing about the figure of 600”.  That didn’t stop Tory MP Philip Davies (always good for a quote) warning of the dangers of ‘letting criminals back on the streets.’ Certainly “half of all rioters charged were on parole from prison” is a good headline, even if the story had no basis in truth.



The Stokoe Partnership is a franchised



Our business is to provide expert, rapid



advice, assistance and representation firm of independent solictors with All languages catered for including Greek, French, in all aspects of criminal investigation. branches in Manchester and London in criminal law. Bengali, Hindi and Chinese. Spanish,specialising Urdu,onlyPanjabi,



0161 237 5755



0161 237 5755 AVAILABLE – 24 HOURS



OFFICE: TheMANCHESTER Boatmans, 40 City Road, Deansgate, Manchester, M15 4QF MANCHESTER OFFICE MANCHESTER OFFICE:



LONDON OFFICE:Manchester, M15 4QF The 4040 City Road, Deansgate, TheBoatmans, Boatmans, City Road East, Manchester M15 4QF 646-648 High Road Leytonstone, London, E11 3AA



You’re Not Alone



LONDON OFFICE LONDON OFFICE:
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Become a better parent in five easy steps Mothers and fathers should follow a ‘five-aday’ pledge to become better parents. It is claimed that many children begin school without knowing their first names because their parents barely speak to them. The Report from Centre Forum - a liberal think tank - says parents should be encouraged to read to their children for 15 minutes, talk to them for 20 minutes while the TV is turned off, praise them frequently, play with them on the floor for ten minutes and provide a nutritious diet.



The Daily Pledges



1 2



Read to your child for at least 15 minutes a day Play with your child on the floor for 10 minutes



Parents and their drinking Children who see their parents drunk are twice as likely to binge on alcohol themselves, according to a new survey. Researchers questioned 5,700 teenagers in England, and found one in four 13 to 14-year-olds had been drunk more than once, as had 52% of those aged 15 to 16, reports BBC News online. Those who said they had seen their



3 4 5



Talk with your child for 20 minutes with the TV off Adopt positive attitudes towards your child and praise them frequently Provide your child with a nutritious daily diet



parents inebriated were twice as likely to have been drunk several times. However, the influence of friends was also a significant factor: the likelihood of youths drinking to excess more than doubled if they spent more than two nights a week socialising, while spending every night with friends multiplied the odds of drinking heavily more than four times. The survey, commissioned by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation at a time of heightened concern about binge drinking, also found that half of 15 and 16-year-olds had consumed at least five drinks the last time they used alcohol.



‘Make maths compulsory for all until 18’ Almost one in four pupils leaves school unable to use maths to solve everyday problems, according to a report by the former co-presenter of Countdown Carol Vorderman (pictured). Pupils should be made to continue maths in some form beyond GCSE to raise standards. The raising of the school leaving age to 18 and ensuring that all primary school teachers have at least a B in GCSE maths are recommended.



Education Stats One in three children (about 180,000 pupils) left primary school this year without having mastered the essential skills in reading, writing and arithmetic. The national test results also revealed that more than 30,000 11 year-olds are leaving school with a reading age of seven or below.



67%



of 11 year olds reached the pass mark in SATs tests



80%



1+3



reached the pass mark in maths



75%



reached the pass mark in writing



85%



reached the pass mark in reading



1 in 10 boys can hardly read



Pupils ‘prefer emails to books’



One in ten boys leaves primary school with the reading age of a seven-year-old according to government figures. Almost 28,000 can barely read despite the billions of pounds poured into primary education by the previous government. Five percent of girlsaround 13,000 pupils – are also at this low ‘level two’ for reading.



Fewer than 50% of UK children aged eight to 17 read a novel outside class every month, research suggests. The National Literacy      survey of about 18,000 school children Trust suggests youngsters are more likely to read   messages and emails than fiction. Most text children (28.9%) estimated they had between 11   and 50 books in their homes. But one in six said they rarely read outside the classroom.
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m Do you know...?







• Britain’s equality watchdog has warned that bans on satellite dishes may breach residents’ human rights. The advice came after the European Court of Human Rights ruled that a Swedish landlord who told tenants to remove a dish had denied them their right to receive information freely. • Prison officers have complained to the Health and Safety Executive that they have been getting passively high from inmates smoking cannabis. Jails have been told to perform risk assessments, and may be forced to improve ventilation. • A £14,000 set of anti-burglar gates has been stolen in Newcastle-under-Lyme, Staffordshire. It is believed the barriers, which were in an alleyway behind homes, were taken for scrap metal.



hanging (12%), electric chair (5%), firing squad (4%) or gas chamber (4%). • 33% of the public think live ammunition should be used against rioters, 65% endorse the use of plastic bullets, 77% say the army should be brought in, and 82% support the introduction of curfews. • 47% of smartphone-owners aged 12 to 15 use their phones in the lavatory, as do 22% of adult users. • In a survey about people’s emotional dependency on technology in Britain, 53% of adults said they were “upset” when they couldn’t access the internet for 24 hours, and 40% said a lack of online access made them feel lonely. One of those surveyed by research company Intersperience compared losing internet access to “having my hand chopped



off”; another called it “my biggest nightmare”.



• 53% of the population support the return of the death penalty, and 34% oppose it. 63% of men are in favour, but only 44% of women. 66% think the method of execution should be a lethal injection, rather than



Criminal Defence & Prison Law Specialists



• A driver in Monaco caused what may be the world’s most expensive pile-up. The unnamed woman, who was trying to park outside the casino, crashed her £250,000 Bentley Azure into a £75,000 white Mercedes S Class, a £140,000 black Ferrari, an Aston Martin worth £140,000 and an £80,000 Porsche 911. • There are 17,000 more people drawing civil service pensions than are currently working as civil servants.



We must not turn our backs on our young people There are close to one million young people in Britain aged between 16-24 who are described as ‘NEETS’: Not in Employment, Education or Training.



MR



Our dedicated team of Solicitors will advise and represent you at all levels. Re - categorisation Adjudications IPP & Extended Sentences CCRC Applications Lifer Panels Parole Reviews Judicial Reviews Human Rights Confiscation Orders HDC & Recalls



Please contact Martyns G Martyns Martyns & Rose Solicitors 456 KIngsland Road London E8 4AE



0207 249 2044 FA X 0 2 0 7 2 4 9 1 2 2 4 [email protected]



After the BBC’s Royal Correspondent reveals that The Prince of Wales received an extra £298,000 from the taxpayer last year for doing less than the year before, The Prince reacts to breaking news that the Royal Correspondent has come a cropper skiing.



After Tottenham’s game with Everton was called off, sources at White Hart Lane say Spurs have just signed a new striker: GRABATELLI.



And as Celebrity Big Brother struggles to get an audience, housemates accidentally leave the bathroom window open.



4781032652986473 3268781032652986 Shepherd Experts in Prison Law all over the UK Reynolds Solicitors



YOU’RE NOT JUST A NUMBER!



Martyns&Rose SOLICITORS



• • • • • • • • • •



News in Brief



• Chicken tikka masala is no longer the nation’s favourite dish. According to a new poll, the British have become more adventurous in their tastes, and now prefer the jalfrezi – a far hotter curry made with lashings of fresh chilli.



• Joan Ginther, a 63-year-old from Las Vegas, won her fourth multimillion-dollar lottery jackpot. However, it also emerged that she is a Stanford-educated maths genius – raising the suspicion that she has cracked an algorithm that determines how winning scratchcards are distributed. The odds on her winning four times have been calculated at one in 18 septillion. (A septillion is a trillion – which is how many grains of sand there are estimated to be on Earth. • There are claims that East European poachers have been plundering the Wye of salmon, causing stocks to fall by 57% over two years. A 20lb freshwater salmon can fetch £300.
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Re-categorisation



Call now to speak with: Tiernan Davis, Sadie Daniels or Anthony Cartin



Purcell Parker Solicitors



204-206 Corporation Street, Birmingham, B4 6QB



0121 236 9781
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• CROWN COURT CASES
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Shepherd Reynolds Solicitors 2nd Floor, 6 Broad Road Sale Cheshire M33 2AL
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Month by Month by Rachel Billington



Rachel announces a new writing prize, admires a moving book and congratulates an ex-prisoner who has won a major legal award. company with famous writers, such as Harold Pinter, Antonia Fraser and Ronald Harwood, I took part in protest meetings outside embassies of the countries where men and women were held captive. We held placards proclaiming the importance of Freedom of Expression and sometimes shouted slogans and sometimes sang. If the ambassador refused to meet our representative, a letter was delivered to the embassy condemning the imprisonment or torture or harassment of a writer and asking for change. Pen was and still is committed to non-political and non-violent protest and always tries to create a dialogue with the abusing country.



Rachel Billington with former US death row inmate Wilbert Rideau and Erwin James at a PEN event chaired by Rachel in which they discussed the significance of writing on their experience of prison life. Jan 2011



I



joined the writer’s organisation, PEN, nearly thirty years ago. I was particularly interested in the their Writers in freedom Prison No force can block human desire for programme which fights for the rights of Liu Xiaobo Nobel peacewriters prize 2010round the world. In imprisoned



PEN was founded in England in 1921 as a literary club but soon the protections of writers’ freedom became an important part of its existence. It also became an international organisation. Now there are one hundred and forty four countries that have PEN centres. This enormously increases the power to affect the behaviour of governments since even those with the worst human rights records don’t want tous be shamed the Books support in our solituderound and keep us world. PEN individual cases of abuse so that frompinpoints being a burden to ourselves.  Jeremy Collier members may write letters both to him/her in



English PEN Since 1921



THE ENGLISH PEN WRITING FREEDOM COMPETITION 2011 FREE TO ENTER! The human rights and literature charity, English PEN, is celebrating 90 years of safeguarding the freedom to write and read in the UK and around the world.



CLOSING DATE 31 October 2011 JUDGE – JAKE ARNOTT Jake Arnott has written The Long Firm, truecrime and The Devil’s Paintbrush and has led reading and writing workshops in prisons with English PEN. PRIZES



We have launched a new Writing Freedom competition for offenders with the chance to win prizes and be published by English PEN.



The prison which submits the most entries wins a visit by an English PEN writer. All winners and runners-up are published in a pamphlet. CATEGORIES



Books Write about a book that is important to you. This could be a book review, an essay or an article. The word limit is 500 words. Participants can enter their writing for both categories.



By doing this, you are agreeing that this is your own work and that English PEN may publish it in the pamphlet English PEN, Free Word, 60 Farringdon Road, London EC1R 3GA. and in all associated sites.



Number Prison



Over the last year PEN has arranged over 20 prison events in prisons such as Dartmoor, Holloway and Swaleside. Writers, including Mark Haddon, Louis de Berniere, Colin Thubron and Anthony Horovitz have gone into prisons, often for the first time. These can be one-off events or a culmination of workshops in which the books by the author who is to visit are read in a group before he/ she arrives and each ends up with a signed copy. The session often inspires the listeners to take up writing themselves as one young man from Swaleside commented, ‘This helped me see that writing can be cathartic especially when dealing with personal or traumatic events.’ A recent author was so impressed by his audience’s attentive understanding that he’s begging for another assignment! Now English PEN is celebrating its ninety years by holding a writing competition for prisoners. We at Inside Time know just how many of you write regularly. Our poetry pages continue to attract a huge volume of contributors. PEN’s competition offers you different challenges. As you can see from the information on this page, there are two categories: Lives, where you’re asked to write about your life using the theme of Freedom, in poetry or prose, and Books where you write a review, an essay or an article about a book that is important to you. Note that there are word limits. Also that there is a £90 award in both categories… Send your entries directly to PEN (details left) with your name, number, prison and address. Any problems, ask for help from your library. Best of luck! n



A



beautiful and moving book has arrived at the Inside Time office. It’s called ‘Whatever our Story’ and is a collection of poems written by individuals suffering from severe personality disorders. One contributor quoted in Brendan Stone’s preface writes: I don’t know what starts it Or what helps it stop. I’ve thought of solutions. What to do? With my opinions restricted. I spoke to you. The book forms part of the Living Narrative project coming from the Peaks Education Team and published by Nottinghamshire Healthcare. The theme of a new hopefulness through communication is wonderfully enhanced by the accompanying photographs. I am told the book is not for sale which is a pity as it reflects powerfully on the pain and search for stability of those with mental troubles n



.....................................................



F



inally, many congratulations to Peter Angliss who’s just won the Routledge Law Prize for Outstanding Academic Achievement by a Law Student in Year 1 in 2010/11. Peter’s studying at Northampton University. His success would be remarkable anyway but more so because it follows a two year sentence in prison plus time in a probation hostel in Nuneaton. He’s one of the Longford Trust’s students who are given financial help and, if they want, a mentor. Peter told me that he has been inspired by the support he’s getting to volunteer with a community led programme called the REECH project which helps young ‘offenders’ in Northampton. It looks like he’ll make a special kind of lawyer n



SPECIALISTS IN PRISON, CRIMINAL , IMMIGRATION & FAMILY LAW ***********************



• All Criminal Courts Proceedings & Appeals



Lives Write about your life using the theme of Freedom. The word limit is 1000 words of prose or 50 lines of poetry.



Send in your details with your entry to English PEN, Free Word, 60 Farringdon Road, London EC1R 3GA. Fill in your details below and send with your entry to Name



In 1998 I became president of PEN and it struck me that most of our human rights work was for people living outside the U.K. It seemed to me that with our great resource of writers we could maybe help in areas in our own country where there was deprivation. The New York PEN centre already ran a programme called Readers & Writers which sent writers into schools where books and writing was low down on the list. With start-up money from the Royal Literary Society and writer Siobhan Dowd as its first charismatic director, we set up our own programme. Ten years ago, we decided to include prisons in our work.



A prize of £90 for the winner of each category. 9 prizes of £10 each.



For the last 10 years English PEN has brought writers and their books into prison communities across the UK.



prison or wherever he/she is held and also to the leaders of the country whether it’s Turkey, Cuba, Burma, Iran or anywhere else. Moving testimony comes from released prisoners how these letters became their only lifeline to the outside world and often gave them a special status within the prison, leading to better treatment.
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Jonathan King writes ...



A



couple of months ago I mentioned Fotherington Thomas and the Molesworth books in this column. Brilliantly illustrated by Ronald Searle and written by Geoffrey Willans, my passing comment caused great confusion at the Inside Time offices with only Editor Smith knowing what on earth I was writing about. No great surprise as they are the lesser acclaimed books from the team behind the St Trinian’s stories, but gloriously funny, and I got hold of the four titles - How To Be Topp; Down With Skool and Whizz For Atomms reprinted in one recent Penguin paperback through Amazon. The fourth book, also included, is Back In The Jug Agane, which inmates should appreciate. As you may guess, spelling is not Molesworth’s grate strength. They are well worth reading - and perhaps even more apposite now than in the 50s when they first came out. But it got me wondering how prisons are adapting to the new online retail systems of Amazon, iTunes and the other modern ways of getting hold of music or books. I had many battles in my time at Belmarsh, Elmley and Maidstone in order to obtain the books I wanted. Sometimes hardbacks were not allowed - so one friend cut off the covers of the latest Harry Potter and sent it in as a paperback. Amazingly it reached me, although the next prison I went to (by which time I’d read it) refused to allow it as “mutilated”. Just as “slopping out” is now illegal, I believe refusing inmates books is a breach of their human rights. A friend at Wandsworth was recently refused a book I sent in to him and tells me no books can be posted in; they have to be brought in on visits. I suspect a legal approach would reverse this decision. I understand that different prisons have different rules but literature and music are
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essential ingredients in life and there should be a standard, national policy on obtaining them. The prison world has now to cope with emails and online activity. Times change and rules must be brought up to date too. And laws. By refusing to allow prisoners books, prisons may even be breaking the law. But then a lot of official organizations have been doing that for years. I wrote a weekly column for The Sun for ten years in the 80s and 90s and never doubted during that time that phone calls were being listened to and coppers being regularly slipped a few quid. It may have been illegal; just as doing 35mph in a 30mph zone is technically illegal. Fellow young Bizarre writers at the time included Piers Morgan – and Andy Coulson. My own case was a prime example of the media being used to inspire and encourage false allegations - most of which were eventually thrown out or ordered abandoned by the judge but five of which resulted in my trial and wrongful conviction. My appeal is still processing, all these years later. But I’ve heard that the conduct of the prosecution was riddled with phone hacking and - I suspect - illegal payments from tabloids to police officers. The top policeman in charge of my high profile prosecution was rewarded, after my conviction, by being given the Milly Dowler case to investigate. After several fruitless months he was removed from that and, soon after, left the force. I’ve watched several leading players in my case come crumbling down, one by one. Rebekah Brooks (then Wade); Andy; Max Clifford; it is very interesting to see the truth emerge about the media participation in criminal cases and I suspect the role played by the police and the CPS is going to get examined very closely over the next few months. That lethal threesome - media, police, judiciary. All want a great story, increased conviction rates, high profile images. And are prepared to do anything to get it. I predicted it all years ago; now, at last, it’s happening. The veil is being pulled aside and the truth is emerging. Don’t think the closure of a couple of papers will bring closure to this problem. We have only seen the tip of the iceberg; the walls will come tumbling down.



Nature Notes A monthly feature for Inside Time by James Crosby



I



f one were to walk along a hedgerow in September, the familiar blackberry is just one of the many berries seen ripening and where there are berries to be found, a multitude of wildlife species can be observed. Blackberries are snaffled by badgers, birds, the juices are siphoned by various insects and many children gather these sweet, desirable fruits in their trugs and baskets for eating with ice-cream. I particularly like to see greenfinches flocking to a bramble patch, each finch noisily devouring the berries and seeds with gusto. Blackthorn, its Latin name, Prunus spinos, literally meaning ‘spiny plum’ is one of my favourite hedgerow trees; for it produces a fruit called a sloe, which is bluish-black with a sharp sour taste, incredibly astringent. However, the white, waxy bloomed sloes add a certain piquant flavour to gin – the purple, almond-flavoured liqueur is a delight at Christmas if steeped now. According to Brook, some 200 years ago, it was much used by ‘fraudulent wine merchants in adulterating port wine, for which it is well adapted on account of its acidity and deep red colour’. As autumn progresses blackbirds and other thrushes will gorge heavily on its fruits – dropping or swallowing the hard, indigestible seed. By September the branches of the Elder are heavily laden with bunches of lustrous purple fruits. Traditionally, Elder berries are used to make distinctively flavoured wines, cordials and jams, however, many insects



such as the common wasp feed on the individual fruitlets and strongly attracted to the seeping sugars of old, mushy fruits the metallic green bottle and grey-haired, re-eyed flesh fly dribble saliva onto pierced fruits and suck up the juice. The Dog Rose, Rosa canina, is flushed with smooth, oval red ‘hips’. Rich in Vitamin C, the fruits are used to make rose-hip syrup and during the Second World War, some two and a half million bottles of rose-hip syrup was produced which contained as much Vitamin C as 25 million, very scarce, oranges. Incidentally, nice on its own it also makes a superb sauce for ice-cream. The flower heads of Mountain Ash – also called the rowan from the Gaelic ‘rudha-an’, the red one – have ripened into bunches of scarlet berries which soon attracts various species of bird. Far too sour to eat raw, rowan berries are cooked with sugar and crab apples to make a tasty, ‘marmaladish’ jelly – satisfying to eat with venison and game. Rowan’s are used to decorate supermarket car parks and last winter many people observed the eruption of Waxwings – a bird with a perky pink crest and redtipped secondary feathers, arriving in Britain each winter after heavily cropping berries in their native land of Scandinavia – feeding on Rowan berries on these busy sites. James Crosby is currently resident at HMP Stocken
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Putting Scotland’s house in order Ian Beggs of HMP Glenochil says Scotland’s Justice Secretary should be ashamed of victim empathy’. The PBS quietly ignored the year without incident during which Mr McNeil had lived in the community on bail pending his partially successful appeal against conviction and sentence.



There was no televised “ news conference for Mr McNeil. No compassion. No justice. Mr McNeil died within 2 weeks, still chained to a hospital bed. Mr MacAskill is still Scotland’s ‘Justice’ Secretary. Shame on him.



”



Kenneth MacAskill



I



was encouraged by the content and tone of Sandra Lean’s article in your August issue as the human rights record of successive Scottish administrations since the advent of devolution in 1999 has been profoundly depressing.



Two years ago the world listened intently to Scotland’s Justice Secretary (Kenneth MacAskill) announce the release, on ‘compassionate’ grounds of the only man convicted of the ‘Pan Am’ (Lockerbie) bombing. Mr Al-Megrahi had just abandoned a long-awaited appeal against conviction, having apparently been advised to concentrate on securing release on compassionate grounds. In a bizarrely theatrical television broadcast to the world, MacAskill extolled what were said to be the intertwined Scottish values of justice and compassion and declared that he was releasing Mr Al-Magrahi on the advice of the Chief Medical Officer of the Scottish Prison Service (SPS). Only 15 years previously, Mr MacAskill had been a practising partner in the Edinburgh law firm of Erskine MacAskill, representing prisoners in civil cases and alleged miscarriages of justice. He even offered to donate funds to an ad hoc support group, ‘Shotts Concern’, formed by



families of prisoners at HMP Shotts. Perhaps the release of Mr Al-Megrahi represented a new dawn in which compassion for a dying man had eclipsed the rigorous demands of justice. Two years later that new dawn appears increasingly to have been a false dawn. At about the same time as Mr MacAskill was addressing the world, Mr Neil McNeil, a man in his 70s and recently released from a 10 year prison sentence imposed in relation to acts of indecency against family members which he had consistently denied, was being recalled to custody, having been charged with a ‘breach of the peace’ said to have involved his having been seen in a car late at night outside the home of a victim. The neighbour, who reported the ‘sighting’ to the police, on the basis of an old photograph published in a magazine, noted the car registration number. By the time Mr McNeil had been arrested, charged and recalled to custody, the police had identified the car and driver as having nothing to do with Mr McNeil. The criminal charges were dropped, but the Parole Board for Scotland refused Mr McNeil an oral hearing and refused to re-release him, despite the acquittal, citing his ‘conduct’ and his ‘lack



fisher meredith Award winning firm offering specialist advice on prisoners’ rights • Lifer panels • Re-categorisation • Adjudications • Inquest • Claims for compensation • Judicial review • Parole review and early • Human rights release • Compassionate release Contact solicitor Andrew Arthur Fisher Meredith LLP, Blue Sky House, 405 Kennington Road, London SE11 4PT Telephone: 020 7091 2700 Fax: 020 7091 2800 O r v i s i t o u r w e b s i t e w w w. f i s h e r m e r e d i t h . c o . u k



The Scottish Legal Aid Board spent months variously refusing legal aid, granting limited ‘special urgency’ cover and demanding an opinion from counsel as to the merits of the petition for judicial review which he had just drawn up. Just as an application for interim liberation was about to be made in May 2011, SLAB finally refused legal aid on the basis that Mr McNeil could await his next review in



November 2011 – no matter that his detention was illegal! For much of this time Mr McNeil was complaining of severe abdominal pains and was regularly supplied with paracetamol tablets by prison officers. Nursing staff at HMP Glenochil were less sympathetic and insisted he was not sufficiently unwell enough to see a doctor. Eventually an ultrasound was obtained from a local hospital and blood tests were demanded. The results were mislaid beneath a pile of paperwork, and still more parecetamol was prescribed by bemused prison officers who watched Mr McNeil decline over a period of several months. On several occasions he collapsed on the stairs he was required to use to access the exercise yard. These incidents were clearly of no concern to staff monitoring CCTV images. Following his latest refusal of treatment in July Mr McNeil collapsed for the last time. He lay on the floor barely conscious for almost an hour before being evacuated to an outside hospital, opened by the Queen only weeks before. There Mr McNeil was handcuffed to a bed and diagnosed with terminal cancer. He was given 2 months to live. There was no televised news conference for Mr McNeil. No compassion. No justice. Mr McNeil died within 2 weeks, still chained to a hospital bed. Mr MacAskill is still Scotland’s ‘Justice’ Secretary. Shame on him.
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A



dedicated team of prosecutors is to be set-up to bring strong, successful court cases against football supporters who bring violence to games in Scotland. In a further crackdown on match day disorder, Football Liaison Prosecutors (F.L.Ps) will now manage all criminal cases involving disruptive or aggressive Scottish football fans. The legal team will particularly champion the Football Banning Order (FBO) which can prevent problem fans attending games both home and abroad with passports removed in some cases.



border since 2000. However in Scotland, where they were not introduced until 2006, barely 100 have been granted up to the end of 2010 despite around 750 being requested by police. Some sheriffs appear to regard them as tartan versions of English legislation unsuited to dealing with football related violence in Scotland. Others - perhaps those not familiar with football culture - have appeared unwilling to use them at all. The result has been a lack of consistency that undermines respect for the law.



The FBOs were introduced to Scotland to help tackle violence and disorder specifically associated with sectarian rivalries between Rangers and Celtic fans. Similar specialist teams are already used to investigate the most serious crimes across Scotland and to take charge of health and safety probes. A pilot launched in Glasgow in February last year was recognised in a recent Scottish government evaluation of football banning orders. The Football Liaison Prosecutors will ensure football related cases are dealt with in a consistent and robust way and ensure all relevant information is put before Sheriffs when they are considering banning orders. The new roles will be in place at the end of August. The move follows the publication of Scottish government proposals for legislation aimed at cracking down on football disorder. A bill currently going through the Scottish Parliament aims to tackle sectarianism and put a stop to the scenes that blighted Scottish football last season. The offensive behaviour at football and threatening communications Bill would introduce two new offences including inciting religious hatred at or around a football match and using technology to make serious threats. That would take in posts on sites such as Facebook and Twitter as well as fans’ sites. Both offences will carry a maximum jail term of five years, compared to the current six month maximum punishment. The Bill was



19



Crackdown on match day Stuart Burgess, of HMP Glenochil, on Football Banning Orders initially hoped to be in place for the start of the season but was delayed by six months after concerns it was being rushed through.



order. He was caught on camera making a Nazi salute and banned from games for three years in November 2006.



It has now passed stage one of the processes and stage two is due to be completed by November this year. There are three stages in total until the Bill can be passed. Banning orders can be imposed if the accused is over 16 and the offence is related to violence or disorder in connection with a football match.



• John Murphy, who ran on to Celtic Park during a Champions League match against Manchester United in November 2008, was banned from matches for five years, which at the time was the longest banning order handed out in Scotland.



The sheriff must also have grounds to believe that the order will help to prevent disorder in the future. The order bans an offender from attending any regulated football matches out of the United Kingdom. Offenders can also be forced to sign in at a police station during certain matches and hand over their passport when games are being played abroad. History of football banning orders: • Airdrie United supporter Izak Cowie was the first fan to be punished with a football banning
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• Celtic fan Ryan Balloch also received a one year order after he was caught singing sectarian songs on a train this year. Football Banning Orders (FBOs) should be a powerful weapon in tackling aggressive and violent behaviour among football fans. After all, for the true fan the ultimate sanction is being banned from attending matches. The disgraceful scenes surrounding some matches last season put the spotlight back on tackling hooliganism and led to calls for their use to be widened. FBOs have been frequently used south of the
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The more focused approach need not interfere with judicial discretion. A pilot running in Glasgow since last year has been deemed a success by Lesley Thornton, the Solicitor General for Scotland, who announced the scheme is to be rolled out across Scotland. With attendances at most grounds falling off, clubs need to attract a new audience, including families if the game is to thrive. Legislation to control behaviour must be framed and implemented with care. The tribal aspect of football is part of its appeal. Light-hearted baiting of the opposing team is part of the fun. So discretion is required to draw the line between occasional over-exuberance and repeated offending behaviour. If serious and persistent hooliganism is rooted out, attendance at matches is a more pleasant experience for everyone. In these straitened times, the resultant change of culture would also save money, as it would enable clubs to use more of their own staff to impose discipline, rather than having to rely on the police. Genuine fans deserve to enjoy matches without the experience being spoiled by the unacceptable behaviour of a small criminal minority.



Get out of jail and into a job Are you a highly motivated individual with desire for a “new start” on release?



Realistic advice, practical assistance Prison Law and Criminal Law Specialists • Adjudications • IPP and EPP • All Lifer Reviews • Parole Board Reviews • Licence Recall • Recategorisation • Cat ‘A’ Reviews • HDC • Judicial Reviews



A recent Scottish Government evaluation of FBOs suggests the creation of specialist procurator fiscal deputes, with an in-depth knowledge of the legislation. These deputes can liaise with clubs and the police, and brief those presenting the case in court.



As a leading UK media company, we’ll offer you cutting edge internet marketing and business training whilst employed with us in prison, that could lead to well paid career opportunities after release.



The Criminal Cases Review Commission is the independent public body which investigates possible miscarriages of justice in England, Wales and Northern Ireland.
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From our media centre in HMP Wolds you’ll take responsibility for communicating with clients every day and managing their internet business. What are you waiting for... apply! Over 10 inmates now work for following release. To apply you need: Cat C (Wolds), At least 18 months left to serve before Cat D, Good literacy and numeracy, Basic computer skills, Clean MDT, Total commitment. www.summit.co.uk



Request an application pack:



Charlotte Broughton-May, Summit Media Ltd, HMP Wolds, Brough, East Yorkshire, HU15 2JZ
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These rioters need the discipline of a tough military jail on these lines, tough regimes on the inside have to be matched on the outside by thoughtfulness, even tenderness, towards former offenders willing to make a fresh start.



by Jonathan Aitken



A



Pre and post-release mentoring is vital. It is a process of caring and steering as a young offender is guided into a law-abiding life. It can be supervised by the Probation Service and is best operated by experienced charities. The problem is a shortage of trained mentors. Perhaps the solidarity shown by communities in facing down looters could be channelled into volunteering for local programmes to prevent re-offending.



fter the looting and arson come the punishments. Many will be custodial sentences. This will present the criminal justice system with a short-term problem but a long-term opportunity. The problem is overcrowding. The prison population is at record levels with more than 85,000 inmates. The service is preparing for the expected thousand new arrivals from the courts by doubling up in single cells and similar measures. But even if such palliatives work, more radical thinking is needed as the courts jail looters and destroyers. None of them has excuses. Some are incorrigible. Others may have explanations for their criminality that give them the potential to lead rehabilitated lives. Sorting out these individuals is the long-term challenge. One response would be to use and learn from the most disciplined prison in Britain – the Military Corrective and Training Centre at Colchester. When I visited it some months ago there were unused facilities for 250 new prisoners. This could be useful. Although the Ministry of Defence might resist opening the centre to civilian criminals, its staff would rise to the emergency and their example could revolutionise how we punish difficult young offenders. The centre success-



fully achieves its three aims of retraining, rehabilitation and resettlement for its servicemen inmates, not by the apocryphal short sharp shock of the glasshouse era but by sustained and purposeful discipline. An inmate’s day begins at 6am and ends at 10pm. Much of this is spent in the classroom or in training workshops. The illiterates cannot opt out of educations as they can in civilian prisons. The centre focuses on training in areas such as plumbing, catering and vehicle repairing where there are jobs. The emphasis is on disciplined preparation for life in the community. In the Spartan barracks-style dorms, tidiness, physical fitness and intensive training are the order of the day. This kind of discipline has become alien to our
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Specialists in all aspects of Criminal Law with particular expertise in: Serious Crime Fraud Cases Confiscation Proceedings For a prompt service please contact



Gareth Martin at:



Nikolich & Carter Solicitors Suite 602, Sunlight House, Quay Street, Manchester, M3 3JZ
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approved member of the Serious Fraud Panel



The last young offender institution (YOI) to run such high-intensity training was Thorn Cross, Cheshire. Its regime was relaxed in 2000. This was a mistake, based on the progressive view that strict discipline and rehabilitation are incompatible. In fact they are two sides of the same coin. We should bring it back, along with compulsory restorative justice. If the Government re-created YOIs operated



But Leroy knuckled down to education. When he came out, Blue Sky, the ex-offender charity, gave him a steady job. He has gone straight for over three years and I am confident he will stay out of trouble. When I watched the past week’s criminal disorder I thought of Leroy and said to myself: ‘Some of these guys will one day be rehabilitated into good citizens’. This article first appeared in The Times on Saturday 13 August and is reprinted  by kind permission of Jonathan Aitken. Jonathan Aitken is a former Conservative Cabinet Minister and prisoner.
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warehouse prisons. It was not ever thus. Until 1982 young offenders were sentenced to borstal training. I experienced this in the 1960s through six weeks’ work experience at HM Borstal Hollesley Bay. Our exhausting yet satisfying programme ranged from dawn runs to mucking out the stables. In those days 55 per cent of the charges did not reoffend.



I have been doing voluntary mentoring for ten years. My star ex-offend is Leroy Skeete. We met as fellow prisoners in Belmarsh. He was serving a two-strike life sentence for GBH with intent. He had a long string of convictions and looked a complete no-hoper for rehabilitation.
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Up close and personal Film-maker Roger Graef believes restorative justice could be the answer to a troubling question giving joint lectures in Texas prisons about the dangers of guns and drugs. After ten years inside, as part of his life sentence, it was the first time he’d thought of the damage he’d done to her and the family of the victim. For the Mother, it gave some meaning to what had been a ruined life since her daughter’s killing.



Roger Graef



I



n the wake of the riots, invocations abound to Do Something. Solutions – almost all punishments - range from water cannon and baton rounds, to evictions for rioters, heavy prison sentences and fines for bad parenting – with outrage attached. Although some contributions are more thoughtful, there is more heat than light, as usual in debates about criminal justice. Ordinary people who have suffered – or fear they might suffer – at the hands of rioting mobs have much more direct experience of system failure. Many watched in horror as rioters stormed around the streets either with police standing by, or with no police in sight. Millions of others watched these scenes repeated endlessly on our screens. It did not inspire confidence in the system. Not surprisingly, the notion of self defence inspired some to stand their ground – with fatal consequences for three Asian boys in Birmingham. The PM recently backed the right of self-defence for home and shop owners, and promised no prosecutions would follow. Given the failure of the police on the first three nights, talk of vigilantism is back on the agenda. Although courts take a tougher line on people who leave the site they are protecting and get weapons, or enlist others to help chase the attackers, this may change in the light of the dismal spectacles we’ve all seen. Moreover, for those involved, their demand for some kind of satisfaction is most unlikely to be more satisfied by the justice system than they were by police. As court punishments are doled out, pushed by the PM to be heavy, we will again hear the familiar lament that court sentences are too soft on some. The local temptation to mete out summary rough justice against teens in their area will be strong for those still hurting for months and years to come.



Need Help?



It won’t be easy to arrange, but I urge MPs, police and courts to try to think beyond knee jerk calls for punishment, and see how many of the rioters can be brought to meet their victims to hear about the damage they and the others have caused. Their family members should be present too. They should also be sentenced to cleaning up the damage – in a manner to be agreed in the victim offender mediation, and approved by the court.



But if the goal of all this – shared across the political spectrum – is to get feckless and greedy young people to take more responsibility for their actions, is tougher punishment the best way to achieve that? Of the various predictors of future persistent offending for young children under ten, harsh and erratic parenting is almost top of the list. The strongest predictor of future offending is having an older sibling or parent convicted of a crime before the child is ten. So convicting these young looters and rioters will not only blight what little future they have with a criminal record – especially at a time of growing unemployment - but also increase the chances of their younger brothers and sisters going into crime. That should give us pause before calling for heavier judicial action. Moreover, casting them out of council flats, as many have already been expelled from school, simply disgorges them onto the streets and even further from reach for anyone trying to help them mend their ways. As for prison, a Conservative White paper once famously called it ‘a university of crime... an expensive



way to make bad people worse.’ Do we really want impulse looters to become muggers, and muggers to learn how to do heavier crimes? There is a form of justice which many of them take seriously – and are far more frightened of than courts, community service or even prison: Restorative justice, in which offenders meet their victim, or victims of similar crimes, and learn of the impact of their actions, With family members often present, the shame penetrates the cold carapace so many young offenders wear to inure themselves against the justice system. It also allows victims to express their feelings that are rarely welcome in court sessions, which are only focused on what happened and who did it, rather than why, and how did it feel? Such encounters are often cathartic for both parties. I have witnessed and filmed a wide range of victim/offender sessions. They range from criminal damage of a motorbike – which ended with the owner giving the lad who’d damaged it a ride around the building – to a convicted murderer meeting the mother of his victim. Some months later, that led to the two of them
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For the offender, that way forward involves taking responsibility, and – in contrast to the high reoffending rate of prison - helps to lessen the chance it happens again. For the victim, it addresses the emotional damage in ways insurance can never do. The Cree in Northern Canada call it ‘closing the circle broken by crime.’ The damaged victims and their community deserve nothing less. Roger Graef is a film-maker and criminologist. He is the author of Why Restorative Justice? He is Visiting Professor at the Mannheim Centre of Criminology at the LSE. He is also an advisor to The Sentencing Council but writes in a personal capacity.
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So what was behind the looting and rioting? I find it a bit rich when “Cameron and the London



there are ties of mutual obligation, cooperation and responsibility.



Mayor, Boris Johnson, blather about looters, when they both belonged to the Bullingdon Club at Oxford University, where no evening was complete without a bit of pointless destruction. Even Nick Clegg admits setting fire to things as a youth. Johnson’s alleged marital infidelities hardly make him the right person to pontificate about broken homes. As for antisocial behaviour, politicians and bankers are both guilty of diddling the taxpayer - and I didn’t see many of them go to jail for nicking a bottle of wine or a television set on expenses. Journalists can’t be too self-righteous either, as the number of arrests in the phone-hacking scandal reaches 12, with more expected.



But in a city full of strangers, the looters felt that they could act with impunity.



Janet Street-Porter - Journalist



of liberal dogma “haveYears spawned a generation of amoral, uneducated, unparented, welfare dependent brutalised youngsters.



“



Poverty had nothing to do with these riots. If poverty caused such explosive unrest, Calcutta would be permanently in flames.



” Max Hastings - Author and Commentator ” Professor David Wilson - Former Prison



the self-centred values of our age. Governor / Criminologist



”



Katharine Birbalsingh - Former head teacher People do not work, yet “receive money. If they have



” Norman Tebbit - Former Tory Cabinet Minister ......................................................



“ These young people will never be won over by lectures in morality from a political elite that has promoted a culture of rampant greed, commercialism, and entitlement, as reflected by bankers’ bonuses and MPs’ expenses. In one sense, the looters of trainers and TVs were simply endorsing



“



“



This is a result of the last Government’s immigration policies which brought in three million migrants - a figure equivalent to 35 cities the size of Durham or Lincoln. The UK needs to develop an ‘optimum population’ policy ie what is a socially and economically ideal size; given that we require today more than two UKs to feed and provide the natural resources we need to sustain our present lifestyle.



Mankind is programmed to live in villages, not in sprawling, noisy cities, Finally, anyone who believes in constant where the noise and lack of physical growth on a physically finite space create a permanent planet is either mad or an economist! tension. Did you ever hear of a riot in a village, everyone each other, so 1Eric Petherbridge - Inside knows Times 160x130 v8.qxd:Layout 27/04/2011 Page 1The Human Race McGraw11:06 - Author:
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more children than they can manage, they simply receive more money from the state. Those that do want to work at school are held back whilst resources are directed towards those who don’t. The incentives in our society are perverse.



......................................................



“



We are a country where it is politically correct not to act against those who disrespect authority, there is no pressure on equipping young people to leave school being able to read, write and count and where parents feel no responsibility for their children’s behaviour We have developed into a “Gimme” society stuffed full of rights without an understanding of responsibility. Lord (Digby) Jones - Former Director General of the CBI
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Britains population grew by 470,000 in the last 12 months alone-the fastest rate for half a century -driven by immigration and a babyboom.
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Desmond Morris - Zoologist
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Who or what is responsible?



Female prisoners comment on the August riots One could imagine the enormous anger in the minds of people affected as well as those who have been aware of the history of ongoing and unchallenged police treatment of members of the public; especially the low ranked individuals or families in the area. Why I think this riot happened may be seen as inevitable due to various things that have been going on unresolved. It can be assumed that this brutal killing of Mark Duggan triggered what may be seen as ‘accumulated’ ill-feelings in the minds of low ranked individuals or less privileged families whose voices can easily be suppressed.



A serving prisoner agrees with David Cameron on describing rioters as ‘sick’



R



isky for a prisoner to presume to comment upon the murders, acts of arson, thefts and criminal damage visited on cities and towns in the summer of discontent the country is experiencing. The label of hypocrite can be hung about my neck given my own wrongdoing. By way of defence I can but say I have and I am paying the price for my criminality and there will be no more. So, I venture my thoughts on what I have seen and heard on TV in the past few days of early August. A matter for any readers what their reactions are – if any.



rioters. There is no nobility in what they have done, no just cause. How can anyone justify torching a shop knowing residential apartments are above in which children might be asleep or elderly disabled might live? It is rare for me to concur with much any politician says but Prime Minister Cameron was on the money when he said that if one is old enough to commit the aforementioned crimes one is old enough to suffer the punishment. Amen to that, but what punishment; fines, probation orders, suspended sentences? A matter for the courts and sentencing guidelines of course but I doubt the consequences will be overly harsh.



It is August 12th, but certainly not ‘The Glorious 12th’ as I write. I have heard the ‘ologists’ offering their analysis of the anarchy which spread like a plague following what began in London subsequent to the police shooting to death Mark Duggan. The ‘ologists’ being: sociologists, criminologists, psychologists and anthropologists, etc. the usual supposedly erudite conclusions are voiced by way of perceptive insights as to the causes. We have heard them before ad nauseam. To cite a few: dysfunctional families, feckless fathers, the disenfranchisement of youth, lack of role models, the erosion of parental authority and discipline together with that of teachers. I do not dispute that all, some or any combination of such reasons might be valid. Frankly, the more I hear them, the more I want to expectorate, to put it politely.



I have surprised myself somewhat by my reaction to what I know of the events to which I allude herein. I have never been of what some call right-wing leanings, the opposite is true of me. I can only explain why I feel the anger I feel because I have an elderly mother, daughters and grandchildren in the community and I fear for them, worry about them. I am also compelled to state that sadly I believe there are some forms of ignorance which are beyond enlightenment and education. I also believe that all some understand, have any respect or fear of is force greater than that they visit on others. It is indeed a truism that there are times when fire has to be fought with fire.



I admit my conclusions might belie my intelligence such as it is, but where oh where does personal responsibility enter into it all? To my way of thinking if I am deemed as compos mentis, able to distinguish right from wrong, then I alone am responsible for my actions. So, I entreat the ‘ologists’ et al to spare me and the wider community their essentially spurious excuses for the disgusting behaviour of so-called



So, in answer to my self-posed question; the murderers, arsonists, thieves, those who caused damage, are individually and collectively responsible, motivated by greed and their sadistic, callous and ruthless disregard for any but themselves. They are devoid of any empathy and Prime Minister Cameron describing them as ‘sick’ is a gross understatement. They evidence that humankinds capacity for inhumanity knows no bounds. Name supplied - HMP Hewell
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Female prisoners at Downview. day no one has knowledge “whyTothethisriots spread rapidly and the police attempts to bring it under control have been criticised by the general public. Some say it is because of the local man’s death, some blame the way the government runs the country. Others think it was just an opportunity for people to go out on a stealing spree. So far the seriousness of the riot has caused people to lose their homes, work environments and even death. So may I ask what was the point of the rioting?



”



Jacqueline Baah - HMP Downview



..................................................... The riots were severe - wealth was “destroyed, lives were taken and many hearts traumatised due to all that happened. Police also, in a way, got their own piece of the action.
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Although the local residents used Mr Duggan’s death as an excuse for the violence, it seems like people had issues already and the shooting of a local resident sparked it off. According to some people who were interviewed live, they seemed so angry and bitter about government cuts, jobs and being deprived of any development. The youth seem very hopeless and idle and to them the government is doing nothing to help - instead they have made it worse by cutting funding on youth centres which kept them busy. In my opinion, we are a broken society where morals are a thing of the past. There is no more respect and discipline. Children have been given so much power, authority that they do not listen to parents and teachers. If a parent cannot correct his or her own child, then who will do it? It has to start: From THE GRASSROOTS to THE PARENTS to THE TEACHERS Sophie - HMP Downview
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Magistrates and the rioters Magistrate Trevor Grove spotlights the work of JPs presiding over those arrested in the August riots Trevor Grove



Author, writer  and serving magistrate



I



n untroubled times, magistrates go about their business without attracting much attention. These unpaid, legallyunqualified volunteers deal with over 90 per cent of all criminal cases in the land. Their only reward, save for being entitled a Justice of the Peace, is a sense of doing something worthwhile for the community. This year is the 650th anniversary of the institution. Various events had been taking place to celebrate the occasion. They had not, frankly, caused much excitement. Then came the August riots. Suddenly, what is going on in our magistrates’ courts has become daily front-page news. Courts have been sitting through the night and even on Sundays. Serco vans queue nose to tail outside city courthouses waiting to unload their prisoners. Bleary-eyed lawyers totter from one client to the next with barely time for a cup of coffee. Reporters cram the press seats which for decades have been sadly vacant in our local courtrooms. The transformation of savage urban rioters into shamefaced teenage girls with downcast eyes and little boys with embarrassed-looking mums has been a daily drama playing out on our courthouse steps. The public’s attention has shifted from how successful the police have been in catching the offenders to how effectively the criminal justice system is dealing with the hundreds upon hundreds who have so far been caught. As a magistrate, my impression is the system has acquitted itself pretty well. Despite the impact of scything budget cuts on legal, administrative and probation staff levels, the magistrates ‘courts seem to me to have risen to the occasion. For more than a week now they have been processing cases far more speedily than usual, with only rare discrepancies in sentencing.



Although much of the judicial work has been handled by professional District Judges, notably the all-night sittings, JPs have also been exceptionally busy. The chief disappointment among my magistrate colleagues in Haringey, where the trouble started, is that nearly all the north London cases are being heard not in our own courthouses but at Highbury Corner in Islington. The reason is simple enough: the Highbury court has far more cell space. Our own courthouses in Highgate and Tottenham could not have coped. This has not stopped Haringey JPs from volunteering to help out at Highbury. After all, the whole point of the magistracy is that it provides local justice, administered by local people. One hopes that elsewhere in London and the other riot-stricken cities, this is a lesson the public has learnt to appreciate. Other lessons have not been so readily understood. Politicians demand that every convicted looter should be jailed. Senior police officers express ‘disappointment’ at non-custodial sentences. Newspapers bewail the number of youngsters who have been allowed to walk free after pleading guilty to stealing a bottle of plonk or a stick of chewing gum. The implication is clear: magistrates and District Judges are a bunch of softies, wilfully turning deaf ears to the public’s cries for vengeance. Such complaints are disingenuous. Politicians, police officers and newspaper editors know perfectly well that judges and magistrates are not free to sentence offenders any way they please. They must follow a set of guidelines, laid down by statute. For every kind of offence there is a carefully refined scale of maximum and minimum punishments which sentencers are bound to apply, taking into account such considerations as the nature and gravity of the crime, the effect on any victim involved, the age and character of the offender. To stray outside these guidelines is exceptional and requires an explanation – for example, rioting being an aggravating factor in a commercial burglary. For magistrates who sit in the youth as well as the adult courts, it is particularly galling to be castigated for not locking up the children who
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caused so much of the mayhem on our city streets. The fact is, no child under 12 can be given a custodial sentence under any circumstances. A child of 12 – 14 can only be locked up if he or she is a persistent offender. Most significantly, in the case of any youth under 18 who has no previous record of offending and who pleads guilty, the bench is obliged to give him or her what is called a Referral Order – a programme of activities supervised by a panel of local people and the Youth Offending Service, intended above all to prevent reoffending. Only in the most extreme circumstances would custody be an option. Personally, I believe the way youth court magistrates are required to deal with first-time young offenders is very much in the interests of both the child and the community. Parliament must have felt exactly the same when the guidelines were laid down - which is why publicity-seeking MPs should be the last to be fuming at our lenient sentences. When it comes to adults, again there is some misunderstanding about JPs’ sentencing powers. Magistrates can only send offenders to prison for up to six months. The provision in the Criminal Justice Act 2003 that would have increased this to a year is about to be repealed, to the regret of magistrates. This is why many rioters who have pleaded guilty are being sent



for sentence to the Crown Court, where prison terms can be longer. For the same reason, the trials of many of those who have pleaded not guilty will also be heard in the Crown Court by judge and jury (at great extra cost), magistrates having decided their sentencing powers would be inadequate in the event of a conviction. This does not alter the fact that what we have been witnessing in the past fortnight has been an unusually well-publicised demonstration of local justice at work, presided over largely by local people, dealing with eruptions of criminal behaviour that have been all too painfully local in their savagery and destruction. I would argue that the value of such a judicial system, rooted in the community, has never been more evident. The threats to its future as a result of dozens of court closures and the increasing use of out-of-court disposals by the police have not gone away. But a government making so much of its commitment to swift and effective justice might want to think again about how that’s best delivered.



Trevor Grove is a former Editor of The    Sunday Telegraph and  is Chairman of    the Board of Directors, Inside Time
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The death penalty issue Charles Hanson believes there is no point in a vote for capital punishment happen then and given the dynamics of its abolition and rejection of its re-introduction by Parliament since and quite overwhelmingly, it really is part of our past as is burning witches at the stake.



Charles Hanson



‘B



Since its abolition, the length of time which a person sentenced to the mandatory life sentence serves before release on life licence has gone from an average of 11 years in 1966 to the current 15 years, with many lifers serving in excess of 20 years. And there are many who have served over that and remain in prison with no immediate prospect of release - with many who will die in prison. Of the 58 lifers sentenced to a whole life tariff, 7 have died in prison and another 3 have had their whole life orders reduced on appeal.



ring back capital punishment’, ‘bring back hanging’, ‘execute child killers and those who kill police officers’ is part of a debate that has once again resurfaced 42 years since capital punishment was abolished and 47 years since the last executions in the UK took place. The vigilante mentality is now running amok as public disquiet is whipped up by the media, which tends to focus on the more horrendous offences as though they are representative of all murder offences.



Following abolition of the death penalty in 1969, lifer receptions, of which approximately 15% were non-murder offences, was running at between 100 and 170 a year and up until 1975 the average time served remained fairly static at 11 years. Indeed, following abolition only 10% of lifers had served over 10 years.



Had capital punishment continued to exist, we would have seen the Birmingham 6, the Guildford 4, The Cardiff 3, the M25 3, the Cardiff Newsagent 3, Barry George, Stephen Downing, Sean Hodgson and many others having suffered that fate. But, as time passed and after many years in prison they were deemed to be innocent. Being granted a reprieve after your death is hardly justice. The majority of people might want the restoration of capital punishment but this doesn’t mean that the majority are right. The current debate has arisen out of the Government’s new initiative and the launching of its ‘e-petition’, which promises to discuss in Parliament any petition which attracts 100,000 signatures. And the issue of capital punishment seems certain to attract enough signatures for it to be debated for the first time since 1998, when capital punishment was rejected during the passage of the Human Rights Act. It was as far back as 1938 that the issue of the abolition of capital punishment was brought before Parliament. A clause within the Criminal Justice Bill called for an experimental five-year suspension of the death penalty. When war broke out in 1939 the bill was postponed. It was revived after the war and to everyone’s surprise was adopted by a majority in the House of Commons (245 to 222) although it was later defeated in the House of Lords. It wasn’t until 1965 that the issue arose again when the House of Commons voted to suspend capital punishment for a trial period of 5 years. This was carried on a free vote of 200 in favour with 98 against with the House of Lords voting 204 for and 104 against. Finally, on the 16th of December 1969, the House of Commons reaffirmed its decision that capital punishment for murder should be permanently abolished. On a free vote again, the House voted by 343 to 185, a majority of 158, that the Murder (Abolition of Death Penalty) Act 1965 should not expire. Thus, the death penalty for murder was formally abolished. Following the abolition of the death penalty for murder, the House of Commons held a vote during each subsequent parliament until



1997 to restore the death penalty. This motion was always defeated. In any event, if capital punishment was restored, the UK would be excluded from the Council of Europe whose presidency we take over in October, we would also be excluded from the EU, both bodies which insist on there being no capital punishment in member states. The Lisbon Treaty, also ratified by Britain, bans capital punishment so it could never become law in this country again as long as we remain in the EU. The UK would therefore be isolated and whilst many European countries are eager to join the EU we would stand alone with severe social and economic restrictions that would be catastrophic in the current economic climate. The present trend to allow the public a say in issues as controversial as capital punishment is little more than a public relations exercise in democracy with no chance of succeeding.



The offence of murder has always been a highly emotive issue for the general public and the press no less heightens and feeds into those fears, but the reality is that of the 1,485 sentenced to death in England and Wales from 1900 until the last execution in 1964 only 755 were actually executed. The remainder, effectively half of all these, were reprieved (49.2% in total). 1,340 men were to hear the dread words of the death sentence and 741 of them were subsequently hanged, equating to 55.3%. In the case of women, 145 were sentenced to death but only 14 hanged, a reprieve rate of just over 90%. Although the death penalty was therefore passed during those years it was never a certainty to be carried out as most of the general public today would like to think when they campaign along the lines of ‘hang all murderers’, and ‘bring back hanging’. It didn’t



Specialists in Prison Law and Criminal Defence We offer expert advice and representation on all areas of Criminal Defence, Appeals and Prison Law including: Re-categorisation and Transfers, Parole Board Hearings, Lifer/IPP Reviews, Adjudications, Licence Recalls and Appeals against Conviction and Sentence We regularly deal with serious crime and complex fraud cases including: Serious Sexual Allegations, Conspiracy to Defraud, Importation and Supply of Drugs and VHCC Cases. Our dedicated team of lawyers provide a nationwide service and are able to arrange visits at short notice.



For immediate help and assistance please contact Karol Hart on: 020 8533 7999 or at EPD Solicitors 314 Mare Street London E8 1HA



This was to increase during the Thatcher years when in 1979, the average time served went up to 14 years although, interestingly, in 1979 over 50% of the Criminal Law Commission proposed the ending of the mandatory life sentence. Only retaining the life sentence for the more serious of murder offences but allowing the trial judge discretion in handing down fixed sentences. In 1989, the House of Lord’s Select Committee on Murder and Life imprisonment, chaired by Lord Nathan, voted to abolish the mandatory life sentence for murder. Lord Lane, who was then Lord Chief Justice, and a great majority of the judges also said that they were opposed to the mandatory life sentence. There followed a report of a high-powered committee set up by the Prison Reform Trust, chaired by Lord Lane in 1994 which concluded that the mandatory life sentence should be abolished. Interestingly, although none of these recommendations have been implemented, there have been no committees calling for the retention of the mandatory life sentence let alone the reintroduction of capital punishment. The Government’s present initiative to allow the public a say in the affairs of state and the parliamentary process, whilst seen by many to be well-meaning, clearly has no mileage when it comes to the reintroduction of capital punishment and neither should it have. We do have a say in the parliamentary process. It’s called ‘a vote at elections’ and that is the forum in which ideas can be exchanged and accepted or rejected. Otherwise we move down the road where we give way to what is, after all, mob rule and to some extent vigilantism which is neither justice nor part of the democratic process.



Charles Hanson is a lifer formerly at HMP Blantyre House
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Insidetime September 2011 www.insidetime.org time in prison in his own words - including the food, the clothes, the cell environment, the education, and the ways in which he was able to make the most of his time inside.



“The same four walls, whatever country you’re in, whatever strange environment, it’s what it is” BARNABY, HMP Brixton.



Two groups of prisoners will respond to extracts from his autobiography Long Walk to Freedom, and will consider how prison in 20th century South Africa compares with prison in 21st century Britain.



“I’m humbled by Nelson Mandela. As a prisoner, I cried reading his book ... he’s an inspiration to us all” ROZZ, HMP Styal.



“His life is so different to mine, but there’s one fundamental similarity - we’ve both had our freedom took away” DEBBIE, HMP Styal.



46664: THE WORLD’S MOST FAMOUS PRISONER is on National Prison Radio, Friday 23 September at 5pm (repeated Sunday 25 at 1pm and again on Monday 26 at 11am).



Bang up with a Book: The National Prison Radio book club Every month on National Prison Radio, the Book Club focuses on a different title from the world of literature. Readings of the book are broadcast every night and at the end of the month special guests and prisoners from across England and Wales give their views on the book.



46664: THE WORLD’S MOST FAMOUS PRISONER You don’t have to look very far in prison to find an image of, or a quote from, Nelson Mandela. The man who was once the world’s most famous prisoner has inspired millions of people throughout the world. His experience of prison may seem far removed from ours ... but is that really the case?



I



n 1964, Nelson Mandela was sentenced to life imprisonment. South African prisoner number 466/64 finally emerged after twenty seven years inside - that’s more than 10,000 days - and went on to become president of his country. If he can achieve that, sometimes in the most appalling prison conditions, what can we achieve?



“We must use time wisely and forever realise that the time is always ripe to do right” Nelson Mandela



In a special edition of BEHIND BARS this month, National Prison Radio will explore Nelson Mandela’s



PROBLEM? WE CAN HANDLE IT! We guarantee a prompt response, friendly advice and thoroughly reliable representation from an experienced team.



Parole Hearings, Judicial Reviews, Recalls, Adjudications, & Categorisation reviews We are Criminal and Prison Law Specialists The latest video link interview facilities are available to speed up the processes and avoid delay in having your concerns addressed. Write to Mark Bailey Bailey Nicholson Grayson Solicitors 15 Bourne Court Southend Road Ilford Essex IG8 8HD or call



0208 315 4450



For a prompt service throughout the midlands and the south of England



Last month the NPR Book Club banged up with John Boyne’s The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas. It tells the moving story of two young boys in Germany during the Second World War, caught up in tragic events entirely beyond their control. Told from the perspective of Bruno, the nine-year-old son of a senior German soldier, the book is a stark reminder of man’s capacity for inhumanity and wilful ignorance. The Book Club was recorded at HMP Eastwood Park in August, and a number of comments were recorded at HMP Styal. Here’s what some of the women had to say about The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas: Kate at HMP Styal “I think, obviously because it’s such a heavy subject matter, because it’s seen through the eyes of a child it makes it even more shocking. And the fact that the horror of it is never spoken about makes it even more horrifying... and you assume it’s going to be told through the eyes of the victims, but when you realise it’s being told from the side of the Germans - that again is a really interesting play.” Vicki from HMP Styal “ The book gave a lot more detail than the film about what was happening. I don’t read that often but I read it in two days.” In September the Book Club takes on a rip-roaring adventure packed with humour, excitement and extreme endurance. Olympic Gold-medallist James Cracknell and TV presenter Ben Fogle were part of a team of explorers racing to reach the South Pole – on foot. Facing gruelling 16-hour shifts, deadly hidden crevasses, painful frostbite and nearly 500 miles of icy wilderness, they tell the story of their Race to the Pole... National Prison Radio has free copies of Race to the Pole to give away. * If you’d like to read Race to the Pole alongside the NPR Book Club, simply write to us at National Prison Radio, HMP Brixton, London SW2 5XF and tell us about why you love reading. Tune in to our NPR Book Club audio readings every night, Monday – Saturday 22.30, with an omnibus edition on Sunday at 15.00. The Book Club discussion is on the last Sunday of the month at 17.00. And if would like to suggest a book for the Book Club, write to us at NPR Book Club, National Prison Radio, HMP Brixton, London SW2 5XF. * Books will be given out on a first-come, first-served basis.



SEB Solicitors



Freephone advice



Howells Solicitors line available 7every CastleMonday Street Sheffield S3 8LT



0800 531 60 40



Prison Law Specialist



www.howellsllp.com



IPP Hearings adjudication hearings parole



lifer hearings



categorisation



HDC/Licence Recall sentence plan/progression Problems inside? Don’t know where to turn? Need a specialist prison lawyer? Whether you are coming up for parole, categorisation, or require advice about prison issues, we can help. So, if if you you need needprofessional, professional,confidential confidential legal So, legal advice, call callHowells’ Howells’prison prisonlaw law specialists advice, specialists onon 0114 2496717 249 6717oror our dedicated freephone 0114 our dedicated freephone number 0800 0800531 53160 6040 40available available every Monday number every Monday ›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



Has your right been ignored, Act now! We are a specialist Criminal and Prison Law practice based in East London. We are willing to fight the Prison Service system for you and can provide effective advice and assistance in the following areas:



Licences recalls -Sentence Calculation Recategorisation & allocation HDC conditions & breaches Lifer reviews - Tariff reduction Parole - Criminal appeals and CCRC Adjudications - Human rights issues MDT and Independent urine tests Judicial reviews Criminal Defence - Appeal and CCRC Transfer to other prisons Please contact Ms Shewli Begum or Mr Tuoyo Eruwa at SEB Solicitors 497 Hackney Road London E2 9ED 0207 729 9042 or 0207 033 9697 We shall be pleased to visit you as soon as we hear from you
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Insidetime September 2011 www.insidetime.org Even strangers show respect and probably think, when they witness such grief that ‘there but for the grace of God go I.’ They think of a loved one of their own and imagine losing that person. This enables them to just get a glimpse of both what you and your family are going through. It’s hard to get it into your head that you will never see your brother, sister, mother or father again. Death is so final and so cruel. After the funeral you have to come to terms with your loss. Be a man, keep tight with your family and face up to the fact that life must go on, and though the sense of loss and heartache will never leave you, over a period of time the pain does ease a little. Death comes to us all, but untimely death is where the most grief is to be found.



Rupert Murdoch



I believe that the lines I’ve just written about are both true and accurate so try and get your head round how hard it is for the families of all the 7/7 victims, Millie Dowler and the dead servicemen to come to terms with the way they have been abused by News International and the police. This mob has trod roughshod over them and showed a level of disregard that beggar’s belief. This intrusion and total ignorance of both the grief and the suffering of the aggrieved are totally unforgivable.



He’s a bad influence! It’s high time he was shown the door says Sid Wright



B



y now, I would assume you have either heard or read about the outrageous behaviour of News International and the police as regards to the 7/7 bombings and the much publicised Millie Dowler case. The chances are that these two examples of deplorable conduct may well turn out to be the tip of the iceberg. Indeed, as I write this article news is coming in that the Metropolitan Police sold private investigators on the payroll of the News of the World phone details of dead servicemen killed in Iraq and Afghanistan. It’s impossible to sink any lower than this. All those involved appear to have plumbed the very depths of depravity and I have to say that I despair for them. It’s bad enough having renegade journalists and private investigators poking their noses into the affairs of the aggrieved, many would say this type of behaviour is only to be expected from these



low-lives, but to have the police embroiled in such a scandal is outrageous. It’s very difficult for me to hold back and not show the contempt that I feel towards Rupert Murdoch, News International and sadly the Metropolitan Police, so I won’t. Much like many readers of this article, I have lost members of my direct family, two younger brothers cut off in their prime. Both the shock and grief experienced by all concerned is something so awful that I find it impossible to put into words. These people reading this, who have suffered a similar loss, will know exactly what I’m talking about here. Enough said. People around you in times such as these are, on the whole, both supportive and caring. The empathy that folk show is something that is exclusive to our species on this planet. A part of our nature comes to the fore that makes you proud to be a member of the human race.



AN ESTABLISHED FIRM WITH A NATIONAL REPUTATION.



CRIMINAL DEFENCE - Police Station Assistance -



Magistrates Court Advocacy - General and Serious/Complex Crown Court Cases - Money Laundering - Proceeds of Crime Act - Fraud - Customs & Excise: VHCC Panel Members



PRISON LAW - Categorisation - Adjudications - Licence



Recall - Parole Representations - IPP Extended Sentences Transfers/ROTL/HDC - Lifer Issues - Judicial Reviews



FAMILY LAW - Care Proceedings - Social Services involved with your children contact us now!



KERRY MORGAN • LYNDSEY BROWN • MIKE CAHILL



For sound advice from a friendly face, contact Morgan Brown & Cahill at either:



0161 834 6662



or



12 Victoria Avenue Blackley Manchester M9 6QL



0161 740 7468



Now, it seems the Metropolitan Police are also up to their necks in this sordid business. It has been mooted that money handed over by News Corporation was shared out among



certain officers in return for the divulgence of confidential material relevant to both the victims and their families. Mobile phones belonging to the aggrieved were tapped and texts from friends intercepted without any consideration for those who were suffering. What can be done about this? And how can we guarantee that this can never happen again? We as the British nation can turn our backs on this guy Murdoch and his bunch of renegades. We should consider him a bad influence on our people both politically and morally. As if to confirm our suspicions about this wretched man, two of his reporters are, at present, languishing in gaol for illegally tapping into celebrities phones. If you think for one minute that Murdoch and his management team had no knowledge of their crimes before they were nicked, then you’re a fool. So, let’s cut to the quick here. What I suggest to all of you is to stop buying anything that comes under the banner of News International. Let’s join together and run this guy out of town. Let him go back to Australia, or wherever it is he comes from, with our blessing. It would be no loss to us at all and don’t forget, we’re no amateurs when it comes to packing off criminals to the Antipodes, so dear old Rupert should be a pushover. This guy has meddled and interfered with the running of this country for decades and it’s high time he was shown the door. We could set about clearing the crocodile infested waters of Wapping and make them safe for both the public and government once again. I ask for your support in this matter. Don’t buy anything that has to do with News International. I would ask you to boycott any companies that continue to advertise in any of Murdoch’s newspapers. Together we can bring this man and his organisation down, so let’s do it! Sid Wright - HMP Lowdham Grange



Give yourself the best chance



SPECIALIST SOLICITORS SERVING THE NORTH WEST



10 Bexley Square Salford M3 6BZ



This is not a team of journalists or hired private detectives spying on a premier league footballer who might be cheating on his wife with some bimbo from a lap dancing club. Not a MP claiming expenses for the renovation of his duck house. This, I put to you, is a totally different animal altogether. A beast fed and watered by a group of people that appear to be devoid of any care or conscience. A conspiracy of journalists and editors who would, you get the feeling, prostitute their own grandmother for an increase in sales and advertising revenues. Well this time they have gone too far.
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• • • • • • • • •



Advice and representation on all aspects of prison law:



Adjudications Categorisation Parole Lifers IPP’s HDC and Release Recall Parole Board Hearings Appeals against Conviction • Licence conditions



Serious Crime Specialists including Terrorism and Fraud plus:



• • • •



Public and Human Rights Law Actions against the police Inquests and Deaths in Custody Personal Injury & Clinical Negligence



For free legal advice Call us today on 0113 200 7400 Contact: Rajan Mawji or Ranjit Kaur



Harrison Bundey Solicitors 219-223 Chapeltown Road, Chapeltown Leeds LS7 3DX



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



When it comes to seeking legal advice, give yourself an advantage and talk to one of the regions largest specialist Criminal Defence and Prison Law teams. With a wealth of experience and technical knowhow, we can represent you on Adjudications, Parole Hearings (Lifer, IPP, and Determinate sentence prisoners), Licence Recalls or Categorisation issues and claims for Unlawful Detention, as well as advice on claims for Judicial Review. Whatever the matter, we can provide you with excellent, effective advice or representation. Contact Rob Smith on 01782 324454 for a free, impartial consultation. 88-90 The Strand, Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, ST3 2BP 25 Wardwick, Derby, DE1 1HA Offices in: Burton upon Trent Derby Leicester Stoke-on-Trent Swadlincote
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Ben’s Blog



The Riot Squad... August 11th ...who appeared suited and booted to deal with George, dressed in the latest urban chic. And they looked so bloody gay! Like a champion body builder covered in baby oil and wearing a tiny t-shirt, the more macho the riot squad dress then the less masculine they look.



Lifer Ben Gunn’s Prison Blog … the only blog by a serving British prisoner which ‘looks stupidity and ignorance in the eye whilst attempting to inject some neurons into the criminological debate’.



Stop trying so hard guys, you’re looking a bit silly.



Rooftop Sunbathing August 10th



There are two main avenues that channel this urge to control. Firstly, to limit our physical movement. Even though each wing sits within its own secure compound, at best we are permitted access to the outside for one hour daily. Movement to other wings is totally forbidden. Contrast this with Shepton where, in the 10 hours a day we were unlocked, there was free access to both the yard and other wings.



What was lining up to be a dull, irritating day was brought alive by the appearance of a rooftop protester above my head. Cue lots of staff activity, the deployment of negotiators and then the riot squad. My keen eyes and ears absorbed everything. Ringside seats to such events and the tactics employed by the Prison Service are uncommon events. The man on the roof - let’s call him George was frustrated because despite banging on about his accommodation on release for 5 years, is still forced into being homeless when he is released next month. It is uncontested that housing plays a huge role in the likelihood of re-offending, and his concerns should have been listened to and a solution found. Instead, he was neglected



and frustrated. Up the wall he went, to try to get someone to listen to him. The negotiators were bumbling, truly pathetic, and only served to pass the time until the riot squad were ready to force the issue. Seven hours, dozens of staff, the prison shut down, and the need for specialist riot staff. What a waste, when the issue could have been resolved in minutes. The governor should have dragged George’s offender supervisor below the eaves and asked him to explain the efforts made to house George on release. And if the O.S had been negligent, begin dismissal proceedings against him. But the prison service just isn’t like that. They can admit no wrong and so George will probably spend his last few weeks in chokey, before being decanted homeless to live on a street near you. There are days when we should all feel ashamed of our criminal justice system...



..................................................... Communication and Control August 16th



The second avenue of control is a hair-trigger IEP system. This is an “administrative procedure”; legally separate from the disciplinary process, lacking any legal safeguards. It allows wing staff to strip us of privileges, including family visits, at the click of a pen. A healthy prison with competent, engaged staff has little need to issue IEP warnings; a simple face-to-face conversation is usually enough to clarify or resolve an issue. At Erlestoke, IEP warnings are issued as the first response to any problem. So far I have had IEP’s for not attending a double booked appointment



and for not going to work when I was meant to be recovering from a general anaesthetic. All very unnecessary and avoidable by the simple method of talking to me. Instead, staff creep along the landing and quietly slide the IEP warning under my door. These control measures and the attitude that underlies them suggests to me that management perceive the prison as being barely under control and that staff are too afraid of this to even attempt to engage with the prisoners. Like all short-sighted managers, they only increase the prospects for disorder by screwing the lid on tighter.



..................................................... Probation August 19 The second group on most prisoners’ lists, only just being edged out by prison psychologists is probation. A recent interview with a probation officer gave me the opportunity to point out some harsh truths: • That the evidence that being supervised by Probation reduces rates of re-offending by Lifers is zero. • That there is no evidence that forcing Lifers to live in probation hostels on release reduces re-offending. • That there is, overall, no evidence to suggest that Probation involvement in Lifer’s lives on release has any beneficial effects whatsoever. In the context of utility and rationality, my view of Probation falls somewhere below my view of astrologers. They are, in respect to Lifers at least, an agency looking for a reason to exist. So far, they have hoodwinked society into believing they are a good thing.



Have you ever served in the Armed Forces? Do you or your partner need help? If the answer is yes, you may be entitled to assistance from The Royal British Legion and SSAFA Forces Help - two charities assisting the Service and ex-Service community, working together to reach all those eligible for assistance. Whether you are still serving your sentence or are due for release, we may be able to provide financial support to you and your family. · · · · · · · · ·



Household goods Clothing Rent deposit guarantee Education and training courses, including distance learning Equipment and/or Work Tools Relocation Costs Advice and Guidance on getting a job or learning a trade Advice and Guidance on applying for a war pension Assistance for your partner and family



Regretfully we cannot make cash grants. Nor can we offer legal or appeals advice.



If you would like further information, or a visit from one of our caseworkers to discuss assistance please write to: TRBL / SSAFA Forces Help (Ref Inside Time) Freepost SW1345, 199 Borough High Street London SE1 1AA



Or tell your partner to telephone Legionline on 08457 725 725 or SSAFA Forces Help on 020 7403 8773 or they can log on to w w w. b r i t i s h l e g i o n . o r g . u k o r w w w. s s a f a . o r g . u k
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New victim levy on prisoners’ earnings Julie Harmsworth of UNLOCK questions the validity of taking 40% of prisoners’ earnings



J



ustice Secretary Ken Clarke has ambitious plans to overhaul prison rehabilitation that includes paid employment for prisoners. Whether his plans are achievable is highly debatable but what is certain is that the Prisoners Earnings Act 1996, which has until recently sat dormant, has been ‘commenced’, that is, it will come into force on 26 September 2011. As a direct result, PSI 48/2011 has also been issued which will be effective from that date. This instruction applies to prisoners working outside the prison for outside employers. Those who are affected should already have been made aware of what this means to them personally, but in general terms the PSI deducts a levy of 40% of prisoners’ net earnings over £20 to be paid to Victim Support. Net earnings are considered here to be the amount left after income-tax, national insurance, court order payments and child maintenance have been deducted. Employers will no longer pay prisoner employees directly; they will have to pay wages into the NOMS Shared Services bank account. NOMS will allow the first £20 to remain free from levy (if your net earnings are £20 per week or less, you won’t have to pay anything), then deduct 40% from the remainder and return the balance plus the £20 to the prisoner’s own bank account a few days later. Based on the new minimum wage which comes into effect in October, UNLOCK calculates this will mean that a person working a 37.5 hour week and earning £200.47, will have a victim levy of £72.19 deducted. This doesn’t take into account any child maintenance or court order payments, they would have to be allowed for on an individual basis. The amount returned to the prisoner will be £128.28 out of which s/he will have to pay their travel costs for home visits, meals during working hours, travel to and from work and all other requisites they might need. Quite obviously there



It is difficult to see how the end result will be anything other than de-motivated prisoners who previously would welcome the chance to earn some money, help their families, save for their release (a deposit for accommodation, transport for work and so on), but who, failing to see the benefits of their labour, will think again. UNLOCK has asked Mr Clarke a number of questions including: how many people will be affected; how much money will this bring in to Victim Support; how will the money be spent; how much will it cost to administer the system; what is the estimated impact of loss of savings opportunities in terms of people then needing housing and benefits instead, and whether allowance would be made for pension contributions and student loan repayments.



prisoners won’t work a full “weekSome and not earn that amount meaning that there is the possibility that it would actually cost money to go to work!



”



will be little if anything left to be used to save for release or to send out to families. Some prisoners won’t work a full week and not earn that amount meaning that there is the possibility that it would actually cost money to go to work! UNLOCK has talked with some of the prisoners affected and had feedback from employers; as a result we have written to Ken Clarke to bring his attention to the unreasonableness of the PSI and the effect it has had and will have on morale and prisoner/



EXPERTS ON ANY PRISON LAW MATTER



employer engagement across resettlement prisons. We have explained that prisoners are unlikely to be motivated to work for little or no reward with some saying they will refuse to work. Some employers are saying that they will not offer jobs to people where they are required to pay their wages to the government. It is already a challenge for prisons to find employers willing to take on prisoners in the first place, additional administrative burdens and the questionable practice of having to divert wages may be a step too far which they are unwilling to take.



LIFER/ IPP/ ADJUDICATION ADJUDICATION SPECIALISTS 'Getting the Job Done'



Dedicated Prison Law Department We believe that many of our competitors are competent…however, we also believe that Competence is only the starting point! Experience and Feedback tells us our Prison Law Department is second to none. Not only in terms of the high standards of service we provide, but also and perhaps more importantly, the qualities and depth of knowledge combined with the expertise and insight of our Prison Law Department staff cannot be found anywhere else. We believe we are unique in our approach to the particular needs of this specialist area of the Law, and as a result are extremely successful in achieving the objective on behalf of our clients.



O'GARRA'S Prison Law Dept, 32 Park Square West, Leeds, LS1 2PF It's your future at stake contact us now! stake so don't hesitate, hesitate, contact [email protected]
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We have pointed out that the policy will undermine the very purpose of resettlement prisons who will struggle to achieve their targets for getting prisoners into work. It really makes no sense to us and we hope that by looking again at the policy, Mr Clarke will think again. In the meanwhile, we are keen to learn from other prisoners what their views are and especially from those who are likely to be affected come September or in the near future. Do you think that the victim levy is reasonable? If 40% is too high, would you be happy to pay it at a lower rate? How will it affect you personally, that is, what difference will it make to your resettlement plans? Would it affect you staying in employment or ensuring you keep your job? We will ensure your views are put to Ken Clarke. Please write to: UNLOCK, 35a High Street, Snodland, Kent ME6 5AG.



Julie Harmsworth Deputy Chief Executive and Director of Policy and Research, Unlock
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A current issue Open prisons A serving prisoner explains one prison’s bid to cut its budget



A



t approximately 9am one morning in late June a member of staff asked me if I would attend a Prisoner’s Forum which was to be held in the chapel at 9.45am. I agreed to attend more to observe than participate, as I was not comfortable to present myself as a representative of my peers given no-one elected me giving me a mandate. I have experience of forums and committees and how they should be constituted by means of a democratic process rather than last minute invitations to randomly selected prisoners. I contend such random invitations are but a sop, a cosmetic exercise which allows management to claim legitimate prisoner participation. The forum was chaired by a governor grade whose sole concern was what she could do to save money. A laudable intent, given the economic realities the Prison Service has to deal with in light of the substantial cuts to the budgets given to each prison this fiscal year. What compels this missive are two matters arising from the forum I attended, both matters put forward by the aforementioned governor. Firstly, the unelected forum was informed that the prisoner pay budget here is over-budget. The governor invited suggestions for the next forum (July 21st) as to how the budget could be cut. Now it might just be me but does any reader also feel there is an element of inviting turkeys to vote for Christmas? Self-evidently, to reduce the pay budget cuts in pay, or job losses are the only solutions. That aside, there hasn’t been a pay review since God was a teenager. Further, derisory pay for menial work does nothing to engender a work ethic, or reinforce it if one exists. Add to the mix the
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ever increasing exorbitant prices NOMS charges for canteen items and the case is made for pay increases not cuts. What of Justice Minister Ken Clarke’s post-election rhetoric about full, meaningful employment and training for prisoners? Secondly; this really is a ‘current’ issue in more ways than one. The governor went on to inform the (unelected) forum that consideration is being given to cut-off in-cell electric power for a few hours during the core day. Apparently, this is on a national basis. The governor complained that prisoners are irresponsible in the use of electricity leaving TVs, radios and cell lights on when they are out earning their derisory pay, on visits, etc. this place has to cut the electric bill by 3% this financial year so in-cell power is a means to the end. It was at this point I just could not remain silent so I raised my hand to speak. I put it to the governor that this place can’t and does not employ all prisoners. Many are confined to cells throughout the day. As a retired prisoner I am so confined all day, every day. In-cell power allows me and others to have a hot drink as it powers my kettle. Daytime TV leaves much to be desired in its content but it is a distraction, it alleviates boredom as does the radio. I contended it cannot be beyond the wit of staff (or can it) to identify those who are using electricity irresponsibly and act accordingly. I also put it to the governor that unit lights are left on all night as are some office lights and covered walkway lights – I was tempted to say ‘Physician heal thyself’ but discretion prevailed. It seems to me governors are better skilled with a degree in economics as opposed to criminology in this time of dire financial straits. I caution the bean counters to guard against false economies and not to treat prisoners as mere units of expense. Cutting in-cell electricity might seem a good idea, but the ill-will, the anger and frustration it would cause will prove costly in more ways than one - ‘current’ thinking on the part of management could stand enlightening. Name supplied - HMP Hewell



Open prisons make economic sense, and Francesca Cooney believes there should be more of them
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pen prisons have been in the news recently, with the closure of HMP Latchmere House. They are a really important part of the prison system and are seen internationally as a model of good practice.
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We know that an open prison costs considerably less to run (per person) than a closed prison, at approximately £30,000 overall cost per prisoner. This compares to around £35,700 in category C prisons or £36,800 in category B. We believe that it makes economic sense for all those categorised as suitable for open to be located within the appropriate estate.



Prison Reform Trust is pleased that since the new guidance was introduced in 2007, the open estate has been used more effectively. This has meant more prisoners have been risk assessed as suitable for open conditions, giving more people the opportunity to volunteer or work in the community and to properly plan for their resettlement. However, perhaps inevitably, the open estate population has expanded over the last few years and there are now waiting lists for places. Sometimes, this means that prisoners who would otherwise have been able to move into the open estate are waiting a long time. Our advice service is often contacted by prisoners who are trying to move to open conditions. Anecdotally (from prisoners and from staff) we have heard of waiting lists of up to a year for a few people. There are no national statistics for people waiting for a place in open conditions but we believe that the numbers are now significant. This is concerning because if people can’t make timely progress through the system, this has a knock-on impact on overcrowding. We often hear about the numbers of people in prison but prison overcrowding also increases if long-term prisoners are in prison
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longer than necessary. This is particularly true in the case of the growing number of indeterminately sentenced prisoners who are less likely to be granted release by the parole board without some time in open conditions.



HMP & YOI Moorland Open Prison



We believe that without an increase in capacity of the open estate, some people will remain ‘warehoused’ in closed conditions, having made all the progress they can in their existing prison. This is something we would like the prison service to look at, to see if the open estate needs to be expanded or whether there is potential for more resettlement units in the closed estate. Prison Reform Trust is producing a briefing on open prisons in September. If you would like a copy, or need advice, please get in contact. You can telephone us on 0808 802 0060 on Mondays 3.30-7.30pm or Tuesdays and Thursdays, 3.30-5.50pm. You can write to us at PRT, Freepost, ND6125, London EC1B 1PN.



Specialist Appeals Department An established London based firm with an experienced and dedicated appeals department able to provide advice on grounds to appeal conviction and/or sentence.
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• An honest assessment of your case. • A named solicitor who will review your case, visit you and advise on grounds of appeal. • A named paralegal who will assist your solicitor & provide a second point of contact for you. • A set timetable of work with regular updates to ensure you know what stage your matter has reached and what work is still to be undertaken. Our experienced Prison Law team can assist you, both in writing and orally, with: Adjudications, Parole Applications,Recategorisation Representations and Lifer Hearings. For help please contact Richard Brown or Dawn Burrows at:
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or anyone seeking to question the validity and integrity of a psychology-based diagnosis of offending behaviour, it helps to have a grounding in a discipline disputed as being either an art or science. Art seems to be defined as anything claimed to be a human creative skill or its application. But if psychology is to be viewed as a science then it fails to meet the usual criteria of scientific enquiry. The principal one requires confirmation of hypotheses by way of predicted outcomes. Psychology cannot claim such certitude mainly because of its highly subjective nature - it means different things to different people. Another definition of science is one having a ‘systematic and formulated knowledge’ (OED). I have neither. But this no more prevents me having a view on matters psychological than it does probation officers similarly devoid of such insights. But while my views are innately questioning, theirs are uncritically accepting. I recognise my views can easily be dismissed as simply those of a disputatious prisoner with nothing better to do than undermine the credibility and competence of hard-working, highly conscientious probation officers. To them I apologise because from personal experience I know they exist. But nowadays I seem to have less chance of encountering them than I do the Loch Ness Monster. Both are constantly talked about but rarely seen. With approximately 70% of prisoners identified as having various forms of mental illness, it is understandable that psychological assessments play an important role in offender management. Obviously, with such a broad spectrum of mental illnesses within the prison population, those particularly risk-related require rapid identification, especially those related to personality disorders. These assessments are regarded as the first step in the interaction between prisoner and psychologist. But just how accurate are they, especially those identified when using a diagnostic tool known as the PCL-R? I personally know of a long-term prisoner who, after spending 13 years labelled as suffering from severe personality disorder, has only recently been re-assessed as having nothing more serious than mild personality disorder. Yet no sciencebased analysis would have arrived at this original assessment in the first place. This is because identification of perceived psychopathic traits is too subjective a process to withstand the dispassionate rigours of scientific scrutiny. This prisoner’s misdiagnosis highlights uncertainties about present methods used to identify those with a personality disorder. It also highlights the potential for abuse whether by prison psychologists and/or probation staff seeking to inflict retribution caused by personal animosities towards a prisoner. Just as sinister is the linking of political dissidents with personality disorder. The recent death of Yelena Bonner, the Russian civil rights campaigner who was also widow of Nobel Peace Prize winner Dr Andrei Sakharov, acts as a reminder of how the former USSR regime came up with ‘oppositional defiance disorder’ as being a disordered personality trait when shutting Sakharov away in a psychiatric hospital after he had criticised the Soviet Union’s nuclear weapons policy. And perhaps ‘oppositional defiance disorder’ might now be attached to any prisoner questioning the integrity of reports by psychologists and probation staff! Hopefully, the integrity of the PCL-R as a diagnostic tool is now under close scrutiny. But despite question marks over its reliability,
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based psychologists in training and their overseers will broach no question of the PCL-R’s perceived infallibility. And it is this perception which triggered this article. In particular, when a fellow prisoner sought an independent assessment of the findings of a prison-produced PCL-R, it highlighted something which can only be described as being either an act of faith or unquestioned acceptance of the PCL-R. (Perhaps they are one and the same).



Time to re-assess risk assessments? If psychology is to be viewed as a science then it fails to meet the usual criteria of scientific enquiry says John O’Connor until something more accurate materialises the Prison Service has to make the best with what it has presently. Because of its monolithic nature change in its methods and procedures can take years to achieve. This might explain why so little appears to have been achieved since the publication over a year ago of a review of the Dangerous and Severe Personality Disorder Programme (DSPD) operated by the Prison Service. Over the past decade this programme has cost in excess of £200 million to operate yet Prof. Peter Tyrer of Imperial College, lead author of this review, says there is scant evidence of its effectiveness. The way the DSPD programme is run in various centres (prisons and special hospitals) made it impossible to determine whether outcomes were due to different treatment patterns or other factors. One specific area of concern in this review was that many prisoners were enrolled into lengthy programmes as they neared the end of their sentences. Prof. Tyrer and colleagues fear that the DSPD programme had sometimes been used simply to keep dangerous people off the streets rather than actually improve their mental health. The different treatment patterns at various centres suggest more a ‘suck it and see’ approach. Perhaps this is because there is no established clinical diagnosis for DSPD. What does this say about the integrity of a science-based approach to treatment of personality disorders? As for treatment methods such as group therapy, as Mr Shek Ahmed of HMP Bure stated in the May edition of Inside Time, there is confirmed evidence of such courses actually increasing the risk of re-offending. Ruth Mann, who heads the Prison Service SOTP programme, states: ‘Current consensus suggests that standard forensic rehabilitation procedures may be ineffective for psychopaths. However, this conclusion is not unequivocal because



research to date is subject to some flaws’. The review headed by Prof. Tyrer goes a long way towards confirming this. It is my contention that it is not just the efficacy of treatment programmes which is in question but more its starting point – the initial diagnosis – based n the Hare PCL-R. Even as far back as 2001 doubts about it were gaining credence. In a paper* by Dr David Freeman, he stated: ‘The … PCL-R has been promoted as an essential tool in violence risk assessment, becoming more widely used in the criminal justice system as a result of its promise to differentiate those who will be violent in the future from those who will not’. Dr Freeman went on to ask whether the PCL-R as an instrument that predicts future dangerousness has been adopted prematurely and without sufficient critique. He stated that the PCL-R fails to differentiate adequately between those who will be violent and those who will not. In his paper Dr Freeman went into great detail when substantiating his assertion that‘ ... prediction that performs worst than chance offers little to decision-makers and simply should not be used in the criminal justice system. The harm that comes from using ‘scientific’ tests that rely on the language of science to promote chance selection is simply too great. Clearly, given the high false-positive rates, the PCL-R should not be used in forensic or clinical settings where life and liberty decisions are at stake’. He concluded: ‘The PCL-r may be, as it proponents argue, the strongest in a field of weaklings, but it is by no means reliable and valid in the prediction of future dangerousness’. The well-founded uncertainties about the validity of the PCL-R may come as a shock to the many prisoners whose future has been determined by the findings of such an assessment tool. But what comes as a greater shock, at least to me, is the extent to which prison-



For it seems that adherents of the PCL-R intentionally close their minds to other diagnostic tools which could validate the findings of a PCL-R assessment, something which anyone in pursuit of scientific excellence would welcome. But although as accessible as the PCL-R, this appears a choice which isn’t taken up. Compare and contrast this with other science-based subjects which explore every avenue when seeking validation. In this instance the PCL-R claimed a high level of psychopathic traits and with it this prisoner’s high risk of re-offending. However, this claim is negligent in that it is based on a single factor (psychopathy). This conclusion failed to take in to consideration the findings of the SORAG assessment tool which is regarded by other psychologists as being a more robust risk assessment tool than the use of the PCL-R alone. In this specific case the SORAG assessment contradicted the PCL-R when, instead of confirming a high risk, identified medium risk as being a more accurate quantification. Undoubtedly, there is much uncertainty about the validity of assessments relying solely on a PCL-R. This is not helped when its adherents cling to its findings like a drowning man clutching at straw. What is just as disconcerting about the somewhat blinkered approach adopted by prison-based psychologists is their adversarial attitude. For instead of presenting a picture in the round when looking at all aspects of offending behaviour, the stance of these assessors appears more to seek to confirm such behaviour. An explanation of this might be found in research conducted by Prof. Ellen Langer of Havard which confirmed many times that once a certain view is taken of a person, anything which backs it up is accepted but that which provides evidence to the contrary is explained away. Perhaps this is the reason why assessors having a blind faith in infallibility of the PCL-R don’t see any need to validate it against other diagnostic tools such as SORAG. The Prison Service does itself no favours when appearing to verge on the dogmatic when overly relying on the PCL-r to determine a prisoner’s dangerousness and use it as the basis of their ‘treatment’ programme. Fortunately, its proponents, unlike Scientologists, haven’t (yet) reached the stage where they rely on a mysterious black box to re-arrange inappropriate thought processes. Yet overreliance of the PCL-R risks being compared with some of the beliefs prevalent among the more wacko cult movements. Perhaps it’s time not only for a radical re-think of how the Prison Service runs its DSPD programme but also the efficacy of the PCL-R risk assessment tool now regarded by many as being more akin to a psychologists pseudoscience. *’False Prediction of Future Dangerousness: Error Rates and Psychopathy Checklist – Revised’ Journal of American Academy of Psychiatric Law.



John O’Connor is currently resident at HMP Whatton
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he psychologists Richard Nisbett and Dov Cohen, in their book The Culture of Honor (sic) show that cultures develop their own code of honour where the law fails to protect them, forcing them to take the law into their own hands. These groups include animal herders, black Americans, travellers, western cowboys and Balkan clansmen. When the rule of law catches up with them they have already developed a culture and are often suspicious of the law, and tend to be more ready to use violence than others, especially when they lose face. To most of us, when we are a victim of crime we simply call the police and rely on the judicial system to resolve it for us. For some this option is not available, so they have to develop their own law. It is also the same for people who do not have that option because they are involved in illegal activities, such as drug dealing, and in the absence of a police force they resort to their own unlegislated way of resolving property rights and dish out punishments, whereas for most of us in the west, violence is a monopoly granted to the state. Most people in the western world are not willing to take the law into their own hands as we have the Leviathan described by Hobbes – the police – to resolve things for us and deter others. When there is no Leviathan, a whole load of chancers and opportunists exploit the situation, and it also forces others who would normally be violent into using violence in order to protect themselves and others. The scientist and Harvard professor of psychology Steven Pinker wrote in a much quoted and often debated paragraph in his book Blank State: ‘As a young teenager in proudly peaceful Canada in the romantic 1960s I was a true believer in Bakunin’s anarchism and laughed off my parents claims that if the government ever laid down its arms all hell would break loose. Our competing predictions were put to the test at 8 am on the 17th of October 1969 when the Montreal police went on strike. By 11.20 am the first bank was robbed. By noon most stores had closed down because of looting. Within a few hours taxi drivers had burned down a limousine service that was competing with them for airport customers. Rioters broke into several restaurants and hotels and a doctor slew a burglar in his home. By the end of the day 6 banks had been robbed, a hundred stores looted, 12 fires started and $3 million worth of damage caused before the army were called in to restore order.’ The same is true when strong governments weaken or when tyrannies fall; generations long ethnic conflicts are resumed and old scores are settled, as was the case with the Armenian genocide after the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, the British pull-out of India, the break-up of the USSR and Yugoslavia. I recall Jung Chang, writing in Wild Swans whilst reflecting on the extreme fear of growing up in China during the 1960s and 70s: ‘In Spring 1989 I travelled around China whilst researching this book. I saw the build up of demonstrations from Chengdu to Tiananmaen Square. It struck me that fear had been forgotten to such an extent that few of the
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Violence and psychology In the final instalment of a three part series, RJS Hattersley looks at the culture of violence millions of demonstrators perceived danger, and most seemed taken by surprise when the army opened fire.’ The liberal reforms of Deng Xiaoping must have been the Chinese equivalent of the Montreal police strike. It puzzles me as to why many prisoners and the liberal bourgeoisie still claim that deterrents do not work. The usual case is that people commit crime in the belief that they will not be caught. Nobody commits crime knowing that they will be caught. It is true that except for the most serious of crime, there is little chance of being caught for most common crime, but anyone knows that the more you engage in it the more the chances are of being caught – and what the likely outcome of being caught is, but it is a gamble most criminals are prepared to take. I am sure I do not just speak for myself when I state that I would often calculate what crimes were ‘worth it’ as a youth. When I was 15 or 16 we would regularly walk into stores and



grab whatever we could as swiftly as possible before making a quick exit to a waiting (stolen) car. We knew full well that as long as no threats were made we were only guilty of theft, which, as juveniles, meant a maximum of 6 months. If we had shouted or produced a weapon it would make us guilty of robbery – meaning years. We were happy to take the ‘punishment’ which would be a couple of months in Werrington or Hindley, which was merely an irritant rather than something that instilled fear in us. Fear of something unpleasant often acts as a deterrent for some – but not all, as it depends upon the chances of receiving the punishment. We would fear far more being caught stealing cars by the car’s owners than by the police as being caught by the owner was likely to result in a good hiding, though it never happened to me personally, so I reasoned that the chances were slim. The prospect of a few hours in a police cell and a new charge to tie in with the others - which would be sentenced
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together concurrently – happened often, but it had no fear factor. Lurking in the Segregation Unit of most prisons is the ‘Jack Russell’ type prisoner; those that bark a lot but never bite. The Jack Russell often smashes up his cell, goes on dirty protests and mouths off a lot. They are often wound up and provoked by officers (and prisoners), and although they usually hate prison officers, they will not assault them. They usually have a history of violence, (usually when the odds are stacked in their favour), but when they feel aggrieved they will smash up their cell or flood the landing. The reason they do not attack their antagonisers is because they know they will get a good hiding. I am not writing to justify this, just to make a point that there are many instances of a prisoner refraining from doing what he would love to do because of the fear of a beating. The loss of canteen and a night in a strip-cell not being a deterrent here. Of course many prisoners will assault staff repeatedly knowing what the outcome will be, but for some it is worth it; it is hardly the rack or the thumbscrew. Many prisoners boast of their ability to take a beating without screaming. It is worth noting that these prisoners are rarely antagonised. It would appear that it is not just prisoners that know their limits. Strong deterrents work for most of us. It is the reason why 90% of men who have fantasised about killing people (mentioned in Part 1) do not do so, and it is the same reason why the classic ‘window warrior’ feels he can abuse anyone when nobody can get to him. And when strong deterrents weaken or are removed not only do the chancers exploit the situation, people resort to ways of violence to not only protect themselves, but to advertise their ruthlessness to ward off anyone thinking of trying their luck. Prison has lost the fear factor, which is why so many return, and when the tabloids claim prison is no deterrent they are right. Whilst Maoist tyranny and regular beatings are things best avoided, other strong deterrents can be more effective than the current system. We all know that short term offenders are far more likely to reoffend than long termers. A simple way would be to double the sentence each time they reoffend. Lengthy prison terms make you appreciate what you are missing outside, and give you plenty of time to get a decent education and learn new skills. And if it doesn’t work then you will have longer on the next one, and you will know it. Though it will not deter everyone. And the main reason is because we are human beings, and human nature is in many ways unpleasant. But to admit that human nature is the reason for our brutal history is not a way to justify violence and war or to be pessimistic about ways of reducing it. The Leviathan is the most effective way of reducing violence that has ever been invented. As long as deterrents are weak people will be willing to take risks, and the weaker the Leviathan more people will be willing to take the risk, and this leads to a cycle of people taking it on themselves to be the Leviathan as there is a lack of confidence in its effectiveness. Which is why it is important that the Leviathan is commonly agreed upon.



If you have a question you would like answered please send to: ‘Psychology’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.
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Mark - HMP Wakefield Q I have been in prison for many years and at



one stage I was deemed suitable for a DSPD unit, but then told I no longer fitted the criteria. Now, when I am hoping to progress to open conditions I have been told that I am suspected to be suffering from a narcissistic personality disorder. Can you please tell me what this is and whether there is anything I can do about it.



Psychology



q&A Our new regular feature in which Dr Peter Pratt, Consultant Clinical & Forensic Psychologist and Dr Terri Van-Leeson, Consultant Forensic Psychologist answer your questions on psychology issues. Please send your concise questions to Inside Time ‘Psychology’.



D H - HMP Frankland



Q I believe that psychology has become reorganised by the medical profession? If this is correct can you please provide details of this new arrangement and give me the name and address of the body that has authority over them? A Heaven forbid Psychology is ever reorganised by the Medical Profession! But we are often close colleagues within various Clinical Teams. However, what Psychologists now have to do is to register with the Health Professions Council (HPC). This is a large multi discipline Regulator which has taken over some of the responsibilities of the British Psychological Society. The HPC details are as follows: Health Professions Council, Park House, 184 Kennington Park Road, London SE11 4BU.



A Firstly, in answer to your question, who has



told you they suspect you have narcissistic personality disorder? This is important because using diagnostic labels like this have considerable implications for you. I would encourage you to get your legal representative to ask whoever has suggested this to clarify why they are saying so and on what professional grounds; are they qualified to make such a suggestion. I would also be concerned that it is a ‘suggestion’ because this leaves you wondering what to think about yourself, and it also can influence how other professionals think about you and your needs. Narcissistic personality disorder means a person functions through a pervasive pattern of grandiosity (in fantasy or behaviour), having a need for admiration, and lacks empathy. They have behaved like this since early adulthood and in a variety of contexts and situations. Pervasive means persistent. What is important to point out is that it is about how a person functions most of the time, in the majority of their interactions with other people and in how they deal with most situations; it’s about how someone ticks most of the time, not just as a one off. This is what I mean by ‘persistent’. In answer to the second part of your question the answer is yes; there is something you can do if you indeed find out you have a narcissistic personality disorder. You could work with someone to help you understand what the traits are (psycho-education), learn to recognise when they are making it difficult for you to express yourself to others, or allowing others to express their needs to you, and learn a few skills to manage the way you behave. It is mainly about helping you to become more self-aware of the way you tick. Finally, I would encourage you to get professional guidance from a qualified psychologist practitioner who is experienced in assessing and working with people who have personality difficulties. This would allow you to clarify if you do indeed have this personality disorder or not. When such labels are banded about it is essential to make sure this is accurate for you.
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Why the failure of the rehabilitation revolution fails us all A prison psychology assistant wonders why all the government’s good ideas about rehabilitation have been shelved



A



strain of vindictive stupidity stalks the land. At a time when our public services are being restructured, reduced or cut completely we have been offered a way to make savings that would have had a positive impact on one of the most difficult areas of public policy and possibly even changed the country’s approach to penal justice. A recent U-turn on sentencing policy is a huge upset to the justice minister Ken Clarke, who had planned to end the rise in prison numbers and begin a “rehabilitation revolution” to reduce this country’s re-offending rate. It seemed like an idea whose time had come, with drastic changes needed to save money and a Tory party in power who wished to disavow their “nasty party” image. Clarke’s proposals were distinctly un-Tory, but they were also clearly welcomed by the party leadership, who would have known exactly what they were getting when they appointed him. That the Coalition was forced to change its mind on the policy at a time when the argument for economic austerity had been all but won is a sign that public anger towards offenders is the only force sufficiently dangerous to change the mind of a government hell bent on its drive to reduce the size of the state. Pictures of “Baby P” galvanised the nation’s



conscience three years ago and forced the Labour government to address the chronic under-support of child protection services. Since then, this campaign has been more or less forgotten as social services are forced to make job cuts in the wake of massive budget cuts to local government. In the current climate when the government remains immune to the lobbying of disability rights groups, healthcare professionals and public sector unions, there is much to learn about our priorities. We live in a country where to be “too lenient” is a political problem but to be negligent of the needs of the extremely vulnerable is not. News of cuts to disability benefit, to mental health and social services have created nothing like the furore raised to the suggestion that we reduce the amount of time offenders spend in prison from two thirds of their sentence to a half. This change would have saved the Ministry of Justice £130m, but now that saving will have to come from other aspects of its work. One of the prime candidates is the probation service, which monitors the behaviour of offenders upon release. It will be a supreme irony that the same vituperative public who demanded a reversal of sentencing policy in the name of their safety will very likely be out at further risk by the u-turn.
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Thoughts for the day



From over the wall Terry Waite writes his monthly column for Inside Time



Terry Waite CBE



M



ob violence is a frightening experience for those who happen to be at the receiving end. It frequently is exhilarating for those individuals who get caught up in it. Many years ago when I lived in Africa I experienced the sheer brutality that can occur when a mob gets out of hand. We were living in a part of town that had experienced frequent robberies and the locals were understandably angry. Early one morning a young man from a different locality happened to walk into an angry crowd made furious by a murder that had occurred earlier that day. As he could not explain himself he was taken, tied to a tree and beaten to death. Despite my efforts I could not prevent the crowd from killing him and to this very day I can hear his bones breaking as heavy sticks smashed into his body. I realise of course that the event I have just described is different from the mob violence we have seen in the UK during the past week but the basic elements are the same. Individuals get caught in the frenzy and lose all sense of personal responsibility. How many young people have said after the event, ‘I don’t know what came over me’? Across the generations political and religious leaders have recognised that it is not too difficult to



harness the power of the mob to further their own particular ambitions. Mobs have a life of their own and need to be handled carefully. That brings me to the point of personal responsibility. Commentators following the latest demonstrations will attribute a variety of contributory factors for the behaviour demonstrated. Lack of parental control, lack of discipline in school, boredom, lack of moral guidance are some of the reasons given. Lump these together and facilitate them by modern communications systems, Twitter, Facebook and what have you and you have a mob causing havoc, destruction and considerable personal distress for their victims. On the very day when commentators were taking stock of the events of previous days the BBC broadcast a programme I had made called ‘The House I Grew Up In’. In this programme I returned to the small village in Cheshire where I spent my formative years and talked about their significance for me. As I listened to the programme I was struck by one of the points I happened to make namely that I considered myself fortunate to have been brought up in a small community and in a secure family. In the village I knew pretty well everyone and they knew me. This had its negative side of course but on the whole it did provide me with a firm base from which I could grow. Many of the young people now facing criminal prosecution have hardly known family life and certainly have lived in areas where community in the real sense of that word is non-existent. Don’t misunderstand me. I am not making excuses for criminal violence but I am saying that when a more concentrated attempt is made to analyse and understand why in Britain we have experienced such an outbreak, we would do well to recognise that many factors have contributed to making this distressing picture. Terry Waite was a successful hostage negotiator before he himself was held captive in Beirut between 1987 and 1991. He was held captive for 1763 days; the first four years of which were spent in solitary confinement.
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The Book of Uncommon Prayer Jane Bidder former writer in residence of HMP Grendon/Springhill



R



ecently, I spent a weekend with someone I hadn’t seen for a long time. We began thinking back, as you often do, to the days when both our lives were very different. We laughed quite a lot at some of the memories but we also shed a tear or two because we hadn’t realised back then, what lay ahead. Yet what really moved me about this reunion, was that this friend – who is a truly good person, full of wisdom and compassion – reminded me of the person that I once was. ‘Who am I, really?’’ is a question that we often ask ourselves, especially in an environment where there is time to question our very souls. In turn, this made me think of my creative writing students in prison who felt a mixture of joy, relief, shame and grief when they met up with people from their past. Often, I would witness backslapping between men who had been mates in different prisons before and were now glad to see each other again. But sometimes, a new inmate was bad news if he had intimidated or misled another in the past. Visits from family and friends had the same effect; they could stir someone into remembering a better self or they might encourage them to go back on the same old road of drugs, drink and crime. That made me realise something so simple that it is often easy to forget. The best friends to have are the ones who bring out the best in ourselves. Years ago, as a fledgling magazine journalist, I was lucky enough to interview the spiritualist Betty Shine. Something she said, stayed with me for ever. ‘Keep out of the orbit of people who bring you down.’ Old-fashioned words, maybe. But there is more than a ring of truth in them, don’t you think?



Below is an excerpt from THE BOOK OF UNCOMMON PRAYER, which is a collection of spiritual thoughts and prayers written by prisoners and staff at HMP Grendon/Springhill. If you want to order a copy, send a cheque for £6.98, payable to New Leaf Publishing and post to Anne Chester, 5 Wardley Road, Walton, Warrington, Cheshire WA4 6JA.



PAIN OF PRISON Written by Sol, in HMP GRENDON Torrid Are The Waves That Face Me Each Day. Visible Are The Graves That Are Here To Stay. Maybe This Was Meant To Be. Maybe I’ll Never Be Free. Tears And Pain Are My Friends With These I’ll Stay Faithful Till The End. Hope That Once Was, Life’s Lost Purpose. Gone Are The Days Innocent Childish Ways. Though Through It All I Can Still Recall Rose-Smiles… If Only For A While. Chains Abound, Damnation I’ve Found. Teeth That Grit Hell’s Bottomless Pit. Against The Endless Surge I Do Purge All My Sins Away For Mercy I Do Pray.
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PSI 2011-038



Terrorist Notification Requirements Issue Date: 07 June 2011, Effective Date: 21 June 2011, Expiry Date: 7 June 2012



This instruction introduces a new chapter (Chapter 12) to the Public Protection Manual This new chapter of the Public Protection Manual provides information and guidance on how prisons must manage prisoners, when in custody and on discharge, who have been identified as being subject to terrorist notification requirements.



PSI



updates All instructions to prisons are now produced as Prison Service Orders. They have a specific start and ending date and are gradually replacing old PSIs and PSOs. PSIs are only relevant to prisons in England and Wales. Copies of all PSIs are available in every prison library. Paul Sullivan reviews some of the latest PSIs and explains their relevance to prisoners and what each contains.



In particular, it includes information and guidance about Part 4 of the Counter-Terrorism Act 2008 which came into force on 1st October 2009. Part 4 of which provides a notification scheme for convicted terrorist prisoners aged 16 or over who have been dealt according to section 45 of the Act (broadly speaking, where the person has been sentenced to at least 12 months’ imprisonment or detention). From 1st October 2009 prisoners subject to the notification requirements of Part 4 of the Counter-Terrorism Act 2008 are required, for a period of up to 30 years, depending on their age at the time of conviction and length (or type) of sentence to: • Register in person at a police station in the area where they live, within 3 days of release to provide relevant personal details, including name, address, date of birth and National Insurance number and submit to be photographed and fingerprinted at the police station. This provision also applies to addresses to which relevant prisoners are released on temporary licence for a period of over 3 days. • Notify the police in person of any changes to their details within 3 days.



Paul Sullivan



• Notify the police in person within 3 days if they have stayed for 7 days or more within



PROBLEMS WITH THE PRISON? YOU NEED



The Johnson Partnership



any 12 month period at an address that they have not notified to the police. • Notify the police of any intended foreign travel of 3 days or more at least 7 days prior to their departure.



.....................................................



PSI 2011-042



End Of Polygraph Pilot



Issue Date: 23 May 2011, Effective Date: 01 July 2011, Expiry Date: 31 October 2011 This PSI replaces PSI 04/2009 (on 30th June 2011). It cancels the requirement to include a polygraph condition in licences and applies to all licences commencing from 1 July 2011. PSO 4/2009 issued instructions to include a “polygraph condition” in the licence of all adult male prisoners convicted of sexual offences released on licence to the East and West Midlands Regions in order to evaluate the “National Mandatory Polygraph Pilot”. ‘To comply with any instruction given by your supervising officer requiring you to attend for a polygraph session, to participate in polygraph sessions and examinations as instructed by or under the authority of your supervising officer, and to comply with any instruction given to you during a polygraph session by the person conducting the polygraph session.’ The required numbers of prisoners will be reached shortly and so, after Friday 1 July 2011, prisoners will no longer be required to undergo testing and conditions should not be included in licences from this date. The testing of prisoners already released will continue. No polygraph condition should be inserted into any licence which commences on or after 1 July 2011. If prisoners have any problems with such conditions being inserted their legal advisers should contact: Joan Scott, NOMS Public Protection & Mental Health Group: Tel: 0207 035 8202, Email: [email protected].
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Parole Applications Immediate advice and assistance from one of the largest criminal law firms in the country, available 24/7.



 



 



Loan sharks operate illegally. They trap people in a spiral of debt with sky-high interest rates - APR of up to 131,000% has been seen. Many loan sharks will resort to intimidation, threats, violence or worse to enforce payback. Prisoners’ families are particularly vulnerable to loan sharks and illegal money lenders, and so are newly released prisoners, particularly in these austere times of financial constraint. Loan sharks should not be used under any circumstances; they offer little or no paperwork, they refuse to tell you how much you still owe, what the interest rate is or when you will finish paying them back. They increase your debt or add additional amounts without telling you, and sometimes take items as ‘security’ such as passports and bank or benefit cards. If you think you or someone you know may have borrowed from a loan shark then you should call the England Illegal Money Lending Team. Lines are open 24/7 and your call will be treated in confidence. Don’t let them get away with it! Hotline: 0300 555 2222 www.direct.gov.uk/stoploansharks
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So you want to put brakes on the cycle… Diane Curry OBE looks at the struggle for resettlement constant change? How and why would you ‘settle’ into anything without the right support? Assuming you are privileged to have the support of your family and friends through the process, how can you begin to achieve effective reintegration when the family you will ‘resettle’ into is not involved until the point you leave the prison gates?



by Diane Curry OBE Director, POPS



D



oes anyone else remember learning to ride a bicycle with stabilisers? And the incredibly scary, wobbly and exhilarating moment when the stabilisers are removed and you ride that bicycle for the first time unaided? My enduring memory is of my dad hanging onto the saddle or running frantically alongside as he attempted to prevent me from steering straight into a wall.



For a lot of families this is just how it is trying to cope with resettlement. Your hope is that, free from the constrictions of prison ‘stabilisers’ (and here is where the analogy becomes a little loose!), your child or partner will bravely take their first steps along the sometimes scary, and often wobbly, path to settling back into the life they once had, with you at their side providing encouragement and helping them to avoid any unnecessary collisions. But the term ‘resettlement’ in and of itself implies you were settled to begin with. What if your background is one of chaos and



At POPS we frequently have contact with families who are struggling to re-adjust. The release of a family member has often been a much anticipated event and the first few days are a blaze of excitement and relief that ‘it’s over’, but the reality is that this honeymoon period doesn’t last long and often belies the hard work that is then required to readjust both as individuals and as a family unit. Partners often talk of the change in roles they have experienced whilst their loved one has been in prison, taking on additional responsibilities or changing their priorities to cope financially and emotionally. When their partner returns there may be the expectation that ‘normal life’ resumes, but this can be a challenge when you have become used to a new routine, especially where children are involved. And these are just the basics. The challenges families experience can encompass all the issues that trained professionals have spent months, or even years, working through with the imprisoned family member. Take drug use as a prime example. A drug user enters a detox programme whilst in prison, comes out clean and determined to begin a life free from addiction. A fantastic outcome for the programme but a fundamentally flawed process if the system fails to engage the supporters of that prisoner alongside their



treatment and recovery. What does that prisoner face when they leave? A supportive family are a fantastic resource but if they don’t understand the issues or know how to respond when faced with a relapse or even an overdose – what then? Maybe that prisoner leaves the prison gates to be met by their partner whose own personal drug addiction has only worsened since their imprisonment. Without support such temptation may prove too much. If we want to ‘break the cycle’ and encourage prisoners to move away from a life of reoffending it is imperative we ensure the environment to which they return is well-prepared. POPS have been particularly concerned about the lack of family support around release and resettlement for many years and as a result have pioneered a number of projects to engage families in the process and ensure both family and offender are well-prepared for life post-prison. In our last article for Inside Time we addressed the subject of whether the criminal justice system could be considered ‘family friendly’ following David Cameron’s recent announcement about his ambition for the UK to be the most ‘family friendly country in Europe’. With such grand ambitions aired we awaited the government’s response to the consultation on the green paper ‘Breaking the Cycle’ with baited breath. With restorative justice initiatives beginning to flourish and families seemingly central to the government’s agenda, would offenders’ families finally be recognised as essential contributors to the process of resettlement? Sadly, whilst admirable for its stance on victims, ‘Breaking the Cycle: Government Response’ failed to highlight the importance



of family supporters, with little acknowledgement of their role or potential influence. The response was keen to tackle some of the individual issues facing offenders including drug use and mental health, but did nothing to address the context in which these struggles are lived out. Families need to become central to the resettlement process rather than simply being the last minute solution to prisoner accommodation issues. Prisoner numbers, practicalities and public protection are often cited as the reasons for eschewing such engagement but this reasoning must be assessed, and where necessary dismantled, to put the ‘brakes on the cycle’ and enable families to fully engage with the process of which they are so intrinsically a part. ‘Resettlement is where prisoners and their families receive assistance and support from the Prison and Probation Services, and voluntary agencies to help them prepare for life after prison’. Interestingly this is the definition of resettlement currently found on HM Prison Service website. But there’s a difference between definitions and visions and we have a vision in which family support is integrated into the resettlement process, empowering families and prisoners to prepare for life without stabilisers. Offenders’ Families Helpline 0808 808 2003 Mon-Fri 9am-8pm, 10am-3pm Sat and Sun Partners of Prisoners 0161 702 1000 www.partnersofprisoners.co.uk Prison Chat UK on-line support service run by and for prisoners’s families www.prisonchatuk
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Camomile in it to help calm down the rioters. Peace and tranquillity on the streets of the UK! So what else has been happening in the wonderful world of Prison Widow? Well last week, my lovely friend paid for me to see a medium for my birthday.



by a Prison Widow



W



ell guys and girls, it’s been an eventful month that’s for sure! What did you make of the UK riots? Most people blamed it on the Government, but I don’t. I blame it on Jamie Oliver because since he brought in all this healthy eating in schools, kids as young as 9 were sprinting around London from shop to shop like Dale Winton’s Supermarket Sweep contestants! My hubby rang me from prison during the riots. For a few weeks now, I’ve been skint, so I’ve not been able to send him his postal order. But he had an idea. He mentioned that the Police were going to use water cannons during the riots. He suggested that because my last bill from United Utilities was over £200.00, and if the Government decided to use water cannons, I should go on to the street with a large jug on my head and collect water to save on my bill so that he doesn’t go without his prison canteen Mars Bar. I think it completely slipped his mind that I’m from Manchester and not Africa. I also think it slipped his mind that his wife, yours truly, could have been on Crimewatch UK for taking part in an illegal wet t-shirt competition with a jug on my head! Also, let us not forget that I could have faced a 16 month prison sentence for looting water all because of a Mars Bar! He may be my husband, he may be in prison, but I don’t love him that much! Joking apart though, I was quite looking forward to watching those water cannons. I even contemplated emailing MP Eric Pickles to suggest that if the Government and the Police decide to use the water cannons, it might be a good idea to lace them with Radox, preferably the one with Lavender and



W



I have to hand it to the guy, he was very good. When I entered the room, he said, “I’m getting, in out, in out, in out and in out.” And all he could see was, “ In out, in out and in out.” He was a bit confused, so I helped him out a bit by explaining that I wasn’t a porn star and that the ‘in out’ thing meant my husband being in prison. He then told me that my Dad (in spirit) was present in the room and that it was he who was watching over me during my hysterectomy operation. OK, fair enough, that’s nice and all that, but since when have men ever understood women’s hormones and stuff? Its men who always say that they never understand women, so how in God’s name he managed to understand the hysterectomy is beyond me! Maybe they educate men in heaven? Who knows! A male friend of mine also managed to come through to the medium. I was rather sceptical of that though because in his earthly life, he couldn’t even manage to change a fuse, so to hover his way through to the mind of a medium was quite bizarre to say the least. I’m in to all that spiritual stuff though. Some say I’m a bit tuned in myself. On one of my daughter’s photos, there’s a large orb at the side of her. Some say that these circular objects are ghosts. My daughter pointed it out to one of her friends last week. She said, “Can you see that white dot there? Well that’s a ghost.” Her young pal gasped, “Wow!” My little girl replied, “Yes, it’s a ghost because my Mum knows all about these things because she’s sarcastic.” Of course she meant psychic, but when she told her Dad on the phone the same story, he said, “Yes she is isn’t she.” And he has the gall to moan about the lack of postal orders lately? Right folks, I am off to bed to recover from a chest infection. I’m not too sure where I’ve caught it, but there really is one thing for sure. If I had taken part in the water cannon looting in the British weather, as my late Nana would have said - put a bloody coat on or you’ll get pneumonia! No doubt I’d have been able to get my hands on a few layers of them too!
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Prisoners Families Voices prisonersfamiliesvoices. blogspot.com Swept Under The Carpet By The British System Anonymous Blog follower - 19 August My whole life revolved around my partner who has been in and out of prison for most of his life. It was a case of not wanting to give up on him, so that’s why I supported him. Beneath his criminal mind, is a good person and I have seen his good side. His problems started years ago when he bounced from pillar to post in children’s homes. Things happened to him in those places that I would rather not discuss. The longest he has been out of prison is two years and he is 45 years old. Some would say that it’s all his own fault for not staying on the straight and narrow and I accept what people are saying. But his first home is prison and that boils down to him being purely institutionalised. It’s not an excuse, but is it? Me, you and the others that have never experienced imprisonment don’t know do we? We have never walked in their shoes. In all the years he has spent behind bars, no prison or so called probation service has addressed his past stemming back to him living in children’s homes. It seems the authorities gave up on him and swept his problems under the carpet. But I won’t. Think what you may of him, a jailbird etc etc, but he’s a human being who has been abused by the British system. He’s a product of the system and there are plenty more of them in our British prisons too!



....................................................... Prison hits the pockets of prisoners families Girlfriend Of Prisoner - 21 August



I have often heard people say that prisoners don’t have to worry about money or meals. Whilst that may be true, most people seem to forget that we, the families of prisoners, do have to worry about money because it is the



innocent family members that have to pay for telephone calls, stamps, and their clothing, as well as canteen and our visits. My visits cost me £30 a time and that’s with help from the assisted prison visit unit. On top of that, I send my partner £10.00 a week because of the price of the prison phone calls which are so expensive. That money for calls is so that he can talk to our children. Maintaining ties with prisoners is all well and good, but it costs money. Prison hits the pockets of prisoners families. So next time you hear someone saying that prisoners have it made in jail, think about the many many families who pay The Prison Service and Government out of their money/wages for the privilege to see their loved ones and keep in touch with them.



....................................................... National Association of Probation Officers need to listen By Cassie - 23 August



I am not knocking anyone individually who is a probation officer. I am slating the Probation Service in general because since my hubby has been home, he is a different, depressed, man. This is what The Prison Service do to people. They do not rehabilitate them - they ruin them. I had a home visit by my hubby’s probation officer, who was OK. As Jim says, probation officers aren’t there to be liked. But when they are dealing with innocent family members, some of them should cut their attitude and be more helpful. Since my hubby has been released, there has been none of this bull crap rehabilitating nonsense. He’s been left to his own devices and I am the one who is trying hard to be patient whilst he resettles back in at home, not his probation officer who he sees, well lets say sees, 15 minutes a month. His probation officer isn’t the problem, it’s the useless system that’s always been a failure. I also think that the likes of NAPO need to listen to some of the families of offenders too. Some of their stories will open their eyes!
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Parliamentary Questions Highlights from the House of Commons Alcoholic Drinks: Rehabilitation



prisoners he expects to return to their country of origin to serve their sentences.



Nick Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many people subject to an alcohol treatment requirement were registered as (a) homeless or (b) of no fixed address in the last five years for which figures are available.



Mr Blunt: I have previously indicated to the House on 17 May 2011, Official Report, column 140, that we expect to repatriate approximately 60 prisoners in 2011-12.



Prison Service: Retirement



Mr Blunt: The following table presents, for the last five financial years, the number and percentage of offenders subject to an alcohol treatment requirement who were recorded as being of no fixed abode or in transient accommodation. This information is recorded within the Offender Assessment System (OASys). The data are drawn from administrative IT systems and are subject to the inaccuracies inherent in any large-scale assessment and recording system. Financial year 2006-07 2,803 2007-08 4,920 2008-09 8,037 2009-10 12,063 2010-11 12,779 



1 512 845 1,428 1,923 1,685 



David Morris: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice (1) if he will reduce the retirement age for prison officers to 60; (2) for what reasons the retirement age of frontline Prison Service staff is not in line with that of other frontline public sector workers.



2 18.3 17.2 17.8 15.9 13.2



1 Currently of no fixed abode or in transient accommodation 2 Percentage of assessments with ATR recorded



£131 billion



Mr Blunt: The normal pension age (NPA) for Prison Service staff is in line with the relevant provisions of the principal civil service pension scheme (PCSPS). Lord Hutton’s final report on the proposed reform of public service pensions recommended that a pension age of 60 might be more appropriate for employees in uniformed services to recognise the unique nature of their job. Consultation will take place on what form this takes and whom it covers as part of the reform process.
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Young Offenders



MPs consider the cost £100m
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Tax money spent on Iraqi conflict



£1 billion



£7 billion



Tax spent on Libyan intervention



Prisoners: Repatriation



Lindsay Roy: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many foreign national
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Lisa Nandy: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many persons aged between 18 and 21 years when convicted for (a) murder or (b) manslaughter and subsequently released on licence were recalled to custody following (i) a further offence and (ii) a breach of the licence in each of the last 10 years.
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Emergency Mobile 07506 716 379 Fax: 0208 643 9245



Or write to Vallee at: Sam Solicitors 2 8 8 H i g h St r e e t Sutton Surrey SM1 1PQ



Clients accepted throughout the country



News from the House



Insidetime September 2011 www.insidetime.org Mr Blunt: There were 19 offenders aged between 18 and 21 years when convicted for murder and subsequently released on licence who were recalled to custody following a breach of licence conditions in 2010. Of these, four had committed a further offence. During 2010, no offenders aged between 18 and 21 years old at conviction were recalled to custody while on licence for manslaughter. Detailed data on recalls before 2010 are not held centrally in an electronic format. A manual trawl of prisoner files would be required to obtain this data; this would incur disproportionate cost.



Public Order Offences: Prosecutions



Mike Weatherley: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many people were prosecuted for offences of insulting words or behaviour under Section 5 of the Public Order Act 1986 in each year since 2006. Mr Blunt: Persons proceeded against at the magistrates courts for offences under section 5 of the Public Order Act 1986 in England and Wales, 2006 to 2010 can be viewed in the following table. 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 29,211 30,932 28,177 26,500 24,248



Young Offenders: Remand in Custody



Mr Slaughter: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice for what offence each person under the age of 18 held on remand was accused on the latest date for which figures are available.



Mr Blunt: Information held by the Youth Justice Board records the primary offence group for young people on custodial remand, on their Secure Accommodation Clearing House System (SACHS). The following table shows the 2009-10 average custody population of young people under 18-years-old, and held on remand by the primary offence group they were charged with, including those who breached the conditions of their bail. Offence group 2009-10 average Violence against the person 161 Sexual offences 32 Burglary 87 Robbery 156 Theft and handling stolen goods 24 Fraud and forgery 2 Criminal damage 15 Drug offences 40 Other indictable offences 27 Indictable motoring offences n/a Summary motoring offences n/a Total under 18 remand population by offence group 587



Prisoners’ Release: Foreign Nationals



Priti Patel: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many foreign national prisoners convicted of murder are (a) currently serving a custodial sentence and (b) have been released from custody in each of the last 10 years; and how many of those released from custody (i) are still residing in the UK, (ii) have returned to their country of origin and (iii) have unknown residential status. Mr Blunt: The following table shows numbers



Miscarriages of Justice Appeals/CCRC Parole All Aspects of Prison Law contact the specialists



ASHLEY SMITH & CO For a prompt response, wherever you are, call



Ashley Smith or Stuart Young



0208 463 0099 (24 HOUR)



Our team are experienced, professional, dedicated & approachable Ashley Smith & Co Criminal Defence Specialists 4-6 Lee High Road LONDON SE13 5LQ



of foreign national prisoners in England and Wales serving a custodial sentence for murder during each of the last 10 years: Number of prisoners June 2002 June 2003 June 2004 June 2005 



308 321 337 371



June 2006 June 2007 June 2008 June 2009 June 2010 March 2011 



392 427 469 514 526 573
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Mr Blunt: Monthly prison population statistics are typically reported based on the last day of the month, rather than the last Friday of the month. The following table shows the number of prisoners on remand as at the end of each month from May 2010 to March 2011.



In 2010, the Parole Board directed the release of seven foreign national prisoners serving a life sentence for murder. Of these, one has been returned to custody, two are residing in the UK and being supervised on life licence by the probation service, and four have been deported. As with any other life sentence prisoner, a foreign national prisoner serving a life sentence for murder is eligible for release on parole only once he has completed the minimum period of imprisonment specified by the court and only where the Parole Board determines that it is no longer necessary, on the grounds of public protection, for him to be detained in custody. Detailed data before 2010 are not held centrally in an electronic format. A manual trawl of prisoner files would be required to obtain these data; this would incur disproportionate cost.



Remand prison population Number May 2010 12,958 June 2010 13,004 July 2010 12,611 August 2010 13,028 September 2010 12,706 October 2010 12,755 November 2010 12,681 December 2010 11,784 January 2011 12,598 February 2011 12,615 March 2011 12,300



Remand in Custody



John McDonnell: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many people were held in custody on remand (a) on the last Friday of each month since May 2010 and (b) on the most recent date for which figures are available; and if he will make a statement.



Nobody knew anything... Nobody had an inkling of what was going on... Yet every day, under the noses of family, friends and welfare authorities, thousands of alleged victims were repeatedly raped and sexually abused by close family members, friends or people in authority.



How do we know this? Because so many people have been convicted on the evidence of complainants alone, maybe decades later.



Is that all? Yes - but sometimes in films and soap operas we, the audience, are privileged to see what is really going on - while the other characters are completely in the dark!



So if it happens on Eastenders - it must be true? Maybe - or it may be what this is - fiction.



But don't the Courts know better? Well if it happens on Eastenders....



IS YOUR CONVICTION BASED ON FACT - OR FICTION?



Consult the specialists on sexual offence appeals



Chris Saltrese Solicitors



13 Scarisbrick New Road Southport PR8 6PU



Te l : 0 1 7 0 4 5 3 5 5 1 2 Fax: 01704 533056



[email protected] www.chrissaltrese.co.uk
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The future after Ford As the rubble from the August riots is cleared and the damage is assessed, Solicitor Tim Greaves thinks perhaps it is time to reflect on the scars left by the New Year HMP Ford riots



I



n the aftermath of such events as the August riots there is often a game of ‘saving face’ in placing blame and making threats that such behavior won’t be tolerated in the future. Many of the seemingly disillusioned youth thought to have been predominantly responsible for the riots are now receiving much stricter punishments than one would ordinarily expect with bail and sentencing guidelines being disregarded and deterrent sentences being imposed. Such threats as those made by David Cameron following his return from his summer holiday still resonate days after the statement was made: “You will feel the full force of the law.” Similar threats were made by the Prison Minister Crispin Blunt in relation to HMP Ford: “This is an extremely unusual event in an open prison because prisoners have a great deal to lose and they are, certainly as far as any influence I can bring to bear, going to lose it.” The riots in Ford that took place on 1st January 2011 were shocking in many respects. The images of such lawlessness in a place where the law is supposed to be enforced inevitably raised questions about the benefit of open prisons and the ability to manage them. 40 prisoners were thought to be responsible for the arson attacks causing approximately £3 million worth of damage. Those thought to have been responsible were young prisoners on short determinate sentences. Seven men were eventually charged with arson and violent disorder and appeared at Lewes Crown Court on 15th August 2011. Mr Blunt stated that there were concerns regarding the staffing levels of the establishment and it was suggested that unsuitable prisoners may have been moved to the prison to address overcrowding in closed prisons. An internal enquiry regarding the events of



predominantly on the grounds that they had longer than 2 years left to serve before their release date. The decision was upheld despite the Court concluding that the decision had been made ‘hurriedly’ without proper individual consideration. His Honour Judge Roger Kaye QC stated that he was not given a compelling answer of what might amount to exceptional circumstances other than the Governor’s discretion and that the policy had been: “…applied inflexibly, without thought, without consideration of the ‘individual merits’ and parrot fashion.” Since Ford the indication by many prisons is that prisoners must have absolutely no blemishes on their record to be considered for a transfer. In addition the whole procedure appears to have been frustrated in many cases with reviews conducted late without explanation and category D prisoners stuck in closed conditions with no indication of when they will be moved.



HMP Ford concluded on 31st March 2011. Nick Hardwick, the Chief Inspector of Prisons acknowledged the importance of open prisons for resettlement but there were concerns regarding the easy access to drugs, unsophisticated alcohol breath testing and that security was undermined by poor staff-prisoner relationships. It was concluded that: “The pressure on the OMU (Offender Manager Unit) – and the prison as a whole – was exacerbated by the 10% of prisoners serving short sentences. Little was available for these prisoners and they were too frustrated but, unlike longer-term prisoners, they had little investment in the regime.” Events such as those at HMP Ford as well as the reports of offenders absconding from open prisons, inevitably causes damage to public confidence resulting in more obstacles for many prisoners in securing a transfer to open conditions. Whilst there are many factors that are considered when determining whether someone may be suitable for such a transfer, what raises particular concerns are the seemingly inflexi-



ble policies adopted including towards foreign national prisoners at risk of deportation, and prisoners who have too long left to serve, namely more than two years. In relation to those with too long left to serve it seems that the prison wants offenders to be rehabilitated, but not too quickly. In Prison Service Instruction (PSI) 03/2009 it states: “It is essential that prisoners must be assessed as trustworthy and sufficiently low risk before being allocated to open conditions” and “... it is important to bear in mind the damage to public confidence in the Criminal Justice system if a prisoner serving a lengthy sentence were to abscond, particularly if the prisoner had spent a very short period of time in closed conditions and/or still has many years left to serve.” This issue was considered in the case of R (Smith and Mullally) v. Governor of HMP Lindholme [2010] EWHC 1356 11th June 2010 when claims were brought by prisoners who were denied a transfer to open conditions



Mr Muthupandi Ganesan (LL B, LL M) Barrister-at-Law (Direct Access)
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Like Incentives and Earned Privileges, security categorisation allows prisoners to prove themselves within the prison establishment and if the guidance referred to is rigidly applied those serving long determinate sentences in closed conditions may conclude that there is no benefit in remaining well behaved if their progress in unlikely to be acknowledged until they approach their two year window. If you put the carrot too far out of reach people may simply stop striving to reach for it. As concerns are raised by the blanket policy adopted by the Courts in relation to bail and sentence for those caught up in the riots of August, stronger action perhaps should be taken to ensure that the Prison Service consider those in their care as individuals when determining their security categorisation, and not just a prison number and a sentence. Whilst the Government and Prison Service want to appear tough against those responsible for disorder on our streets and in our prisons, adopting inflexible policies regarding transfers to open prisons, would be to punish all prisoners instead of the few responsible. Public confidence in the Prison Service can still remain intact without having to compromise principles of resettlement and rehabilitation. Tim Greaves, Solicitor Hodge Jones & Allen Llp
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Savage cuts in Legal But do you believe me? Aid: Justice for all? Solicitor Joseph Kotrie-Monson asks ‘What is good character, and how do I make it work for me?’



Solicitor Nneka Akudolu wonders if the legal aid cuts are actually counterproductive Court. It is also becoming more common for funding to only be ‘partially granted’, and that an applicant is asked to make some contribution to the cost of their legal fees; this in some cases can amount to thousands of pounds. The Legal Services Commission website has a helpful ‘eligibility calculator’ that gives an indication based on your income and assets, whether legal aid will be available to you, and to what extent.



H



istorically, legal aid for the overwhelming majority of criminal cases was available to all. Not anymore. The government provides funding for legal aid in order to help people ‘protect their basic rights and ensure a fair hearing’. But is this the position as things currently stand? All applications for legal aid must first pass an ‘interests of justice’ test, for example, the more serious the charge, or damaging the consequences if convicted, the more likely the interests of justice test will be met. What follows from that is the eligibility criteria and means testing; the general rule is that those under 18 or claiming state benefits will automatically be eligible for legal aid. The problems arise however with those who are in employment earning even just a modest income. A £350 million reduction to the legal aid budget was announced earlier this year leaving society in no doubt that social justice is no longer sustainable. Means testing has now become more rigorous, leaving fewer than ever before entitled to full financial support when facing criminal proceedings. For the time being, (at least) the rules vary depending on which court your case ends up in. Funding is available for the majority of Crown Court cases; however the same cannot be said for those facing proceedings in the Magistrates



The question is, are these cuts actually counterproductive? With fewer being entitled to legal aid in the Magistrates Courts, many people will be left with no option but to ‘go it alone’, the consequences being that the system effectively grinds to a halt. Frequent interruptions during trials for the clerk of the court to outline the law and procedure to a ‘litigant in person’ has caused in my own experience, many delays and adjournments. The result? Cases taking longer to be resolved, and that in itself leads to further court time being used and increased expenditure.



But for those who have the full benefit of a legal aid order in place, ensure that you are getting value for money. The order covers not only case preparation, and legal visits for conferences at prison, but also representation by a specialist advocate (Barrister). Many do not appreciate that even whilst they have a solicitor to act for them, that they are also entitled to request that a Barrister is instructed to actually present their case in court and conduct their trial. The cuts are already starting to bite and it is likely that the effects will continue to have disastrous financial and personal consequences for all those affected. It may, I fear no longer be ‘Justice for all’ but Justice for those who can pay. Nneka Akudolu is based at 2 Pump Court in the Temple and specialises in Criminal Law.



C



haracter. If you ask most people what it means they will probably give you a range of answers. Some may say it’s a personal quality, somewhere between integrity and bloody mindedness. If some smart alec says Donald Duck and Ali G, you might want to just ask someone else... All those are types of character. But when you hear the word used in court, you’d be well advised to get your head round it. If your solicitor and barrister gets ‘character’ right, it could have a big effect on your case. For lawyers, character is a word used to describe your reputation. It usually means whether you have committed offences, but it also means what kind of person you are. A person without criminal convictions is usually technically of good character, but a person who volunteers at a kids’ football club could be of excellent character, and both types of character can be very useful for lawyers to put in front of the jury during a trial, and the judge before sentence. Here are some of the ways it can be used.



Clients With Good Character



I had a client charged with murder a couple of years ago. He had no previous convictions. Not even driving matters. Because of this ‘good character’. the judge had to inform the jury that this was a person who might be given more of a benefit of the doubt than someone who had been in trouble. On top of this, we brought witnesses to court saying what a good student, and good responsible family member he was. This is not good character in the narrowest legal sense, but it helped make a good impression. It helped the jury to like him. They gave him the benefit of the doubt and agreed when he said he had acted only in self defence. The point is this: Good character should not just be left up to the judge to tell the jury about. If you have a client with no previous convictions who has a story to tell about what kind of person they are, you should be doing everything to tell the jury about it. If you have to plead guilty, the judge is supposed to take account of your good character. This means that whether you are pleading not guilty or guilty, character references and also if possible character witnesses in court should be obtained so that you have the best possible chance of an easier ride with the jury or the judge.



COMPENSATION



ABUSE CLAIMS



ABUSE CLAIMS FOR VICTIMS OF CHILDHOOD ABUSE We specialise in helping adults who were as children in • Leeds Careabused Homes the care system.



• Birmingham Care Homes



If you suffered abuse in care and want our team to help you If you have suffered abuse in these achieve justice call David Greenwood systems we may be able to help. 01924 868911 or write to:confidentially on Contact David Greenwood



Neil Jordan House, Wellington Road, Dewsbury WF13 1HL



0 1 9 2 4 8 6 8 9 11 [email protected] Neil Jordan House, Wellington Road, Dewsbury WF13 1HL ›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



• • • •



North East Care Homes Manchester Care Homes Wales Care Homes St Williams, East Yorkshire



If you have suffered abuse in these systems we may be able to help. Contact David Greenwood



Clients Who Have Convictions



So what if you have convictions? Well the first thing to ask is are they recent, and are they relevant. If you’re accused of conspiracy to supply drugs and have some violent offences 20 years ago, giving the jury evidence of what type of person you are now that makes you less likely to be involved in the drugs business might not be a bad idea. Just because you have a few stains on your record, doesn’t mean that the judge or jury shouldn’t hear about the good things you have been involved in. Family relationships. Work. Personal achievements. These are all things that may change the way you are viewed in court if handled right. If a jury likes you because of what they see of your character, they might just acquit you. If a judge sees something good in you, even if you’ve made mistakes, it might mean a shorter sentence. Even if you have a lot of convictions, evidence that you have changed your life, or that your previous convictions have nothing in common what you are accused of can still be used to help you. Just because you aren’t squeaky clean, it doesn’t always stop character evidence being an option. Of course, this doesn’t always work. Some judges will always take a less human approach than others. Some juries are less sympathetic and less willing to offer you the benefit of the doubt. It’s a question of doing your best with your lawyers to show your best side to the court, so that you have a chance of making the trial or sentence work in your favour, and keeping your fingers crossed about the things that are out of your control.



Joseph Kotrie-Monson is a solicitor at Mary Monson Solicitors, a firm specialising in serious crime and financial offences. On 14th July he was named The Times newspaper’s Lawyer of the Week for his work in the case of Hookway, which prevented police detaining suspects several times with no new evidence, until the government brought in fast-track law overturning the judge’s decision.



ZMS SOLICITORS SERVING TIME IN THE EAST MIDLANDS? NEED LEGAL HELP? Want to challenge an unfair decision? Independent adjudication? Recalled to Prison and don’t know what to do? Missed out on recategorisation again? Parole hearing coming up?
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Don’t wait...! Contact Simon Mears 6 yrs PQE experience Prison Law Specialist 11 Bowling Green St, Leicester LE1 6AS



[email protected]



0116 247 0790



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



Free advice & representation under legal aid



Neil Jordan House, Wellington Road, Dewsbury WF13 1HL
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Opportunity lost or just delayed? Overdue reforms of the IPP system and the new legislative proposals by Barrister Philip Rule



T



he Government has now published its response to the consultation exercise that followed last December’s green paper entitled “Breaking the Cycle : Effective Punishment, Rehabilitation and Sentencing of Offenders”. As the name itself suggests, the Government has set out its objectives are to deliver more effective punishment of offenders, greater reparation to victims and, by breaking the cycle of crime, a safer public. This is unlikely to be the first or last time these type of phrases are heard in this context, but the proof of the pudding may be in the eating.



The response accompanies the publication also of the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Bill which will now be considered by Parliament. The changes proposed will include such things as: u Introducing full-time work to prisons (with details due to be published in the Autumn as to how this may be achieved); u Removing the ready availability of drugs in prison; u Toughening the requirements of community sentences; u Judging prisons’ and other intervention groups’ success or otherwise against re-offending rates; u Providing the means for prisoners to tackle drugs, alcohol, homelessness, or mental health problems. The claim is made that the Bill will help simplify the law by some changes to: u ensure that all future sentences are subject to a single set of release arrangements, regardless of the date on which the offence was committed; u consolidate the various existing release provisions; u make the process for calculating remand time more straightforward and efficient by making it a simple administrative process; u create a single set of rules for the operation of Home Detention Curfew; u remove some of the current statutory restrictions to allow greater professional discretion to decide when lower risk prisoners who have been recalled to prison may be re-released on licence; and u repeal unimplemented legislation that does nothing but complicate the sentencing framework. This may lead indeed to some useful and fair changes to the sometimes arbitrary differential treatment of prisoners. The Bill will also bring important changes to the provision of legal aid advice and representation, beyond the scope of this article, but which will have potentially profound impact on the access to justice through legal aid. IPP reform The Green Paper indicated the Government was to consider the test for release from the IPP sentence (at para. 193); and also (at para. 190) stated: This Government intends to restrict the



sentence to those who would otherwise have merited a determinate sentence of at least ten years (i.e. at least five years in prison and the remainder on licence). This change ensures that the sentence applies to serious rather than broad categories of crime and will capture very serious sexual and violent offenders. Offenders who no longer receive an IPP would instead receive a determinate custodial sentence for the crime for which they have been convicted which in serious cases would of course be very substantial. Courts would still be able to use the Extended Sentence for Public Protection which would lengthen the period for which offenders would be supervised upon release, and ensure that they can be recalled to custody if necessary. We think that this combination of IPPs in restricted circumstances and often long determinate sentences will enable us to plan rehabilitation more effectively in order to protect the public better. The media has focused very much on the supposed or actual U-turn of the Government on the cost-saving measure of 50 per cent reductions for guilty pleas, presumably because this issue also scores political points. But what has not been properly recognised is the importance of the missed opportunity to grasp the nettle and reform the IPP sentencing regime. The IPP regime has effectively failed by any test of fairness and of achieving its goals to prevent serious violent and sexual offending due to underfunding of and unavailability of rehabilitation work, and by continuing to detain those whose risk is insufficient for the need for such indeterminate preventative detention, and also failed on a test of cost-efficiency due to strains placed on prison places and parole system resources. In relation to custodial sentences the response paper says the Government will be “conducting an urgent review of sentencing for serious sexual and violent offenders. Consultation highlighted numerous weaknesses with the indeterminate sentence of Imprisonment for Public Protection. It has never worked as Parliament intended, creating instead a flawed system, which is not well understood by the public. We will conduct an urgent review with a view to replacing the current IPP regime with a much tougher determinate sentencing framework – which would be better understood by the public, and command greater confidence. The review will also cover Detention for Public Protection, the equivalent sentence to an IPP for juveniles”. The response goes on to say: u We are conducting the IPP review with a view to replacing the current IPP regime with a much tougher determinate sentencing framework which includes: u an increased number of serious offenders would receive life sentences – with mandatory life sentences for the most serious repeat offenders; u it would be less open to challenge in the courts than the IPP system; u serious sexual and violent offenders would spend at least two-thirds of their sentence in prison, where they can’t pose a risk to the public, rather than being automatically 



released halfway through their sentence – and they would only ever be released before the end of their sentence if the Parole Board are satisfied that it is safe to do so; u there would be compulsory programmes for dangerous offenders while they are in prison, to make them change their ways and not just commit more crimes when they are released. We will also review the Parole Board arrangements for the rehabilitation of those with IPPs, to ensure that real work is done to reform offenders while in prison. Following the conclusion of our review, we will bring forward government amendments to the Bill in the autumn. In the meantime, IPPs will continue to be available to the courts as they are now. It is not entirely clear why the proposals for IPP reform are not yet ready, but it is to be hoped this reflects the need for very considered and effective reform, and not political sound-biting or tinkering for media-friendly explanations or provisions. It is also to be hoped, as cuts of immense proportions are being imposed in the budget of the Ministry of Justice, that proper consideration is given to resourcing needs for example in the Parole Board if we see a return to its functions for what is reminiscent of the management of old-style sentences with durations of longer than four years. In relation to IPP/DPP prisoners it is unfortunate the opportunity has not yet been taken to indicate the necessary changes will be those that are most fundamental to giving fairness and confidence to stakeholders in the existing system: prisoners, professionals, parole board members, and the public. One matter that will plainly benefit from attention is the application of or understanding of the statutory test for release, which could be reformulated to ensure greater understanding. There is, in my view, a failure in the clear application of the law at present when prisoners are being considered for release and this is contributing to the Parole Board’s low release rate for IPP prisoners. Your author has argued for some years now that the test for imposition of an IPP or DPP ought to be applied to the question of release. Therefore the proper test for release is whether “it is no longer necessary for the protection of the public against a significant risk of serious harm from the commission of further specified offences that the prisoner should be confined”. The Court of Appeal will soon be asked to rule on this question determinatively. There should be, it is submitted, a causal link between the original conviction and the subsequent detention, so that the perceived future risk is related to the original rationale for the imposition of the indeterminate term: Stafford v UK (2002) 35 EHRR 32. There is no burden on the prisoner and the Board must not adopt a predisposition to continued detention if it is to lawfully approach its task. The second proposal that could have immediate benefits in removing arbitrary distinctions would be amendments to ensure the present minimum terms required to justify



such sentences (effectively deserving a four-year determinate term at least, unless convicted of particularly serious previous matters) be extended to those already serving the IPP but whose sentence would no longer qualify. Those prisoners who have been given such short tariffs that would no longer qualify can be given some allowance. This would recognise also that the IPP is not a workable sentence for such short-term prisoners. One option is immediate release on licence but with the option of recall for say five or ten years if there is re-offending or breach of licence. Another is to set a maximum total period during which the prisoner may be detained, perhaps a set universal figure of five or ten years prior to automatic release on licence, or perhaps a figure linked to the original tariff: the maximum time in custody to be say twice or three times the length of the tariff for any prisoner. Release on licence is likely to be preferable to unconditional release given the offences or offenders involved although of course under the amended legislation these offences and offenders would not qualify for such indeterminate sentence in any event. It may also be that the test for release should be different for those who have been deserving of such short tariffs as set prior to the 2008 reforms, and/or prior to any new proposed reforms. It may be for example that release should be the presumption for such prisoners subject to an exception if the Parole Board is positively satisfied on a balance of probabilities that the prisoner will commit an offence listed in Schedule 15A CJA 2003 and cause serious harm to others if released even if subject to available licence conditions. These two potential changes would strengthen the value of the IPP sentence, help ensure rehabilitation resources are focused only on the most dangerous or high-risk offenders, and remove the potential for arbitrary and unfair treatment of some prisoners. I believe these changes should make the system more efficient and cost-effective for the taxpayer also, while safeguarding the public interest in keeping those who pose a serious danger to the public in custody, and relieving present pressures on the Parole Board. And it could always be worse.... For those readers who are not given naturally to optimistic outlook, the thought remains (though not perhaps particularly cheery): it could always be worse. The television news on the day of the Government’s proposals is accompanied strikingly by reports of the Supreme Court ruling concerning Californian prison conditions being inhumane, leading to the urgent need to reduce that prison population by 33,000 prisoners, a vast number. Prisoners are living in cramped conditions with 53 sharing one toilet, and tens or hundreds of three-level bunk beds crammed into what should be exercise areas with prisoners all sleeping together en masse. Perhaps indeed it could still be worse. Philip Rule - Barrister 90 High St, Harrow on the Hill, Middlesex, HA1 3LP.
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Abuse of Process When will a Judge throw a case out of Court because of the behaviour of the Prosecution? Aziz Rahman, Solicitor and Jonathan Lennon, Barrister



T



here are many reasons why a Judge might conclude that it would not be proper for the courts to be used to prosecute a defendant. For example, delay in bringing proceedings, manipulation of the court’s procedures, entrapment by police officers, loss of evidence and so on. The prosecution facing an abuse of process application will always argue that the Judge can ensure fairness by, for example, excluding any evidence which is causing dispute, or by warning the jury that the defendant has been unable to call certain evidence because it has been destroyed – in other words anything except throw the case out before it even starts.



Two Categories of Abuse In considering the development of the case law it is clear that the Higher Courts will sometimes use the abuse of process jurisdiction to effectively ‘punish’ the police or prosecution for errors or faults. This ‘serious fault’ limb of the abuse of process jurisdiction highlights the way abuse applications fall into two broad categories; Category 1 cases where the defendant cannot receive a fair trial, and Category 2 cases where it would be unfair for the defendant to be tried: see R v Beckford (1996) 1 Cr App R 94, 101. Thus, if evidence that should have been seized by the police but now cannot be obtained, but would have been helpful to the defence, then that is a ‘Category 1’ situation and the Judge could, exceptionally, stay the trial on the basis that the defendant could not get a fair trial.



R v Grant [2005] 2 Cr. App. R 28 is a Category 2 case. The police eavesdropped on the communications of a suspect and his solicitor. The Court held that unlawful acts of such a kind, amounting to a deliberate violation of a suspect’s right to legal privilege were such an affront to the integrity of the justice system that the prosecution was rendered abusive. However, this case has recently been expressly disapproved by the Privy Council in Curtis Warren v Att. General for Jersey [2011] 2 ALL ER 513, PC. In that case the police had placed an audio probe in the defendants hire car which would be driven through a number of overseas European countries. The police knew that permission from those countries had been refused for the use of such devices but went ahead anyway. The consequent abuse of process application failed, a decision upheld on appeal. Much turned on the facts of the case but the Council found that the Court of Appeal was wrong to say that deliberate invasion of a suspect’s right to legal professional privilege should generally lead to a stay; it may do but category 2 cases were always a balancing exercise. The use of undercover officers in covert operations often leads to accusations of abuse of process on the basis that the officers have entrapped or encouraged an offence to take place. This aspect of abuse deserves a whole article to itself but in very short order the Judge has to look to see if the undercover officer has ‘overstepped the mark’; R v Loosely; Att. General’s Ref (No 3 of 2000) [2001] 1 WLR 2060, HL. Disclosure The area of disclosure has always been the most contentious area of criminal litigation and most of the great miscarriage of justice cases have turned on failures to disclose by the prosecution. The House of Lords laid down final and conclusive guidance on disclosure and Public Interest Immunity applications in the case R v H & C [2004] 2 AC 134 (the authors represented ‘H’). However, it is a sad fact that today prosecutors are still not getting disclosure right. With the pressure on the prosecution not to give the defence the ‘warehouse keys’ there has been an over analysis of Defence Statements and a willingness to conclude that no further disclosure is necessary. In a case called R v O [2007] EWCA Crim 3483 a Crown Court Judge was so exasperated by H.M. Custom’s failure to properly respond to the defence’s proper applications for disclosure he stayed the case as an abuse of process. The prosecution appealed and the Court of Appeal upheld the decision. The case was a fraud allegation where O was simply asking for business documents held by customs after they had searched his premises. Customs had been taking the line that most of the material neither assisted the defence or undermined the prosecution case and was therefore not disclosable and refused to even let the defence have sight of the outer covers of the documents. The defence were adamant that the business documents could assist. The Judge was swayed by the obstructive nature of Customs, he did not even make a decision on the



merits of the material in question but was pushed in the end to saying that Customs had relied too heavily on the precise rule of law on disclosure, to the extent that they were inflexible and obstructive. His Honour said “if the prosecution approach the case without concession then they can expect none” and with that he threw the case out. In a case involving indecent images of children, the defence solicitors wished to view the material and certain directions were given by the court regarding disclosure. The prosecution were not content with the security arrangements for the viewing and storage of this sensitive material and refused to obey the order, the indictment was stayed; R v R (L) [2010] 2 Cr. App. R 9, CA. The Lord Chief Justice noted that there will be cases even were the defendant is in custody where the prosecution will have to provide the material on CD so it can be examined by the defendant with his lawyers in prison with undertakings by the lawyers as to the use of the material. The abuse of process doctrine also applies to confiscation proceedings, though to a more limited degree. The Court of Appeal has confirmed the Crown Court’s jurisdiction to stay confiscation proceed-



ings where, in limited cases, the Crown’s application for confiscation amounted to oppression: R v Morgan & Bygrave [2008] EWCA Crim 1323 (20/6/08), para 27. In that case the defendant had substantially repaid the victim and the confiscation proceedings in effect punished him twice over. However, the Court of Appeal has since re-iterated that confiscation proceedings are by design draconian and cases where such proceedings amount to an abuse will be rare indeed; see R v Lowe [2009]. Conclusion Abuse of process applications should not be made lightly. However, they can arise in any number of situations – too many to properly deal with in this short article. What is required in any abuse application is material and authorities upon which such an application can be properly supported. This usually means early and focussed pressure on disclosure where a possible abuse of process application might be made. In order to persuade a court to stay an indictment a defendant has to have the ammunition to support the application. That means the lawyers have to be alive to the possibilities that might arise in any case and always have the possibility of an abuse argument in the back of their minds.



Jonathan Lennon is a Barrister specialising in fraud and serious complex criminal cases. He is in Chambers at 23 Essex Street in London and contributing author of Covert Human Intelligence Sources (Waterside Press, 2009). Aziz Rahman is a Solicitor- Advocate and Partner at the leading Criminal Defence firm Rahman Ravelli Solicitors, specialising in Financial Crime and Large Scale Conspiracies/Serious crime. Rahman Ravelli are members of the Specialist Fraud Panel.
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Leading Case One of the leading cases in this area is R (Ebrahim) v Feltham Magistrates’ Court; Mouat v DPP [2001] 2 Cr. App. R, 23, DC. The High Court considered the situation where the two defendants, in two separate cases had asserted that video evidence would have assisted their defences but where that video material was no longer available. In Mr. Mouat’s case he was videoed by an unmarked police car exceeding the speed limit. His defence was that he was trying to get away from a driver who was driving dangerously close behind him and he had no idea it was a police car; i.e. duress of circumstances. Once he stopped he was shown the video by the officers and had the choice to accept a penalty or go to trial – he elected trial. By the time of the trial the tapes in the police car had been re-used. The High Court quashed Mr. Mouat’s conviction. Mr. Ebrahim was not so fortunate. Ebrahim’s case concerned un-seized CCTV material. On the facts of that case the Court found that the defendant had had a fair trial even though the CCTV material was missing. The Court of Appeal said that when considering an abuse application on this basis a Judge must consider what the duty was to preserve any video material. If the court finds that there is no such duty for the material in question to be seized or preserved then there can be no stay of the prosecution. If, alternatively, there is such a duty, and it has been breached, then the court can only consider staying the indictment as an exceptional measure as the trial process itself can remedy the problem; e.g. by the Judge to warning the jury about missing evidence, or by him excluding certain other evidence etc. If, however, the police or the prosecution appear to have acted with “bad faith or at the very least some serious fault” then a stay may be more readily granted.



If, however, the police had the material but maliciously destroyed it, then that would be a ‘Category 2’ case and even though the defendant could get a fair trial it would be unfair to try him – in as much as it would offend our sense of justice and bring the administration of the criminal justice system into disrepute to do so, see e.g. R v Mullen [1999] 1 AC 42, HL.
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Services •  Serious Crime •  Serious Fraud •  Covert/Human Rights •  Health & Safety •  Assets Forfeiture •  Regulatory Crime If you feel we can assist you please do not hesitate to contact our Serious Crime Department



Call:



01422 346666 (24 Hour)



Saracen House, 10 Pellon Lane, Halifax HX1 5SP. www.rahmanravelli.co.uk



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



SOLICITORS



Specialists in Defending Serious Crime Rahman Ravelli has built an enviable reputation as a leading criminal defence firm. Our Practice is nationwide and we have developed an expertise in handling substantial and complex cases particularly those involving difficult legal challenges, especially in the Human Rights area. We continue to successfully protect the rights of the individual in all areas of criminal law. We recognise that criminal cases today are not merely decided on eye witness testimony, but on other issues such as whether evidence can be successfully argued to be inadmissible or the prosecution made to disclose evidence helpful to the defence case. Our dedicated team of criminal lawyers are always up to date with the latest developments in the law to ensure that no stone is left unturned. The lawyers have wide ranging experience of defending cases of significant complexity and seriousness. Our reputation means that we are able to instruct the most able counsel to conduct trials. We appoint Counsel, Queen’s Counsel and Experts who have passed our vigorous vetting procedures. High Profile Cases Rahman Ravelli routinely deals with large, high profile cases and is experienced in dealing with criminal matters all the way to the House of Lords. RIPA Our speciality is defending cases involving large scale police operations where authorities have been granted under the Regulations of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (RIPA); i.e. The use of Informants / Covert Surveillance (including Covert Listening devices) / Undercover Offices; and Material which demands an expertise in disclosure & PII concerns
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Legal Q&A



If you have a question you would like answered please send to: ‘Legal’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



RL - HMP Lindholme Q I’ve been in this prison for around four years



now and I don’t have visits from my family because of the distance my family would have to travel, so I can only communicate with them by phone and letter. I’m someone that doesn’t get private cash, and I don’t get much money for the work I do. So my question would be, should this prison give people like me phone credit allowance for each month so we can keep in contact with families. I understand that foreign nationals get given phone credit, and I’m happy these people get credit, but shouldn’t people like me get help in keeping in contact with families and friends?



Inside Time Legal Forum Answers to readers’ legal queries are given on a strictly without liability basis. If you propose acting upon any of the opinions that appear, you must first take legal advice. Replies for the Legal Forum kindly provided by: Chivers Solicitors; de Maids; Frank Brazell & Partners; Henry Hyams; Hine & Associates; Kristina Harrison Solicitors: Morgans; Noble Solicitors; Parlby’s; Petherbridge Bassara Solicitors; Stephensons Solicitors LLP; Stevens Solicitors; Switalskis Solicitors and WBW Solicitors - see individual advertisements for full details. Send your legal queries (concise and clearly marked ‘legal’) to our editorial assistant Lucy Forde at Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. For a prompt response, readers are reminded to send their queries on white paper using black ink or typed if possible. Use a first or second class stamp.



A This is an understandable query given that some Prisoners are placed a great distance away from their family, and due to the distance involved in travelling they are not able to meet with them by way of family visits. There certainly are some allowances which are provided to Prisoners both nationals and foreign nationals, and the decision to spend earned money elsewhere is down to the discretion of the Prisoner. Prison Service Orders relating to Prisoner communication provides details on the mandatory allowances available to Prisoners in respect of all forms of communication. This includes letter writing, visits and telephone calls. This provides that Prisoners are allowed to send, at public expense, one letter a week if they are convicted, or two if they are un-convicted. Additional letters are allowed at the Prisoner’s own expense, or special letters at public expense, with no limit on the number of letters that Prisoners are allowed to receive. Therefore limited phone credit available to that Prisoner cannot be used as an argument for inability to maintain family ties, given that visits are permitted if family members are able to attend the establishment, and letter writing is available on a weekly basis. Of course, if a Prisoner suffers from such a disability that they were unable to letter write, then reasonable adjustments are made so that they can access telephones, for example, type talk telephones for hearing impaired Prisoners and wheelchair height telephones. Prisoners are given access to designated telephones, subject to local procedures,



and this can be used provided the numbers contained on their PIN card have been approved. You are correct that foreign national prisoners, or those with close family ties abroad, are allowed the cost of one five minute international direct dial telephone call at public expense every calendar month, unless they have received a domestic visit during a previous month. Such Prisoners are also exempt from limits on access to private cash for the purposes of making telephone calls. In this case, it may be argued that the cost of letter writing and travel expenses may prove too expensive for a Prisoner. In short, the only argument that could be put forward for an allowance to be provided to Prisoners whose family reside a great distance away is that of human rights, and the right to a family life. I am not of the view that this argument could be upheld given that Prisoners are afforded mandatory allowance, which permits them to remain in contact with their family, and in your case you choose to spend your private cash on other necessities. It may be worthwhile for you to check the local policy for your Prison establishment, and also to enquire how you may be able to earn more money whilst serving your sentence in order for you to be able to afford the phone credit to speak with your family.



...............................................



MP - HMP Wealstun Q I was granted bail on the 15th July 2008



with condition of a curfew from 8pm to 7am. I was sentenced on 25th November 2008 to five and a half years. My Solicitors did not ask the Judge for time spent on curfew to be deducted from my sentence. I spent a little over four months on curfew. My solicitors say I’m only entitled to a maximum of three days credit, I believe it to be sixty five day minimum. Could you please tell me who is right?



A You have a concern regarding time spent on bail via a tag (curfew). Circular 2008/05 provides details regarding this issue (relating to credit for time spent previously on tag). The provisions do not relate to you as the provisions commenced on 3 November 2008. When you were sentenced on the 15th July 2008, the provisions did not exist and therefore the
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Cr



cooper rollason



Judge could not have taken them into account. The law only applies to those sentenced on or after the date the Act commenced. The law is not retrospective and so does not work backwards.



...............................................



JB - HMP Preston Q I was given a determinate sentence of 16



months imprisonment with an extended license period, E.P.P, to the maximum allowed in law for a Section 20 offence which is 5 years. According to my solicitor, I will be released after serving 8 months of the sentence but I will be on license for the remaining period up until 5 years from my sentence date (8/02/2011). I was told if I commit any further offences between now and the end of my extended license period then I can be recalled to prison immediately to serve out the remaining 8 months. However, the probation are saying that if I get a recall then I have to serve the full 5 years.



A Prisoners serving EPP sentences can be recalled during the full licence period, in this case the 5 years. If you were recalled during the licence period it would be for the Parole Board at annual reviews to determine whether you were suitable for re-release.



...............................................



LS - HMP Birmingham Q I am an ‘E’ List prisoner currently subject to



the usual 22 hours a day banged up behind my door with the usual ‘no access to gym and library’, my pin number to access the telephones and my mail taking two weeks to arrive in or out, and my clothes taken from me at night - all because I’m a Locksmith! At the moment I pose a risk because of me being a Locksmith, but that will never change so what chances do I stand of being able to serve my time like a normal prisoner?



A It may well be possible to challenge the issue. You should be advised to fully exhaust the Form Comp 1 system (all three stages – Form Comp 1, Form Comp 1A and the 3rd Stage Form Comp 1A). You should then apply to the Prison Service Ombudsman within one month of receiving the last response from the prison. You should also consult a solicitor now.
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If you have a question you would like answered please send to: ‘Robert Banks’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.
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Banks on Sentence Answers by Robert Banks, the barrister who writes Banks on Sentence (now with an extra volume for the law on the orders and procedure). The book is the second largest selling practitioner’s criminal textbook and is used by judges for sentencing more than any other. If you have access to a computer follow us on Twitter @BanksonSentence



www.banksr.com Q I read that judges have to follow the guidelines and that Judge Gilbart at Manchester Crown Court was creating his own guideline for looters which was much harsher than the guidelines for commercial burglary. How can this be? A



Judges have to a) ‘have regard’ to the guidelines from the Sentencing Guidelines Council and b) must ‘follow’ the guidelines issued by the Sentencing Council for those offences committed after 6 April 2011. However, both types of guideline enable the judge to depart from them when the result of applying a guideline would be ‘appropriate’ for the first type, and ‘in the interests of justice’ for the second. Clearly a shop burglary by a group of looters will be more serious than a sole burglar. Judges would consider that the guidelines should be exceeded.



You may be interested to know the details of the case before Judge Gilbart QC. He dealt with ‘a gang of youths rampaging through Manchester and Salford city centres.’ They were wearing balaclavas and were armed with baseball bats and other weapons. 155 fires were started. One store was burnt down. 900 police were deployed. Six fire crews had to be withdrawn because of disorder. Seven fire engines were damaged. The Judge based his decision on two riot sentencing cases. He thought it right to depart from the guidelines. His guideline was, after a trial: (See table below) I would expect other judges to pass similar sentences. If you want to tell your team about the case, its reference is 2011 EW Misc 12 (CrownC).
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Organiser of riot or commercial burglaries Burglar who takes part in breaking into premises Arson, lives of others in actual danger Arson; otherwise Robbery i. with firearm, or where serious injury caused ii. with other weapon iii. no weapon/no significant injury Burglar who enters after others have broken in Theft of goods in street Handling i. Professional fence ii. Receiving on streets iii. Receiving elsewhere s 47/s 20 Assaults on Police/Fire-fighters/Paramedic/ Those trying to prevent crime or protect property i. If significant injury/weapon used ii. No significant injury/no weapon Violent disorder Affray 



Shaw & Co will pursue your claim at no cost to yourself. We guarantee that you will keep 100% of all compensation awarded to you.



Personal Injury Specialists



NO WIN, NO FEE



• Personal Injury Claim • Dental Negligence



For a free consultation please contact Rebecca, Dave or Richard 0800 0191 248 or 01302 326666



6 Portland Place Doncaster DN1 3DF Face to Face interviews available N AT I O N W I D E S E R V I C E www.shawandco.com



Q I was up for sentence for a large drug conspiracy. The Judge had to sentence twelve people. He heard the mitigation in batches of four defendants and then sent the group back to the cells. Next day, he then recalled us back in groups of four again and then sentenced us. I was in the first group and then later I heard that someone in the last group tried to shovel some extra blame on me. Was this fair? Was this right? A No. It was neither fair nor was it right. A defendant is entitled to be present for the whole of the sentencing process. The Court of Appeal has recently been critical of a judge who ordered defendants to be taken to the cells after their mitigation was given. If security is an issue the judge should make advance plans. Extra dock officers can be ordered and the police rather enjoy being called up as reinforcements as it is an outing for them instead of pounding the beat. If space is an issue the court should move to the largest courtroom in the courthouse. If the dock in that court is not large enough, defendants and dock officers can sit elsewhere in the court. I was once in a preliminary hearing with 106 defendants. Most of the defendants were in custody. Every defendant, every counsel and ever solicitor’s representative was present for the whole hearing. In my experience, every time police say there is a security problem the defendants always behave impeccably. Attempts to escape are usually made by lippy young defendants. The reason these rules are in place is because of the need for each defendant to hear what each advocate says and can correct unfair points. However your problem is that the irregularity does not invalidate the sentence. You can only appeal if your sentence was manifestly excessive. I note you don’t suggest it was.



8 years upwards 4 - 7 years 6 years upwards 3 - 7 years 7 - 9 years 3 - 7 years 2 - 5 years 2 - 5 years 1 - 4 years 2 -5 years 1 - 4 years community penalty - 3 years 3 - 4 years 1 - 3 years 2 - 4 years 1 - 2½ years
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Q Could you help me about the equality of the sexes? If a male and female are both convicted of the same offences (assuming comparable mitigating factors), is it lawful for the male to be given a substantially longer sentence than the female. It would appear to be discrimination. A In my first large sentencing case in 1978, there were about seven men and five women defendants. They were all cannabis couriers importing drugs on planes. There was very little difference between them except some male and female defendants had carried drugs on more than one occasion. The Judge gave all the women suspended sentences and all the men received immediate custody. Since then I have noticed that female defendants are usually treated less severely than male defendants. The official position has been stated by the Lord Chief Justice. He says that no distinction should be drawn between male and female defendants, because Parliament does not draw a distinction between male and female defendants. The explanation for the different sentencing position is women with children are treated leniently because it is not in the public interest, or the interests of the child, to separate children from their primary carer. The same principle should be applied to men who are primary carers of children. Another reason for the differing sentences is that judges often assume the man is the dominant force within a mixed group of offenders. Often they are, but sometimes they are not. The issue comes down to the role played by the defendants. That is for the judge to decide. As a result, women are treated more leniently if playing a lesser role. As with most matters of sentencing, it comes down to the specific facts of the individual case.



Please start your letter with the question you want answered and send the letter to Inside Time (and mark the letter for Robert Banks). Please make sure your question concerns sentence and not conviction or release. Unless you say you don’t want your question and answer published it will be assumed you don’t have an objection to publication. No-one will have their identity revealed. Facts which indicate who you are will not be printed. Letters without an address or which cannot be read cannot be answered. Letters sent direct cannot be answered, because the letter has to go through a solicitor. It is usually not possible to determine whether a particular defendant has grounds of appeal without seeing all the paperwork. Going through all the paperwork is not possible. The column is designed for simple questions and answers.
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Health



If you have a question you would like answered please send to: ‘Health’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



Inside Health ... Providing this valuable service are Dr Jonathon Tomlinson and Dr Shabana Rauf, both GPs practising in East London. Dr Rauf is particularly interested in women’s health.



Q I have had a really bad back pain since I had



a car crash in 2006. I’m only 21, but feel like I’m 71. I’ve been telling the doctors in all the jails that I’ve been in that the different medication they are giving me isn’t working, but they just change it to something else. I was on 50mg Diclofenac but they didn’t work; now I’m on 500mg Naproxen but these aren’t working either. What should I do?



A



Back pain is one of the most common problems that we see as doctors; reassuringly most back pain does not have a serious cause. The most common cause of back pain is actually referred to as Non Specific back pain or simple back pain. This means that the exact cause of pain is not clear. It is thought it may be due to strain or overstretching in the muscles or ligaments of the lower back. Just because the exact cause is not known does not mean that the pain may not be severe. When pain occurs, strong painkillers may be needed and non steroid anti-inflammatory medication such as ibuprofen, naproxen and diclofenac are often prescribed. Other less common causes of back pain



include sciatica - this is when a nerve gets trapped when a disc pro-lapses; this is also known as a slipped disc which causes a characteristic shooting pain down a leg. Other causes of back pain may be due to arthritis. The most common type of arthritis is osteoarthritis. A particular type of arthritis that may occur in a young person is called Ankylosing Spondylitis. This is associated with pain and stiffness in the lower back A doctor can be reasonably confident to exclude serious causes of back pain from the history and examination alone. In people where pain becomes Chronic (as in your case) he may wish to do further investigation which may include blood test, x-ray or an MRI scan. I don’t have enough information from your letter to confidently say which type of back pain you may have. I would advise you to see the prison doctor for a further assessment. However if you develop any of the following symptoms suddenly then see the doctor immediately; • Numbness around your back passage/groin or thighs;



>> www.insidetime.org Exciting ‘interactive’ website. Allowing readers to add their comments to published articles and letters. Let your family members and friends know about this facility Inside Time is now also a voice for them.
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• Bladder symptoms such as loss of bladder control, loss of feeling when passing urine; • Incontinence of faeces; • Night sweats, weight loss.



eye. The doctors see these as tiny dots or blots in the eye. If you have evidence of this then you will need annual eye checks to ensure that it does not progress.



Q I have been a diabetic for 30 years, and



2. Pre-proliferative retinopathy - is like background retinopathy but more extensive.



following a recent visit to an outside hospital I was told I needed laser treatment on my eyes. I have regular retinal photography and while some changes have been noticed, I have been advised that these are consistent with what they would expect after 30 years and while it requires monitoring it is not serious enough for surgery. After a visit at another hospital, I was examined by the specialist who told me I needed laser treatment to burn some of the new blood vessels and as this came as a shock to me, I asked for a few weeks to think about it. After a visit to the prison optician I was advised that it is not an emergency and I should try and get a second opinion. I have been given no information so I was hoping you may be able to help me?



A Retinopathy (damage to the retina at the back of the eye) is a common complication of diabetes. It occurs because having high blood sugar levels for many years causes damage to the tiny blood vessels in the eye. Many people with retinopathy won’t have loss of vision. They will have either no symptoms or will be experiencing blurred vision floaters or flashes of lights. There are different severities of retinopathy. They include: 1. Background retinopathy – is not the most serious. There are tiny leaks of fluids in the
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3. Maculopathy - damage to the macula. 4. Proliferative retinopathy - this is when new vessels appear in the retina. These new blood vessels are not normal as they are more fragile and bleed easily. In this type of retinopathy without laser treatment vision is likely to be severely affected. I suspect you may have the 4th type-Proliferative retinopathy. In this case laser treatment is advisable. You mentioned that you have no symptoms so is this treatment necessary? The answer is yes, many people with retinopathy don’t have loss of vision. The treatment is done to prevent the loss of vision occurring. By not having this treatment you are putting your eye health at risk. Once you have the laser treatment you will undergo regular eye checks. However by making sure you have good blood sugar control and good control of your blood pressure you can prevent further damage. If you have a question relating to your own health, write a brief letter to Inside Time (Health) Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. Everyone will receive a reply, however only a selection will be published each month and no names will be disclosed.
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What is bad breath?



....................................................................... Bad breath, sometimes called halitosis, means that you have an unpleasant smell on your breath that other people notice when you speak or breathe out. The exact number of people with bad breath is not known, but it is common.



Bad Breath (Halitosis)



How can I tell if I have bad breath?



.......................................................................



....................................................................... The main treatment of bad breath coming from within the mouth is good oral hygiene. Aim to get into a regular habit of good oral hygiene - in particular, teeth brushing and cleaning between teeth.



Perhaps you could ask your dentist next time you have a check-up. A dentist will normally be able to say if you have bad breath. Gum disease is a common cause of bad breath and a dentist will be able to advise on treatment if you have gum disease.



What are the causes and types of bad breath?



.......................................................................



Coming from within the mouth. Most cases of bad breath come from bacteria (germs) or debris that builds up within the mouth. As the bacteria break down proteins and other debris in the mouth, they release foulsmelling gases. One or more of the following may contribute to the build-up of bacteria, debris and bad breath: Food stuck between teeth. Normal teeth brushing may not clear bits of food which can get stuck between teeth. The food then rots and becomes riddled with bacteria. Plaque, calculus and gum disease. Dental plaque is a soft whitish deposit that forms on the surface of teeth. It forms when bacteria combine with food and saliva. Plaque contains many types of bacteria. Calculus, sometimes called tartar, is hardened calcified plaque. It sticks firmly to teeth. Gum disease means infection or inflammation of the tissues that surround the teeth. If your gums look inflamed, or regularly bleed when you clean your teeth, you are likely to have gum disease. The severity can range from mild to severe. Coating on the back of the tongue. In some people, a coating
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Fish odour syndrome (trimethylaminuria). This is is a rare medical cause but worth being aware of. It typically causes breath and body odour that is often like a fishy smell. It occurs because the body loses the ability to properly breakdown trimethylamine which is found in certain foods. There is then a build up of trimethylamine in the body which is released in sweat, urine, and breath. Urine and blood tests can help to confirm this diagnosis if it is suspected.



Things you can do if you have bad breath



A main problem with bad breath is that often the only person not to notice it is the person affected. (You get used to your own smell and do not tend to notice your own bad breath.) Often, the only way to know about it is if a person comments on it. However, most people are too polite to comment on another person’s bad breath. You may have to rely on a family member or a close friend to be honest and tell you if you have bad breath.



Some people suggest a simple test which you can do yourself to detect bad breath. Lick the inside of your wrist. Wait a few seconds for the saliva to dry. Then smell the licked part of the wrist. If you detect an unpleasant smell, you are likely to have bad breath.
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In most cases of persistent bad breath, the smell comes from a build-up of bacteria within the mouth - in food debris, in plaque and gum disease, or in a coating on the back of the tongue. Good oral hygiene will often solve the problem. That is, regular teeth brushing, cleaning between the teeth, cleaning the tongue, and mouthwashes. Other causes of persistent bad breath are uncommon. develops on the back part of the tongue. It is not clear why this occurs. It may be from mucus that drips down from the back of the nose (postnasal drip). The coating can contain many bacteria. This explains why bad breath can sometimes occur in people with otherwise good oral hygiene. Morning bad breath. Most people have some degree of bad breath after a night’s sleep. This is normal and occurs because the mouth tends to get dry and stagnate overnight. This usually clears when the flow of saliva increases soon after starting to eat breakfast. Medicines. If a medicine is causing the problem then discuss possible alternatives with your doctor. Medicines that have been associated with bad breath include: betel, chloral hydrate, nitrites and nitrates, dimethyl sulfoxide, disulfiram, some chemotherapy drugs, phenothiazines and amfetamines.



EMMANUEL & COMPANY



CRIMINAL DEFENCE AND IMMIGRATION SOLICITORS



A fast committed passionate service and prompt response guaranteed. We can help you with • Appeals - Conviction and Sentence • Criminal Case Review Commission • Immigration/deportation matters • Proceeds of Crime Cases • Police Station Representation • Criminal Court Proceedings



Emmanuel & Company Suite 12, Savant House 63-65 Camden High Street London NW1 7JT



0207 383 3818



[email protected] www.emmanuelandco.com



• Brush your teeth at least twice a day. • Clean between your teeth after brushing once a day, but ideally twice a day. • Sugars and sugary foods in the mouth are the main foods that bacteria thrive on to make acid which can contribute to tooth decay. • If you smoke, try to stop. Smoking increases the risk of developing gum disease. • Consider using a mouthwash each day. Chemicals in the mouthwash aim to kill bacteria and/or neutralise any chemicals that cause bad breath. • Consider cleaning the back of your tongue each day. • Some people chew sugar-free gum after each meal. • If you have dentures and have bad breath you may not be cleaning them properly.



When to seek further help



....................................................................... If the bad breath does not go If you have done everything you can and still have bad breath then see a doctor or dentist. You may need some tests to assess if you have a less common cause of bad breath. Halitophobia - fear of bad breath Some people think they have bad breath when they do not, and nobody else can smell it. This can result in odd behaviour to try to minimise what they think of as their bad breath. For example, they may cover their mouth when talking, avoid or keep a distance from other people, or avoid social occasions. People with halitophobia often become fixated with teeth cleaning and tongue cleaning and frequently use chewing gums, mints, mouthwashes, and sprays in the hope of reducing their distress. Treatment from a psychologist may help. Information kindly supplied by Patient UK - Comprehensive health information as provided by GPs and nurses to patients during consultations. www.patient.co.uk



J C HUGHES Scottish Solicitors



All Criminal Cases Serious and Complex Crime Parole Board Hearings Recalls and Appeals Write to: J C Hughes ‘Freepost’ Glasgow



(no stamp required)



Criminal Defence Service



or Call us FREE on



0800 279 3090 Prisoners in Scotland Only



TIP THE SCALES OF JUSTICE IN YOUR FAVOUR
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Leading you to a healthy lifestyle ‘A lifestyle worth living’ Limited for time, only get access to the gym twice a week, bored of your current exercise routine or just fancy a change? This month I have focused on a specific core workout, which not only has the potential to reveal toned abs, but also strengthen your core which will help you achieve better results in all other aspects of your training. Having a strong core is not only about having a typical ‘six pack,’ it also assists us with our workouts and daily tasks. Any form of exercise you perform requires a contribution from your core, so the stronger and more conditioned it is, the better you will perform. There are many muscles, ligaments and tendons that help form the core, and we must not forget the spine is central to the core too. By focusing on the core, we can reduce the chance of injury to the spine, and this is one of the worst injuries to treat and recover from. This workout focuses specifically on the front, sides and back of your mid-section. by PE Instructor Matt Vanstone - HMP Erlestoke 2011 English Indoor Rowing champion



Swiss ball Dorsal Raise Lying face down, relax your feet and keep them in contact with the floor, raise your torso as far up as comfortable or in line with you’re your legs, then recover back to the start position.



Medicine ball chops Swiss ball plank Place your feet on the ball, keep your legs in line with your spine, and support your body with your forearms on the floor. Hold for the desired time keeping your body as still as possible throughout.



In the photos this month: Matt Vanstone, Ian Cornish, Gary Waugh, Shane Perry and Benjamin Ogborne



How to get started You will need to find yourself a gym mat, a medicine ball approximately 7kg and a Swiss ball. For each exercise requiring a rep count, complete 10-20 reps (10 being for beginners and 20 for advanced trainers). Exercises requiring a time count should be held for 30-60 seconds (30 being the easiest option). Allow approximately 60 seconds rest in between sets. You should complete 5 sets per exercise.



Knee raise On the floor, your shoulders should be raised off the mat by supporting your body with your hands by your sides. Throughout the movement, your upper torse should remain tight, and the only movement is from your hip area on the inwards phase. Your knees should remain bent on the way up, and when you start to lower your legs, straighten your legs pushing your toes aaway as far as possible. When your legs reach the floor, bend your knees and repeat.



Swiss ball reverse plank With your forearms on the floor and your feet on the ball, raise your torso up in one straight line and hold for the desired amount of time. Your shoulders should always remain in contact with the floor.



Rotating plank



Roll Outs Start with your feet on the ball, legs in line with your back and hands on the floor in line with your shoulders. Roll the ball towards you bringing your knees in close to your torso, then extend your legs to the start position.



Sit ups Set yourself on the mat with your feet flat on the floor, knees bent and hips and back on the floor . Your hands can either be across your chest touching your shoulders or by the side of your head. Raise yourself up to as close to your knees as possible, then lower back down in a controlled manner.



Start with the medicine ball on the floor next to one of you feet. Your knees should be flexed and core twisted. From this position, thrust the medicine ball up and across the body and finish with your arms extended high and to the other side of your body. You can even come up on to your toes with foot where the medicine ball started. Then return to the start position. Perform the desired amount of reps, and repeat on the other side.



Medicine ball Oblique sit up Start the same as a sit up with a medicine ball held in front of your head. When you raise up, twist at your torso to bring the opposite elbow to opposite knee.



This exercise combines a side plank and normal plank. At each part hold for 5 seconds, and one complete rotating plank is 1 rep. Start a normal plank with your forearms on the floor shoulder width apart, back in line with your legs and up on your toes. After 5 seconds, raise your right arm up by your side, twist at the core and you should be in the position shown below, and hold this for 5 seconds. Now return back to the original plank position, hold for 5 seconds and now do the same on the other side. Hold this for 5 seconds and return to the original plank position. Now start your second rep.



> Tip of the month - Breaking down your carbohydrates Simple carbohydrates is a form of quick release energy. This is ideal just before a workout to raise your blood sugar levels to give you quick energy or just after to replace used energy. Some examples are jelly babies and Jaffa cakes and apples. Complex carbohydrates is a form of slow release energy, and should be a main part of your breakfast, dinner and tea. Some examples are rice and pasta.
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23rd the benefits of living in harmony with your fellow man will become increasingly apparent, and towards the end of the month there may be some unexpected news from foreign parts. Virgo the Virgin 24th August to 23rd September



As the month kicks off, we may see something of a diversion from the usually well-ordered ways of Virgo. Muddles, mess and miss-truths are at play, so do your best to keep your hands extra clean. It’s been feeling a bit like groundhog day for you recently, but rest assured, things are now finally moving in a forwards direction.



Breathe easy This breathing exercise can really help if you have asthma or bronchitis. It also helps clear your mind and brings a little calmness



1



To begin, sit on your bed with your legs crossed or with your feet flat on the floor. You can also sit on a chair, with your feet flat on the floor. Keep the spine upright without straining and rest your hands on your thighs. Let your chin be level. Take a few seconds to breathe naturally and check your body to see you are comfortable, stable and have an upright posture.



2



Take a breath in and breathe it out again. Breathe through your nose and keep your lips lightly together the whole time.



3



Now take in half a breath and snort the air out of your lungs, through your nose. It’s a bit like there was a feather lightly pasted to your upper lip and you were trying to blow it away using just the breath from your nose – that kind of short, sharp breath.



4



You will naturally breathe in after the first ‘snort’ out, so let yourself draw in anther half breath, then force the breath out again in the same way.



5



Do another 12 snorts in the same way, with less than a second between each snorts out.



6



Now draw in half a breath, tuck your chin into your chest and hold the breath for a slow count of four.



7



Lift your head and exhale. Take a few normal breaths, just observing your natural breath.



8



Repeat from the beginning, three more times.



Once you feel comfortable with this, you can gradually increase the number of out breaths to 20 or more. You can also increase the amount of times you do the practice. But never push yourself when doing this – if it feels like a strain, it won’t be doing you any good. Don’t do it if you have heart problems, epilepsy, hernia, stomach ulcer or very high blood pressure. This breathing technique will strengthen your lungs, but it will also arrest thoughts, so it’s great to do if something is preying on your mind or just before you sit for meditation.



If you want a free book and CD to help you set up a regular yoga and meditation practice write to The Prison Phoenix Trust, PO Box 328, Oxford OX2 7HF. The Prison Phoenix Trust supports prisoners and prison officers in their spiritual lives through meditation, yoga, silence and the breath. The Trust works with people of any faith or none.



Lewis Sidhu Solicitors Prison & Criminal Law Specialists



020 8832 7321 CCRC Applications Recatagorisations Adjudications Complaints Appeals Parole Even as a serving prisoner you still have rights and we will do our best to protect and advance those rights.



11 T h e P a v e m e n t , P o p e s L a n e , Ealing, London W5 4NG



NOBLE SOLICITORS Specialising in Criminal Defence and all aspects of Prison Law



Offering Advice and Assistance covering:• Appeals against Sentence & Conviction • All aspects of Prison Law Including Adjudications, Licence Recall & Parole • Family Law & Childcare Issues • Housing, Debt & Benefits Problems For immediate advice & representation call:-



Noble Solicitors



26 -28 Stuart Street, Luton, Bedfordshire LU1 2SW



01582 544370



Steering by the stars Rod Harper Rod Harper works as a consultant, writer, and teacher of astrology. Aries The Ram 21st March to 20th April



Family secrets come to light this month and you may discover something to your advantage. Towards the end of September the focus moves onto relationships, when it looks as though you’ve finally caught the attention of someone you’ve been interested in. Things could go either way, so mind how you play your cards. Taurus the Bull 21st April to 20th May



Jupiter, planet of good fortune, is currently in your sign however he’s just turned on his heels. This could mean plans you’ve had cooking will probably have to wait a couple of months now until they are fully baked. By mid-month attention turns to relationships. Try to be a bit flexible as a bumpy patch is indicated especially around the 17th and 18th. Gemini the Twins 21st May to 21st June



With the Full Moon riding high in your chart and a helpful alliance between Mercury and Pluto, planet of power, things are looking good for Geminis, particularly around the middle of the month. This is a time when you can really win friends and influence people. The New Moon on the 27th shifts the focus onto creative projects. Take care not to be overconfident or you might put someone’s back up. Cancer the Crab 22nd June to 23rd July



With the full Moon on the 12th in your fellow watery sign of Pisces, feeling your way rather than using logic proves more useful right now. Don’t be afraid to let out those pent- up emotions too – tears may come in floods, but they’ll be followed by a feeling of relief. Towards the end of the month you may have to keep a very open mind when it comes to certain family situations. Leo the Lion 24th July to 23rd August



With Mars the warrior moving into your sign this month you might be feeling like doing a bit of roaring, but try to play it cool – other people don’t always understand the lion’s need to let off steam. As the Sun moves into peace-loving Libra on the



Libra the Scales 24th September to 23rd October



There may be a feeling of discord around the middle of the month with disagreements simmering between partners and on the home front. The New Moon in your sign on the 27th, however brings with it an opportunity for new beginnings. It’s time to move on and start a positive new chapter in your life. Scorpio the Scorpion 24th October to 22nd November



A string of positive aspects in store this month for your ruling planets Mars combined with powerful Pluto’s change of direction mean it looks like things may well be getting back on track for you this month Scorpio. It certainly looks as though you’ll be in the limelight around the 19th - just make sure your ego doesn’t get too over inflated. Sagittarius the Archer 23rd November to 21st December



Ever the optimist, Sagittarius, this month it looks as though you have good reason to be cheerful. Stellar aspects between your ruler Jupiter and the Sun highlight your learning zone – suddenly it seems that something in your life has fallen into place and you can see which direction you need to be heading. The New Moon near the end of the month could mark a new era and the world could start seeing you in a new light. Capricorn the Goat 22nd December to 20th January



Things seem to plodding along at a sure and steady pace for you right now, and you’re your attention tuned to communication on the 12th, now is a good time to speak your mind. Towards the end of the month, recent good relations you’ve been building with those in a position of authority prove to be helpful and supportive with future plans. Aquarius the Water Carrier 21st January to 19th February



With Neptune moving back into your sign last month there’s a certain lack of direction around you right now, and difficult aspects between Uranus and Pluto mean the feeling of tension that’s been around this summer has already come to head and you can start to put the past behind you. Watch out for crossed wires and misunderstandings around the time of the New Moon on the 27th. Pisces the Fish 20th February to 20th March



This month sees the full moon in your own sign Pisces. It’s time to have a clear out and shed those unwanted layers of skin. This is no time to have your head in the clouds, though. The planetary energies are very much earth-bound at the moment, so it’s a good time to translate some of those amazing dreams of yours into something real and useful.
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Reading group round-up Image courtesy of Matthew Meadows



Lee Child’s Killing Floor at HMP Wolds



A



fter a prolonged period of inactivity, our group reunited in July. We received a gift from HMP Everthorpe of half a dozen copies of Lee Child’s “Killing Floor”, the first in the Jack Reacher series. I took a walk around the units and spoke to a few men I did one-to-one work with, as well as the attendees of the morning Creative Writing Groups. In all, we recruited five people to the group. We agreed to read the first three chapters for our next meeting. At our first gathering one of the group confessed that he had found the book so engrossing that he had finished it in a couple of sittings. This meant that he had to keep his counsel as the rest of us tried to analyse the opening strands of the plot. “Killing Floor” opens with the book’s hero, Jack Reacher, drifting into a small American town and immediately being arrested for a murder he didn’t commit. The book is told in the first person, so the reader is forced to consider the predicament from Reacher’s point of view. The group members who had stuck to the original reading plan derived a lot of pleasure from trying to unravel the initial action. It was obvious that there was some kind of conspiracy afoot, and Child seemed to have presented us with several clues, but the first three chapters only offered tantalising snippets. We discussed the book’s style. The sentences were short and clipped in a Hemingway-esque minimalist style. Some of the group appreciated this technique, as it allowed them to propel themselves quickly through the story, and the lack of lyrical description allowed them to paint their own pictures of what was happening to Reacher. Some of the group felt that Reacher was a bit far-fetched as a protagonist - he was firmly in the Bruce Willis/ Sylvester Stallone all-action hero mould, his military police background making him both physically strong and mentally brilliant. The short biography at the beginning of the book confirmed his pedigree as a thoroughbred fighting machine with the deductive powers of Sherlock Holmes. However, such a two dimensional character was accepted by the group as being all in the name of good silly fun, and not to be taken too seriously.



News and views from prison reading groups across the country. Russ Litten is Writer in Residence at HMP Wolds.



The group enjoyed the swift twists and turns of the plot and the conspiratorial nature of the story’s central theme. There were several spin off discussions concerning America and its economic and political system, its power in the world and the way it conducts its affairs both at home and overseas. The police procedure and jail scenes also provoked healthy discussions. As we read on, it became clear that several aspects of the plot were becoming increasingly farfetched. Some of the group accepted this as part of the “blockbuster” feel of the novel, whilst others found this to be pushing the boundaries of believability somewhat. Ultimately, we all enjoyed “Killing Floor”, not least for the shared sense of discovery it provided. One of our members has provided the following review: “Reading this author for the first time I have to say that I was not in my comfort zone as I have been a reader of sci-fi and fantasy most of my prison life, but reading this book has made me see there is more out there to feed the imagination than space and knights. From the first chapter I was into this book because the writer had used a style that was easy for me to put my imagination into the story as I have always been a visual kind of reader, where I would like to feel that I am part of the story and the author made that possible. Before the story starts there is a bio on Jack Reacher, the main character in this book, and it told you what he had done before - a good idea as it did not make it a long winded thing to find out about the man to make you understand what he is about. The way that the story was told made you not want to put this book down because most of it could be believed and understood. I have to say that I will be reading more from this author and I hope the standard of writing stays the same. The parts that I found a bit unreal was when Reacher would go into a monologue about calculating firing angles and speed of reactions, as it seemed to me that at times this man must be a machine, but as I have said before, it never stopped me from enjoying this book.” Russ Litten is Writer in Residence at HMP Wolds. The Wolds group is part of the Prison Reading Group (PRG) project, supported by the Arts and Humanities Research Council. If your prison doesn’t have a reading group, encourage your librarian to have a look at the PRG website www.roehampton.ac.uk/prg PRG is also currently working with National Prison Radio to support their radio book club.



Prison Diaries from the Concrete Coffin by Charles Bronson Review by Noel Smith



W



hat can you say about the irrepressible Charles Bronson that has not already been said? Beaten, constantly transferred from jail to jail, pepper-sprayed, drugged, nutted-off and locked in an isolation cell on the same unit as cannibals and mass murderers, and that only tells a small portion of his story. The fact that the man is still compos mentis enough to write another hugely entertaining book from inside a double-doored cage deep in the bowels of HMP Wakefield’s CSC unit is surely a testament to his status as a true survivor. There cannot be many people left in this country who are not aware of the actions and antics of the man whom the tabloid press have dubbed ‘Britain’s Most Dangerous Prisoner’ over the years. Even High Court Judges, some of whom have to enquire ‘Who are these Beatles chaps?’ have heard of Charlie and his three decade struggle against the prison system. And Prison Diaries is more of the same. Reproduced in Charlie’s own handwriting and with accompanying artwork, Prison Diaries gives a real insight into his day-to-day life in the concrete coffin and how he survives. He describes what it’s like to wake up every morning surrounded by madness and then have to fill his day with small actions and routines that lead only to another day. Despite the obvious humour that is a major part of Charlie’s writing (and sometimes I laughed so much I literally almost pissed myself!) there is no disguising the very real frustration, anger and, yes, even sadness and regret that pepper his prose. In 2000 Charlie received a discretionary life sentence with a 3 year tariff and has been refused parole despite being 8 years over tariff. He is trying to appeal his sentence as he believes, with some justification, that he will never be granted parole, but obstacles are constantly being placed in his way – from prison staff selling sensational stories about him to the tabloid press to being refused legal
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“ We don't just TALK, we DO”



aid in order to pursue his appeal. This book chronicles, along with the reproduced official documents, Charlie’s battle for freedom. Could Charles Bronson live in the outside world as a free man? After all he is a talented artist and writer with a large circle of friends and supporters and most of his problems seem to stem from the catch 22 situation of being unable to escape a system in which he is in constant conflict. I personally believe he should be freed. He has not murdered anyone and, in reality, he is far from the ‘mad dog’ portrayed by the press. Imagine how much good he could do just by visiting schools and talking about the despair and futility of pursuing a life of crime and punishment? He already does more for children’s charities than the majority of vacuous self-serving co-called celebrities, and all from inside his concrete coffin. The blurb on the front cover says – ‘This is my life, my soul, my dreams, my thoughts and my frustration. After reading this book you will know what it is like to be me”. Unfortunately this is partly true – partly, because reading about his life can only ever be a vicarious journey into the world he now inhabits. In order to truly know Charlie’s life you would have to actually live it, and what sane, rightthinking person would really want to put themselves through all that? The overlying message of this book is not to try and emulate the behaviour that landed Charlie in this souldestroying situation. Charles Bronson has proved strong enough to survive with his spirit and humour intact but others would not be so tenacious or lucky – the young, easilyimpressed and feeble-minded should take that into consideration before throwing their own lives down the toilet in some vain pursuit of notoriety. There is only one Charles Bronson. Prison Diaries from the Concrete Coffin by Charles Bronson. Published by Apex Publishing Ltd Hardback £20
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On not making a killing Ghosts of Rosewood Asylum



Trainee solicitor Nicholas Dent believes there is no reason why prisoners and ex prisoners should not write for publication



by Stephen Prosapio



Instead, literature about the criminal justice system or prison life should fall outside the provisions of this Act. The legislation covers offences which pre-date it; yet, benefits received cannot be retrospectively recovered by SOCA.



Review by TJ Collins It is not very often, I am afraid, that I come across a novel these days that grips me from the start. I am, therefore, pleased to report that I have discovered an up and coming new author who has managed to grab my attention, ignite my imagination and finally re-light my fire. Fire being the operative word ... Rosewood Asylum is one of the most haunted sites in Chicago with an erratic history of unexplained fires and suicides that has sparked the interest of paranormal investigators dying to unearth the secrets of the former psychiatric hospital. Protected by a gruesome, ruthless and unpredictable ghost, the hospital and its grounds have remained out of bounds and strictly off limits for hundreds of years. Until now. Zach Kalusky, host of Sci-D TV’s Xavier Paranormal Investigators, cannot believe his luck when the local government lifts its ban and grants permission for his team to enter the asylum for forty-eight hours to film a Halloween Special. He is not, however, keen to discover that his team must join forces with the rival “Demon Hunters”- a less than ethical group of investigators renowned for planting evidence and tampering with thermal equipment to boost their TV ratings. This is not, however, an opportunity to be missed and Kalusky, possessed himself by the spirit of his dead uncle, reluctantly agrees to join forces with his nemesis in order to unravel the secrets of the Asylum. When Sashza, the Demon Hunter’s transvestite medium, calls for the group to join hands to call on the spirits and bless the investigation she is thrown violently to the ground, eyes white, body rigid, and head rolling. As she suddenly bolts upright and screams: “Someone is going to burn for their sins. I cannot be part of this. Someone’s lies are putting us all in danger”, Kalusky accuses the Demon Hunters of playing up to the cameras and realises this is not going to be a straight forward investigation. With tensions running high between the rival teams and time running out to solve the mystery of the Asylum, Kalusky is plagued by



one burning question: Who can he trust? The answer is simple; trust no-one. Except maybe Evelyn - the mysterious woman who arranges secret meetings with Zach at ungodly hours to tease his investigation along. What lies beneath the exterior of his deep, dark, evasive informant who refuses to be seen with him? What is she hiding? Who is she protecting? And why? Desperate to keep his own secret entity at bay from the others, he soon finds himself up against the antics of a saboteur, the wrath of Virginia Forster who refuses to let her son, Joey, talk about his imaginary friend “Boy”, and the terrifying possibility that Rosewood could be occupied by the most dangerous and most powerful demon of all- the Soul Snatcher. Will Zach face his demons alone, or will he have to induce an “episode” to enlist the help of his symbiotic Uncle in order to solve the mysteries of Rosewood? Endorsed by Ron Fabiani of TV’s Paranormal Cops, Ghosts of Rosewood Asylum is a must read for all fans of horror, paranormal activity and supernatural phenomena. Prosapio writes in a crisp, intelligent, and absorbing manner that evokes a ‘Sixth Sense’ – come – ‘Drag Me To Hell’ ambience that will hold you captive the minute that door to Rosewood finally creaks open. Discover the sinister secret surrounding the suicides, feel the fear that fuelled those fires, and absorb the terror as Kalusky finds himself in a race against time to save a soul trapped in the deep dark depths of the basement with the unleashed demon of Rosewood. There is no escape. Ladies and Gentleman. Please. Enter the Asylum. Ghosts of Rosewood Asylum by Stephen Prosapio. Publisher: Otherworld Publications. Price: £10.95
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The rationale behind this legislation is clearly to discourage the printing of disturbing literature which may be of an extremely violent or sexual nature. In addition, there is also a demonstrable desire to protect the victims and families of the victims of such offences and this is laudable. However, none of this should discourage prison writers; after all, the Act does not make such literature a criminal offence.
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P



risoners should be encouraged to write about their experiences of life, the criminal justice system and incarceration. After all, it is an important cultural artefact, which can be informative to those who are fortunate enough to never enter custody. Indeed, writing about crime can be an important step in the rehabilitation and finding reconciliation between right and wrong. However, following the passage of Part 7 of the Coroners and Justice Act 2009, financial proceeds resulting from criminal memoirs can be recovered by the state. Where the financial benefit arises from a “relevant offence”, which is in essence any indictable offence for which the author was originally convicted, the Serious Organised Crime Agency (SOCA) can sue the author for any gains made under the civil law. It seems that under the legislation, it is only literature arising from, and about, the actual offence which will be censured in this way.



Criminal Defence Milton Keynes



Specialists in Criminal & Prison Law



Adjudications Lifer Panels Categorisation & Transfers Appeals HDC/ROTL Licence Conditions & Recall Lifer Issues MDTs & VDTs Parole Applications Tariff Reviews Inquest/Deaths in Custody For help, advice and representation throughout the midlands & the south



Contact:



Harriett Mather at CDMK Solicitors



62 The Queensway Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK2 2SA



01908 379 225



www.cdmk.co.uk



Firstly, literature should by its very nature be intellectually and culturally rewarding. Secondly, the public should be the arbiter of whether or not literature is culturally significant. Finally, this legislation may be open to challenge as being incompatible under the European Convention on Human Rights and, specifically, the right to Freedom of Expression under Article 10. Although this may prove difficult because of the qualifications under Article 10 (2), the European Court has shown a consistent willingness to recognise the sanctity of Freedom of Expression. As yet, there does not seem to have been any cases brought under this legislation. Given that the purpose of writing should often be to challenge a position or a perception rather than for mere financial gain, this legislation should not inhibit the freedom of expression, nor the power of the written word. Nicholas Dent - Hodge Jones & Allen LLP 180 North Gower St, London NW1 2NB
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General Knowledge Crossword







TWENTY QUESTIONS TO TEST YOUR GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 1. Which vegetable, also known as the Sugar Snap Pea, literally means ‘eat everything’ in French? 2. In which book of the Bible do the Ten Commandments appear?



4. The bark of which oak tree is traditionally used to seal wine bottles?



14. The young of which animal group are known as fledglings?



5. In 1903 the French sportsman Maurice Garin became the first winner of which famous cycle race?



15. In the NATO phonetic alphabet, the name of which sport represents the letter ‘G’?



8. Which famous scientist said, ‘Science without religion is lame, religion without science is blind’? 9. In 2006, Fear of Fanny was a TV drama about which TV cook?



1 The capital of Venuzuela (7) 5 Young swans (7) 9 One of the seven deadly sins (5) 10 French chef who invented the peach melba (9) 11 A 100th anniversary or its celebration (10) 12 A necklace of twisted metal worn by ancient Gauls and Britons (4) 14 Bottle-shaped objects swung to exercise the arms in gymnastics (6,5) 18 An outstanding example of artistry or workmanship (11) 21 Religious ceremony (4) 22 Downcast or disheartened (10) 25 Maurice _____, French actor and cabaret singer (9) 26 Banishment (5) 27 A person in whose name a stock is registered (7) 28 Nickname of Major Margaret Houlihan in the TV series “M*A*S*H” (7)



10. Which Scottish civil engineer is credited with the design of Waterloo, Southwark,



1 Tom _____, author of thrillers such as “The Hunt for Red October” (6) 2 Capital of the Canadian province of Saskatchewan (6) 3 White Friars (10) 4 A loosely-coiled bundle of yarn or thread (5) 5 Artificial sweetener (9) 6 A stick with an iron hook for landing large fish (4) 7 A speech or short poem addressed to the audience by an actor at the end of a play (8) 8 City in southeast Sicily founded by Corinthians in the 8th century BC (8) 13 An audition for a part in a film (6,4) 15 Rhythm consisting of two beats to the bar (5,4) 16 “The Quiet _____”, a novel by Graham Greene (8) 17 A line on a map linking places of equal temperature (8) 19 Zodiacal constellation between Taurus and Cancer (6) 20 City from which the Elgin Marbles were taken (6) 23 A measure of length (especially for land) of five and a half yards (5) 24 A small mountain lake (4)



Angela Jones A5148AG HMP Drake Hall Books of the Bible



Books of the Bible



T I M I H D T H E U A U S H T C U E F W R B H O D U N E T O P R M H S Y E E A S D L I O E A L T N J O S I O C N H C O R Acts Colossians Corinthians



O T Y S P H O I N S C A S L E J H M B I



T U L C S I T A W E E C R O M A N S L N



H H L I S A I A H Q B T P K K M M Q M T



Y J O A G F L O Y R D S P R A E S B A H



A I G D W A N O A H E B R E W S T A T I



D E A N T I N E N G H O M E T N H W T A



I E L T E M A H D I E R A S E E R I H N



R D A E X P J Z I Z A I A C A H R M E S



E A T C O L O S S I A N S N U L E P W C



D T I M D I S L P Y U R S G Y L V E M O



S E A Y U T H B Y T R A P R O V E R B S



O R N O S E U G L O R S A M U E L D A Y



T I S U Q M A L A C H I L U O A A F I J



J E R E M I A H M N R U T D W B T R I L



H M I N S T E A N A H U M I Y O I E W U



C P H I L I P P I A N S P P V B O I T K



A E M I K A P A R E N M O T S A N A C E



Acts Luke Acts Matthew Nahum Colossians Colossians Malachi Peter Corinthians Corinthians Mark Deuteronomy Philippians Deuteronomy Matthew Proverbs Ephesians Exodus Psalm Ephesians Nahum Revelation Galatians Exodus Peter Romans Samuel Hebrews Galatians Philippians Thessalonians Isaiah Hebrews Proverbs Timothy Titus James Jeremiah Isaiah Psalm Job James Revelation John Jeremiah Romans Samuel Joshua Luke Job Thessalonians Malachi John Timothy Titus Mark Joshua Check forward, backward and diagonally, they are all there! Thanks to Angela Jones Thanks to Angela Jones HMP Drake Hall HMP Drake Hall for compiling this for compiling this wordsearch. If you wordsearch. If you fancy compiling fancy compiling one for us please just one for us please just send it in max send it in max 20 x 20 grid & complete 20 x 20 grid & complete with answers with answers shown on a grid. If we shown on a grid. If we use it we will use it we will send you £5 as a thank send you £5 as a thank you! you!



12. In which limb of the body are the hamstring muscles found? 13. Which Radio 2 DJ’s show features the items ‘Factoids’ and ‘Ask Elvis’?



7. In the 1970s TV sitcom Some Mothers Do ‘Ave ‘Em, whose catchphrase was, ‘Ooh Betty’?



Down



11. In which US city was the record label ‘Motown records’ established?



3. In the children’s TV cartoon Count Duckula what was the name of the character who had her arm permanently in a sling?



6. How many horns did the dinosaur known as Triceratops have?



Across



and London Bridges?



16. To which royal house did King Charles 1 belong? 17. Which gas is the second lightest element, after hydrogen? 18. Which TV presenter is the daughter of the former Sunday Express editor Eve Pollard? 19. During a 2001 Japanese tour, which British girl group did Siobhan Donaghy leave? 20. Which Hollywood actor provided the voice of the baby, Mikey, in the 1989 film Look Who’s talking?



It’s a con



SCOTTISH SOLICITORS Parole Board Representation, Prison Law and Human Rights



• Life Prisoner Tribunals • Licence Recall Hearings • Parole Applications for Long Term Prisoners • Downgrades from the Open Prison Estate • Extradition Hearings - at Edinburgh Sheriff’s Court • Foreign National Prisoners - Parole - Access to Open Prisons - Deportation



Contact: Mark Templeton



Did you suffer physical, sexual or emotional abuse as a child? WBW Solicitors can help you claim compensation for your lost childhood. For sympathetic, straight-forward, confidential advice, contact Therese Classon Member of the Association of Child Abuse Lawyers



01626 202404 www.wbw.co.uk



Church House, Queen Street, Newton Abbot, Devon TQ12 2QP



0141 429 4354



Quinn Martin & Langan 87 Carlton Place Glasgow G5 9TD



Enquiries from Scottish prisoners ONLY please



APPROACHABLE UNDERSTANDABLE ACCESSIBLE
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“Quotes” “



Women in music, very successful women, are extremely sexual and they have young fans. It is inappropriate



”



Singers such as Rihanna go too far, says the former Spice Girl Melanie Chisholm



Quiz



Wordsearch



“



For reasons that are inexplicable, MPs - even the most superficial, unattractive, misshapen ones - are attractive to the opposite sex



E T A O C U I O K C A T T A R



”



The Labour MP Paul Flynn, who suggests regular cold baths to fight temptation



When you’re 60 and your spider’s “ all faded and wrinkly, trust me, you’ll Losing basically all the money wish you’d never had it done “ ever ” I’d made is very freeing. I’m Don’t get a tattoo, advises Ozzy Osbourne not unhappy ” The actor John Malkovich, who lost For a while it’s nothing but “ more than $10m to the investment annoying ” The actor James Corden on fatherhood fraudster Bernard Madoff



R N N O A O V R Y G Y G N E C



R O O O S E U N C D O A F O H



S I T D R O O P T F E E C B R



G B F C R F Y F L B R M Y H C



L H A L A E H E O E S N O O T



F S A N E R D E E E O C M C O



T H T E L I T N L L L O I S O



R O L I A T I B U H E M S L S



W O D A E M A Y F A M M E S T



T E A L T T E E N O N E B O N



T T O C S S N D R E D N U T I



A P E D R E N E O M T T T C A



E L T E C E G R C I E E A E E



E I J S W O A E S T I D K E A



Find the answers to the questions. One answer isn’t on the grid.



1: Two of (6) 2: Serious (6) 3: Cloudy (8) 4: Umpire (7) 5: Maker of clothes (6) 6: Piece of grassland (6) 7: Farm vehicle (7) 8: Contemptuous (8) 9: Horse’s house (6) 10: Funny show (6) 11: Remarked (9) 12: Run away to marry (5) 13: Part of a play (5) 14: Skinflint (5) 15: Forepart (5) 16: Vote in (5) 17: Insufficiently cooked (9) 18: Jumper (6) 19: Sailing vessel (5) 20: Ransack (5)



Quizwordsearch, submitted by Neil Speed, a former prisoner



1



6 3



9 3



5 8 2 1



4 7



7



1 6 9 7



9 8



9 3 9



6



James Corden



Paul Flynn



2



5 9 8



1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 10: 11:



Mind gym



5



9



Ozzy Osbourne



(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2011. All rights reserved.



SUDOKU & GEFBADCHI



Melanie Chisholm John Malkovich
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Two of (6)who also came up with the concept of GEF BAD CHI whilst in Serious (6)prison. Inside Time features a GEF12: to marry BADRun CHIaway puzzle on this(5)page. Cloudy (8) 13: Part of a play (5) Umpire (7) 14: Skinflint (5) GEF BAD by Xlibris. Maker of clothes (6) CHI By Neil Speed Published 15: Forepart (5) RRP: £12.35 Piece of grassland (6) 16: Vote in (5) Farm vehicle (7) 17: Insufficiently cooked (9) Contemptuous (8) 18: Jumper (6) Submitted by Magari HMP Risley. Start on the left with the first number and work your way across Horse’s house (6) 19: Sailing vessel (5) following the instructions in20:each cell. See Funny show (6) Ransack (5) how quickly you can do each puzzle and how your Remarked (9) times improve month by month! Answers on page 55. If you would like to submit similar puzzles



we will pay £5 for any that are chosen for print. Please send in a minimum of three puzzles together with the answer!



15



double



82



÷2



37



double



/



it



/



÷3



+44



/



20%



it



/



+16



/



halve of



/



it



this



halve



it



/ / /



×10



=



??



×6



=



???



×3



=



???



Daily Sudoku: Wed 10-Aug-2011



SCOTTISH 7 9 4 6 PRISONERS 5 8 1 3 2 Specialist 5 8 6in3Criminal 2 1 4 9Law: 7



(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2011. All rights reserved.



Appeal or 2 against 1 3 4 criminal 9 7 8 conviction 5 6 sentence 9 5 (including 7 2 1 Cadder 4 6 issues) 8 3 Application to the Scottish Criminal 3 6 1 7 8 9 2 4 5 Cases Review Commission (SCCRC) 8 4 2 5 3 6 7 1 9 Parole Applications including; 2 & 9 tribunal 8 4 5 3 7 attendance 1 parole 6 board hearings 4 on 7 licence 5 1 6 3 9 2 8 Recalls 1 3other 8 9criminal 7 2 5 work 6 4 plus any Daily Sudoku: Wed 10-Aug-2011



medium



WE WILL ATTEND ANY SCOTTISHhttp://www.dailysudoku.com/ PRISON For further information please contact



Callahan McKeown & Co 18 Hairst Street RENFREW PA4 8QY



0141 885 1212 (24 hours)



VLS



Solicitors



Specialists in Criminal Defence, Prison Law & Confiscation Proceedings



PRISONERS’ LEGAL RIGHTS - NEED HELP? • • • • • • •



Defence and Appeals Licence Recalls Parole Reviews Adjudications Categorisation & Transfers HDC Proceeds of Crime Cases(POCA)



Please contact,



Aloysius or Sam at:



VLS Solicitors



Gibson House 800 High Road London N17 0DH



0208 808 7999



Mobile 07940 728 166 Office also in Brixton



• Lifer panels • Category A reviews • Re-categorisation • Parole board hearings • Adjudications • Human rights & Judicial reviews • Licence recalls • Understanding and dealing with dealing with IPP and IPP and Extended Sentences Extended Sentences Contact the Prison Law team on:



0151 200 4071
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CAPTION COMPETITION



Gema Quiz



If that don’t get me on Celebrity Big Brother then nothing will



The new Gema Records catalogue is out now! (Summer 2011) For the first time, we have a DVD section with over 17,000 DVDs. In addition, we have 11,000 New Releases and over 5,000 Special Offers included in the catalogue. PS2 Bundles now come with 2 free pre-owned games. We are now offering used Xbox 360 Arcade consoles with a vastly increased range of games



W Heath HMP Moorland



Last month’s winner



£25 prize is in the post



Thousands of price reductions across the board. Which film did the following songs feature in: 1. You never can tell 2. Unchained Melody 3. Take my breath away 4. (Everything I do) I do it for you 5. (I’ve had) The time of my life 6. (They long to be) Close to you 7. A groovy kind of love 8. Love is all around 9. Moon River 10. I just called to say I love you



For your own personal copy, please send a cheque or PO (payable to Gema Records) for £2 to Gema Records, PO Box 54, Reading RG1 3SD and we will immediately despatch a copy to you along with a £2 voucher to use against your first order. GEMA RECORDS - SUPPLIER OF THE UK’S LARGEST BACK CATALOGUE OF MUSIC Telephone: 01189 842 444 Last month’s winners



Gema sponsors of Jailbreak Amy Wade - HMP Bronzefield Shaw Sealy - HMP Pentonville Dean Harvey - HMP Pentonville



See below for details of how to enter. The first three names to be drawn receive a £15 Gema Record Voucher & free catalogue



with all correct answers (or nearest) will each



Answers to last months quiz: 1. Plumbing, 2. Solid Snake, 3. Hedgehog, 4. Gran Turismo, 5. Gears Of War, 6. Pokemon, 7. Need For Speed, 8. Zombies, 9. 50 cent, 10. Skateboard



insideknowledge The prize quiz where we give you the Questions and the Answers!



All the answers are within this issue of Inside Time - all you have to do is find them!!



?



The first three names to be drawn with all-correct answers (or nearest) will receive a £25 cash prize. There will also be two £5 consolation prizes. The winners’ names will appear in next month’s issue. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 



Which government backed charity has been accused of wrongly claiming legal aid for third of its cases? Who stated that we have developed into a ‘Gimme’ society? According to the Sunday Express how many rioters were on parole from jail? At the age of 22, who was hit hard with a 5 year E.P.P? Who is urging MP’s, police and courts to try and think beyond knee jerk calls for punishment? What percentage of 11 year olds reached the pass mark in SATs tests? What was permanently abolished by the House of Commons on the 16th of December 1969?



Criminal Defence, Appeals and Prison Law Specialists All Prison issues including: • Licence & Parole Hearings • Categorisation & Transfer • Recall to Custody • Ajudications • Tariff & Judicial Review For an Immediate Response contact: Duncan Smith



Glaisyers Solicitors



10 Rowchester Court Printing House Street Birmingham B4 6DZ



0121 233 2971



HENRY HYAMS



SOLICITORS 7 South Parade, Leeds LS1 5QE 0113 2432288 Categorisation Parole/Recall HDC Progression Adjudications Appeals/CCRC Lifer/IPP issues Judicial Review Contact our Prison Law Team Katy Cowans - Rebecca Seal Rachel Jamieson ›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 



Another £25 prize is on offer for the best caption to this month’s picture. What do you think is being thought or said here? A police car gets stuck in the flash floods that affected Dorset



>> To enter



Please do not cut out any of these panels. Just send your entry to one or all of these competitions on a separate sheet of paper. Make sure your name, number and prison is on all sheets. Post your entry to:



Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. You can use one envelope to enter more than one competition just mark it ‘jailbreak’. A 1st or 2nd class stamp is required on your envelope. Closing date for all is 27/09/11



Over the last year, how many prison events have been arranged by PEN? At which prison did the Tools Shed project start? Until 1982, what form of training were young offenders sentenced to? Who was told that they are ‘in prison and would get no special treatment’? Who spent more than 10,000 days in prison? Which council are Psychologists now required to register with? In which newspaper was Joseph Kotrie-Monson named the ‘Lawyer of the week’? What is the name of the brand new service launched by Wayne Hutchinson?



Answers to Last Month’s Inside Knowledge Prize Quiz 1. Russell Brand, 2. Colin Norris, 3. 5 & 18, 4. 3%, 5. Southampton City Centre Parish Office 6. Time for Families, 7. Australia, 8. 360,000, 9. PSI2011-036, 10. 112 Prisons, 11. John Podmore, 12. £730m a year, 13. HMP Latchmere House & HMP Brockhill, 14. Bangkwang Prison, 15. 434 IPP Sentences Our three £25 Prize winners are: Lee King HMP Sudbury, Ann Harker HMP Foston Hall, Graham Horn HMP Ranby Plus our £5 Consolation prizes go to: Darren Stewart HMP Wakefield, Vanessa Sawyer HMP Drake Hall



“Locked in here all day; you don’t turn criminals into citizens by treating them this way” with kind permission from Billy Bragg



We have a dedicated and specialist team. We offer nothing but honest and professional advice. We aim to deal with your case speedily and efficiently. We aim to provide a quick response to all initial contacts. We regularly attend prisons throughout Northern England but do offer nationwide service in particular: Disability Discrimination Categorisation / Progression Parole & Licence Issues Lifer & IPP cases Adjudications Appeals / CCRC cases Recall HDC Judicial Review www.chiverssolicitors.co.uk



NORTH EAST OFFICE Chivers Solicitors, Abbey Business Centre, Abbey Road, Durham DH1 5JZ



☎ 0191 383 2222



YORKSHIRE OFFICE



Chivers Solicitors, Wellington Street, Bingley BD16 2NB



☎ 01274 561 666



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹
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Comedy Corner



September 24th 1975



Do you have any jokes (printable) that you would like to share with our readers? If so, send them in to: Inside Time (Jokes), Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. If you do not want your name or prison to appear please make it clear. You will receive £5 for every one we print so don’t forget to include your details even if you don’t want them printed.



Sudoku



Quizwordsearch medium



Daily Sudoku: Wed 10-Aug-2011



1 6 9 7



6



3 9 9



102, 5 8 3. 2 1



8



Mind Gym



1.9 50, 2.



9



8 5 9



135 2



www.emailaprisoner.com



1. Couple 2. Solemn 3. Overcast 4. Referee 5. Tailor 6. Meadow 7. Tractor 8. Scornful 9. Stable 10. Comedy 11. Commented 12. Elope 13. Scene 14. Miser is the word not found 15. Front 16. Elect 17. Underdone 18. Jersey 19. Yacht 20. Rifle



SIS is authorised and regulated by the FSA



2 7 6 3 5 9 1 8 4



[email protected] www.saleinsurance.co.uk



Prisons and Solicitors should call Derek Jones on 0844 873 3111 for further details or visit the website



3 9 5 8 4 1 7 2 6



0161 969 6040



1 4 8 6 2 7 3 9 5



13 Northenden Road Sale Cheshire M33 2DH



(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2011. All rights reserved.



SIS Insurance



8 1 7 4 9 6 5 3 2



Contact a member of our friendly team



›› Over 60 UK prisons and IRC’s are using the EMAP service and more are being added each month.



(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2011. All rights reserved.



AWARD WINNING COVER FOR MOTOR – HOME PUBLIC LIABILITY



6 3



›› Solicitors and organisations registered can provide clients with a fast and efficient service and keep them fully updated with progress. Note: Not suitable for Rule 39 correspondence.



Rock & Pop Quiz



5



›› Anyone in establishments using the service can receive emails from their family and friends, solicitors and other organisations registered.



General Knowlege



Crossword



7



1 in 5 people are routinely refused insurance



›› Faster than 1st class post ›› Cheaper than a 2nd class stamp ›› No cost to HMPS



> ANSWERS



4



Second Chance!



Email a Prisoner



First Britons conquer Everest Dougal Haston and Doug Scott become the first Britons to reach the summit of the world’s highest mountain.



9 3



Answers below right



New TV channel ends BBC monopoly Britain’s first independent television station is on air, bringing advertisements to the airwaves for the first time.



7



12. On whose show did Gene Vincent make his first national TV appearance in 1956?



September 22nd 1955



1



11. At the US Superbowl 35 in 2001, along with Nelly and Britney Spears, which solo star appeared with Aerosmith and N’Sync?



Rock legend Hendrix dies after party Rock guitarist Jimi Hendrix dies after collapsing at a party in London.



5 2 9 1 8 3 4 6 7



10. Which Canadian singer won Best Jazz Vocal Grammy awards in 1999 and 2002?



September 18th 1970



6 3 4 2 7 5 8 1 9



9. Which alternative rock band’s album Ta Dah achieved American chart success in 2006?



Roy Castle loses battle with cancer Entertainer and television presenter Roy Castle dies from cancer at his Buckinghamshire home, just two days after his 62nd birthday.



4 6 3 7 1 2 9 5 8



8. Built on the site of the Stax Records studio, in which American city would you find Stax Museum, opened in 2003?



September 2nd 1994



9 8 1 5 6 4 2 7 3



7. Who, in 1956, was signed up as Elvis Presley’s manager?



Japan signs unconditional surrender Japanese officials sign the act of unconditional surrender, finally bringing to an end six years of world war.



7 5 2 9 3 8 6 4 1



6. The Fugees had great international success with Killing Me Softly in 1996. Who first made the song famous in 1973?



September 2nd 1945



Daily Sudoku: Wed 10-Aug-2011



5. By what name were the Supremes previously known?



out till midnight, Pinocchio does nothing but lie, Aladdin hangs around with a bunch of thieves, Batman drives at 320mph, Sleeping Beauty is nothing but lazy and Snow White lives with seven men! Stephen Crawford - HMP Gartree ............................................................... Ê I’ve just had a letter back from Screwfix. They said they regretted to inform me that they’re not a dating agency. John Beesley - HMP Stafford



1. Margaret 2. Frankie Lymon and the Teenagers 3. U2. 4. Barry McGuire. 5. The Primettes. 6. Roberta Flack 7. Colonel Tom Parker. 8. Memphis. 9. Scissor Sisters. 10. Diana Krall. 11. Mary J Blige. 12. Perry Como.



4. Eve Of Destruction was the title of a 1965 No 1 protest song by which singer?



Ê David Cameron is looking for a lady of the night. In the local pub, he finds two likely women – a blonde and a red head. He says to the blonde, “I’m the Prime Minister, how much would it cost to spend the night with you?” “£250” the blonde replied. Turning to the red head, the Prime Minister says “what about you dear?” “Mr Prime Minister” says the red head, “if you can manage to get my skirt as high as my taxes and my knickers as low as my wages, keep rising as much as the price of Petrol and screw me the way you have the nations Pensioners’, it won’t cost you a penny!”. Colin Perry - HMP Stafford ............................................................... Ê What do clouds and Prison Officers have in common? Occasionally they go away and it’s a really nice day. Paul McAndrew - HMP Castington ............................................................... Ê How are the kids expected to listen to their parents when Cinderella stays



Germany invades Poland German forces attack Poland across all frontiers and its planes bomb Polish cities, including the capital, Warsaw Britain and France prepare to declare war.



http://www.dailysudoku.com/ Across Down 1 Clancy 1 Caracas 2 Regina 5 Cygnets 9 Anger 3 Carmelites 10 Escoffier 4 Skein 11 Centennial 5 Cyclamate 12 Tore 6 Gaff 7 Epilogue 14 Indian clubs 8 Syracuse 18 Masterpiece 13 Screen test 21 Rite 15 Duple time 22 Despondent 16 American 25 Chevalier 17 Isotherm 26 Exile 19 Gemini 27 Nominee 20 Athens 28 Hotlips 23 Perch 24 Tarn



3. Which world-renowned rock band is fronted by singer, Bono?



September 1st 1939



Send in your jokes, you will receive £5 for every one we print!



1. What is country singer LeAnn Rimes’s first name? 2. Why Do Fools Fall In Love, later covered by the Beach Boys and others, was a hit song originally recorded in 1956 by which group?



Do you remember?



1. Mangetout 2. Exodus 3. Nanny 4. Cork 5. Tour de France 6. Three 7. Frank Spencer 8. Albert Einstein 9. Fanny Cradock 10. John Rennie 11. Detroit 12. Leg 13. Steve Wright 14. Birds 15. Golf 16. House of Stuart 17. Helium 18. Claudia Winkleman 19. Sugababes 20. Bruce Willis
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> Next Issue Week commencing 3rd October 2011



> looking ahead • October Inside Art Supplement • November Inside Education Supplement • December Short Story Supplement H Send in your Short Stories H
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September 2011



National Prison Radio is currently available in 58 prisons across England and Wales.



What’s on National Prison Radio?



We broadcast 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, into your cell. If your prison has National Prison Radio, you can listen through your TV by using the tuning buttons on your remote control.



Day



Mon



Tue



Wed



Thur



Fri



Sat



07:00



Porridge



Weekend Porridge



The Request Show



Brixton Hour Show made for Brixton prisoners



Dawn til Dusk Spiritual themes, mellow tunes



All Request Saturday The week’s shows back to back



Behind Bars Repeat from Monday



The first national breakfast show made by and for prisoners big tracks, news, sport, information and real stories of prison life



08:00



Another chance to catch the latest show 09:00 10:00



11:00



Radio? Tue



Wed



Brit 40 The UK’s number one chart show



All Music Daytime



Music and information designed to help you make the most of your time inside



The Selector Two hours of the best in new UK music



12:00 Thur Fri



Porridge Sun



Another chance to hear this morning’s show



ars is your award-winning daily feature show focusing on a different side of prison evening. We bring you the best chat, music and information to keep you informed son life and give a voice to your thoughts about life behind bars s Induction Show - all the basics about how prison works s Women Inside - focusing on life for female prisoners days Your Life - looking at how to keep your body and mind healthy ys The Inside Story - your in-depth guide to staying out of jail The Album Show - we play an entire album in full from start to finish ys The Love Bug - helping you keep in touch with family and friends on the outside s The Magazine - featuring the best bits of National Prison Radio



13:00



The Request Show



Another chance to catch the latest show



14:00



Request Show



requests in to: l Prison Radio, HMP Brixton, London SW2 5XF



of this morning’s show



15:00



All Music Daytime The Brixton Hour



Music and information designed to help you make the most of your time inside



The A List



w s xes



Running through the latest music to hit the National Prison Radio offices



16:00



For information, see edition at 07:00



19:05 Oldies Sounds from the 60s, 70s & 80s



19:05 Gospel Hour Uplifting gospel music



20:05 This American Life Stories from the US



20:05



21:05 The State We’re In



Dawn til Dusk Spiritual themes, mellow tunes



ove Songs Hour



of classic love songs, the perfect soundtrack for writing those letters home



Bull Music Academy Radio



ings, interviews, mixes and documentary features, exclusive to NPR.



Request Show



The Brixton Hour



om 18:00



Brit 40 The UK’s number one chart show



Brit 40 A repeat of Friday’s show



Behind Bars Repeat from Tuesday



Brixton Hour Hear the show again



Behind Bars Repeat from Thursday



All Request Saturday The week’s shows back to back



Behind Bars Repeat from Friday



17:00



Behind Bars



The Selector Two hours of the best in new UK music



National Prison Radio Book Club An omnibus edition of the week’s book reading



Tue



Wed



Thur



Fri



Your award-winning daily feature show. Entertainment and support, helping you to make the most of your time behind bars.



18:00



The Request Show



Requests and shout outs from prisons across England and Wales. Want to hear your favourite song on National Prison Radio? To hear your song, message or poem on the radio, write to us at National Prison Radio, HMP Brixton, London SW2 5XF



19:00



Most Wanted A different theme each week - the definitive tracks



20:00



The Monday Alternative The best in indie music



21:00



Outside In Hear the show again



22:00



21.30 Selector After Dark A mix from one of the UK’s finest DJs



The Selector Two hours of the best in new UK music, plus interviews, mixes and live sets



The Album Show A classic album in full



Outside In Ex-prisoner Tis brings the outside world in to you



All About the Oldies Classic hits



NPR Urban Hip-hop, RnB and dancehall



Ministry of Sound Keeping you in touch with the sounds filling dancefloors on the outside



Sat



Sun



The Love



The Information Centre All the facts you need if you’re new to prison



Bug An hour of love songs and tips for writing letters home



Your daily TV Guide at 9:00, 11:00, 15:00, 17:00 and 20:00



ational news from the studios of Sky News, every hour, on the hour



25 Sept: NPR Book Club



The Album Show A classic album in full



Brixton Hour For HMP Brixton prisoners



Most Wanted Hear Monday’s show again



Brit 40 The UK’s number one chart show



The Rock Show The best in loud guitar music



21.30 Red Bull Music Academy Live recordings, interviews, mixes and documentary features



Bob and Beyond A solid hour of reggae classics The Soul Show Classic soul sounds



22.30 National Prison Radio Book Club Tune in to this month’s book reading



23:00



Late Night Love Bug Back-to-back love songs, seven nights a week - the perfect soundtrack to write letters home



Overnight



Dream Time Dreamy chill-out tunes and information on how to stay safe while you’re inside



For information, see edition at 07:00



International news from the studios of Sky News, every hour, on the hour, and the latest news from prisons across the top Music and Information country - every weekday at 10:00, 14:00, 16:00, 18:00, 21:00, 23:00 and in Porridge, National Prison Radio’s breakfast show.



rison Radio:



Mon



Behind Bars Repeat from Wednesday



Behind Bars Sat



Eve



Reggae and dancehall every Saturday and Gospel for your Sunday morning



Catch up with the latest show



hind Bars



ge



Sun



Into the Night Music to make you think



prisons across the country at 10:00, 12:00, 16:00, 18:00 and 22:00



t 9:00, 11:00, 15:00, 17:00 and 20:00



Inside Time are proud to sponsor the NPR schedule along with the following advertisers.



a1st Prisoner class post



n a 2nd class stamp



100 UK prisons now get e mails y, friends and legal representatives ils call 0844 873 3111



surance SURANCE PRODUCTS



SONERS AND THEIR FAMILIES



PUBLIC LIABILITY



ale Cheshire M33 2DH



69 6040



of our friendly team



SIS Insurance Second chance! 1 In 5 people are routinely refused insurance (See full advert on page 55)



Email a Prisoner Faster than 1st class post & cheaper than a 2nd class stamp (Full advert on page 55)



Email a Prisoner • Faster than 1st class post • Cheaper than a 2nd class stamp



National Prison Radio ......... page 26 Prisoners in over 100 UK prisons now get e mails from their family, friends and legal representatives For full details call 0844 873 3111



Gema Records - Supplier of the UK’s Largest Back Catalogue of Music plus DVD’s, PS2 Bundles and pre owned



games and new Xbox 360 consoles. For a personal catalogue send a £2.00 postal order to: Gema Records PO Box 54 Reading RG1 3SD



SIS Insurance



insideinformation the Comprehensive Guide to Prisons & Prison Related Services Published by insidetime - the National Newspaper for Prisoners www.insidetime.org



AWARD WINNING INSURANCE PRODUCTS DESIGNED FOR FORMER PRISONERS AND THEIR FAMILIES



MOTOR, HOME & PUBLIC LIABILITY 13 Northenden Road Sale Cheshire M33 2DH



0161 969 6040



Contact a member of our friendly team



Including The Hardman Trust Prisoner Funder Directory



46664: The world’s most famous prisoner You don’t have to look very far in prison to find an image of, or a quote from, Nelson Mandela. The man who was once the world’s most famous prisoner has inspired millions of people throughout the world. His experience of prison may seem far removed from ours... but is that really the case?



Published by insidetime - the National Newspaper for Prisoners www.insidetime.org



ue send a £2.00 postal order to: PO Box 54 Reading RG1 3SD



the Comprehensive Guide to Prisons & Prison Related Services



S2 Bundles and pre owned ew Xbox 360 consoles. For a



insideinformation



rds - Supplier of the UK’s ck Catalogue of Music



Gema Records Supplier of music, dvds and games (See full advert on page 54)



2011



On Inside Time is £ ly proud to publish +P 25 &P the new, updated version of the most comprehensive guide to prisons and prison related services. Supplied free of charge to every UK prison it’s even bigger and better!



Over 970 pages covering every UK prison with Legal Fact Sheets for England & Wales plus a full range for Scotland. Hundreds of Help Organisations and courtesy of the Hardman Trust, details of Grants and Funding to help prisoners and their families. Legal help throughout the UK and 1000’s of useful addresses - often very difficult to find, especially for prisoners. insideinformation is published by Inside Time, the National Newspaper for Prisoners. Additional copies can be purchased from Inside Time PO Box 251 Hedge End Hampshire SO30 4XJ at the reduced price of £25 + £5 p&p.



Can you read this? Toe by Toe enables learners to learn to read from the beginning with one to one support. It is for anyone who wants to learn how to read whilst in prison. Toe by Toe Mentors help others learn to read. Train to be a Toe by Toe mentor and develop skills in supporting others. It is a positive and highly rewarding way to spend your time in prison. For more information write to: Shannon Trust Freepost RSCE-ZSAR-GYAX 2nd Floor, Royal London House 22-25 Finsbury Square London, EC2A 3DX
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